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ABSTRACT

The general

objective of this study

r,ras

to

determine the degree of

instructional explicitness required to help competent and less

com-

petent sixth grade readers understand that a suÍÌnarization intervention
procedure was appropriate

to use in future

independent

learning.

More

specifically, the study exanined whether 51 sixth grade students (a)
applied a surnmary y,riting intervention procedure in a new situation using sociology

passages when

instruction involved the summarizing of

history text and (b) maintained the use of the
over ti

me.

Three

levels of explicitness were compared: informed, self-

control and blind

to

summarizing strategy

training. In informed training,

subjects were taught

use a sunmarization strategy and given information about the signi-

ficance of that strategy. In self-control training, subjects were in-

of the surnmarization strategy, (b) its relevance in terms of when and why to employ it, and {c) tne sel f-monitorstructed

in (a) the

use

ing, checking and evaluation of their summaries. In blind training,
which served as a control

,

students were taught to use the

writing strategy without being given an understanding of

summary

its signifi-

cance.

Instruction was delivered over six, 60 minute sessions excluding
the pretest, immediate and delayed posttests. History passages were
used

for instruction while test

and soci ol ogy texts.

passages were chosen

fron both history

Students' summaries were evaluated
and

in

terms

efficiencJ) and process (rule application).

of product (main

idea

of

com-

The summaries

petent and less competent readers were examined separately to establish
how

the interventions affected sixth graders of different abilities.
As indicated by main idea scores on immediate post instruction

summaries

appeared

of both history and sociology texts, self-control training
to be generally more effective than either of the other two

treatnents, although there were no significant treatment effects for

efficiency and rule

appl

ication.

Delayed posttest

results were similar

for history text summaries. That is, self-control training
be more

seemed to

effective than the other treatments as measured by main idea

scores but not as measured by efficiency and

ruie appìicatìon.

For

sociology text summaries, students given seif-control training performed better on

control

,

ail

summary

writing neasures.

The

effects of self-

informed and blind training were overall not significantly

different for

competent and less competent readers, although as mea-

sured by main ideas found

in

summaries,

the performance of the

com-

petent readers in the blind training group failed to match the perform-

of the competent readers in the self-control training group. It
was concluded, that in the long run, the most useful sumnarization
ance

intervention for sixth grade readers was the rnost explicit seìf-controì

training

because

self-control training not only facilitated

maintenance

in the training situation but was most effective for transfer.
conclusion was supported by student interviews.
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CHAPTER 1

NATURE OF THE STUDY

This study sought to determine the degree of expl icitness of in-

struction required for the understanding of the use of an intervention
procedure

in writing

summaries

at the sixth

grade

level.

Two

different

levels of explicitness were compared: informed and self-control train-

ing. In informed training,

subjects were taught to use a summarization

strategy and given information about the significance of that strategy.

In self-control training, subjects

tvere instructed not only

in the use

of the summarization strategy and its significance, but also given
explicit direction in how, and when to employ summarization and to
monitor, check and evaluate their

appl

ication of the strategy.

Both

types of training are considered elements of metacognition (Brown,
Carnp

i

one and Day, 198i).

of students receiving the two levels of metacognitive instruction was contrasted with the perfornance of sixth graders
The performance

given conventional instruction (blind training)

in

how

to write

sum-

rnaries. In blind training, the students were taught to use the strategy for writing summaries without an understanding of the signif.icance

of the strategy

hence

it

Supplementary goaìs

excluded

training ín metacognition.

of the study

were

to discover whether students

appiied the intervention ín new situations and whether use of the

intervention

was maintained over time.

-1

-2for instruction in writing summaries were
the field of history, while rnaterials used to neasure

The materials used

selected from

abiìity to write

summaries and determine

chosen both from

history and sociology texts.
Rationale

the extent of transfer

the

were

for the Study

Justification for the Use of MetacognÍtive Training

of the goals of teaching is the improvenent of students'
'I
earning abilities. In recent years, several welI developed positions
One

on cognition and metacognition have influenced instructional programs
designed

vell's

to help students learn

how

to learn.

Among

these are Fla-

(1976, 1979) theory on metacognitive training, Sternberg,s

(1983) guidance

learning.

for intetligence training,

and Gagné,s (1985) theory of

The metacognitive perspective focuses on enhancing students,

metacognitive knowledge as a basis for developing executive control
ski

lìs in the maintenance

and

transfer of learning strategies. Stern-

berg's (1983) guidel ínes for intelìigence training suggest that learning ability is a form of inteìligence that has training components, and
emphasize

processing

tions.

the importance of providing adequate iinkages between the

skilìs

being taught and their transfer to real worìd situaGagné's (1985) theory implies that learning abiìity is partjy

trainable intellectual skills and parily strategic thinking

which

evolve as a function of experience and intell igence. Derry and Murphy
(1986) assert that such perspectives ail lead to the concìusion that

of learning abjlity "necessitates development not onjy
of specific skills, which we know how to teach, but also an executive
the

improvement

-3controi nechanism that automatically accesses and combines learning

skills

when

they are needed". {p, t)

Metacognition has been receiving substantial attention from educa-

tors.

By the

early 1980s, a significant body of literature pertaining

to the role of rnetacognition in the acquisition

of learning
skills had developed. 0n the other hand, much is yet to be uncovered
thus there is need for more research in the area,
For the purpose of this study metacognition refers to learners'
awareness of their own learning processes as welI as their abilitv and
tendency

and use

to control metacognitive processes during ìearning

al., 1987). According to Jones and his col leagues,

(Jones et

awareness pertains

not only to knowìedge of specific cognitive strategies but also to
knowledge

of

how and when

to use them. Control is the capacity to

nonitor and direct successful inplenentation of a task at hand (Baker &
Brown, 1984; Garner, 1987; Jones, Palincsar, 0gle & Carr, 1987).
There are two

levels of metacognition. At a superficial level

learners nay be able to verbalize but not. transfer metacognitive
ledge adequateìy. This level

is characteristic of

At a more sophisticated level , learners
and tendency

knou,-

informed training.

demonstrate both the

ability

to control their iearning through the appl ication of

meta-

cognitive processes. Thus depending on the degree of metacognition,
mainly awareness and very Iittle control may be involved. l,Jith deeper
'levels of metacognition, however, iearners demonstrate both awareness
and control over

this study

their

own

thinking and study procedures. A questjon

addressed was whether informed

training was sufficient to

help competent and less competent readers gain both awareness

control over thinking and learning strategies.

and

-4of metacognition and the elaboration of its appl ication is often attributed to Flaveìì (1976, 19791 . Flavell's theory is
cornprised of four cornponents: action, goals, metacognitive experience
The concept

and metacognitive knowledge. Accordingly, the model reader

is

assumed

to seìect or formulate certain cognitive plans, strategies or actions
in pursuit of certain learning goals. Successfui implernentation of the
strategies reinforces and refines the student's store of metacognitive
knowledge about

velì's

learning. Derry and Murphy

(1986) explain that. Fla-

theory represents an attenpt to operationalize the developnenta'l

ability improves. Derry and Murphy (1986)
argue that if Flavell's assessment is accurate, it foìlows that there
are four general categories of training to be attempted in metacognition: (a) trelping st.udents deveìop a store of skilìs, (b) training
process whereby learning

students to recognize what they must learn, (c) intensífying the frequency and qual

and

ity of experiences that lead to insights about learning,

(d) helping students build a library of infornation about

utility of ìearning strategies

including when and

how

the

to use them.

to Derry and Murphy (1986) skill training, is least
problematic. These authors contend that students of nearìy any age can
According

be induced
emphasize

to outline

and rehearse,

for example. They nevertheless

that the acquisition of these behaviours alone

necessarily

vities for

transfer.

Students nay not realize the value

in other situations. Metacognitive
attribute this to the fact that learning ability includes

additional metacognitive knowledge governing
tra te gi es.

of the acti-

enhancing learning

theory would

s

does not.

how and when

to

deploy

-5Metacogni

ti on and Reading

of metacognition ís irnportant to the field of
reading. By the early 1980s a nunber of studies had been conducted to
determine the effectiveness of metacognitive skilIs training to enhance
The whole issue

reading achievement. For exampìe, André and Anderson (1978-1979) found

that students

taught to generate maín idea questions con-

who were

structed better questions than those who were
Gersten (1982) were able

not.

Adams, Carnine and

to substantiate the efficacy of training

in the use of metacognitive skills such as rereading for
clarification, using subheadings and carrying out reviews. Students
trained in those skil ls performed better in later reading activities
students

than those who were not. A study by Brown, Campione and Barclay (1979)
supported the hypothesis

informatjon

to

remembened

that students who learned to recite

and review

materiai better than those who were not taught

use those s trategi e s.

It

appears however,

that the specific

metacognitive strategies has

approach used in

significant effects

on the appìication of

those stra teg i es.

Approaches

to

Metacogni

ti ve Training

Before discussing approaches to metacognitive
necessary

skills,

to

examine

and Day

it

is

the conventional method of teaching learning

This approach

outline or to

training,

is often employed

summarize

when students

to help master text content.

are taught to

Brown, Campione,

(i981), Brown, Bransford, Ferrara and Campione (1982) calI this

"b1ind trai ni ng. "

-6training. Blind training

Blind

helps students to employ a learn-

ing strategy without being instructed in
formance

or

hov,

in other situations
Such

is

the strategy
(Brown

et

a1

how

;

Brown

blind training often results in

students are participating

in

for

appropriate

.,1981

the strategy helps perfaci

et

a]

litating

ìearning

.,1982).

improved performance because

an appropriate learning

activity.

How-

ever, not real izing the significance of the strategy, students do not
continue to apply the st,rategy nor reaìize that the strate$/

is

alizabìe to other situations. This limited

attributed

to the

absence

outcome has been

gener-

of metacognitive training as part of instruction,

struction has been

of blind training, metacognitive inincorporated into instruction ín a number of

studíes,

al

To overcome the weaknesses

trainíng:

Brown

et

informed

Informed

ford, Ferrara,

.

(1982) identify two ìeveis of metacognitive

training

training.

because

and Campione (1982) and Derry and t'lurphy (1986) point
enhances

and Jacobs (1984)

training, students' learning
The

direct intervention strategy train-

infornation regardíng the significance of the strategy is

included. Paris

ledge.

self-control training.

Brown, Campione and Day (1991), Brown, Brans-

out that informed training
ing

and

first. kind,

stipulate that through

may be enhanced

commonly

informed

by three kinds

referred to as declarative

of

know-

knowìedge,

lI ( 'knowing that'). The
because it conveys informatíon

includes propositions about a donain or ski
second

kind ìs procedural

about actions ('knowing

knovrledge

how'). Conditional

knowledge,

refers to

the

particular circumstances under which a student applies declarative and
procedural knowìedge. Paris and Jacobs (1984) believe that

it is know-

ing when and why to apply strategies that makes a reader strategic

and

-7
fìexible rather than

mechanical

.

-

Brown

et al.

(1981) maintain that

to improved performance on the training
task and future maintenance of the activity in the face of sir¡ilar
tasks. Brown et al , (1981) caution nevertheless, that atthough there
is some evidence that generalization takes place, the evidence may be
informed training leads both

chalìenged because performance has been evaluated on post.test tasks

that are very simílar to the training tasks.
Self-control training. According to Archer (1979),

et al .
(1981), Brown et al . (1982), and Garner (1987) self-control training is
superior to informed training. Students are not only instructed in the
use of a strategy but receive explicit instruction in how, when and why
to employ the strategy and to monitor, check and evaluate the effectiveness of that strategy. Brotvn et al . (i982) suggest that direct
instruction in self-control skills is particularly important in the
context of transfer. In self-control training the instructor attempts
to enulate the spontaneous producer. The trained students are consequently taught to produce and regulate their study activities. It
would appear that teaching students to monitor and reguiate their study
activities as an addition to informed training enhances the transfer
Brown

effects. Accordingly, if students are taught hor,r to rnonitor their performance, they can see their ìmprovement for themselves. At this level
of instruction, students are provided with feedback about strategy
effectiveness. The extent to which this self-regulatory control training occurs then, is the crucial element in metacognitive instruction
leading to more widespread effects than the provision of informed

training only. Consistent monitoring of performance has the potential

of enabling students to deterrnine the effects of
for improving their ìearning.

any number

of routines

-Bresults of studies employing self- control training are encouraging, but are limited in number (Baker & Brown, 1984). There is
The

need

for

equal

ly fron self-controì

in this area. Furthermore, there is controversy
regarding the need for explicit instruction in self-control training
for alI children (Day, 1980; Jones et al . 1987). The question then, is
whether students differing in reading abilíty, for example, profit
more research

training.

Justification for the Selection of
Summarization was

Summarization

Surmarization

the intervention strategy chosen for this study.

refers to the

skill of producing a shortened

version of

a

parti cular passage, (Day, 1980).

to Rubin (1983) summarization is a viable neans of having students gain essential information. She contends that summarization is a mode of learning that helps students retain the nost important concepts and facts in a long passage. It forces students to think
about what they have read and to identify and organize the essential
infornation. As support, Garner (1987) cìains that summarization is a
tool not only for making cognitive progress but also for monitoring it.
It allows learners to synthesise information from multiple sources and
According

diverse perspectives, rnaking

it

a prerequisite for adept completion of

writing reports

writing responses to essay
examinations. Garner (1987) explains that as a metacognitive strategy
summarization al lows learners to attempt a synopsis of what has been
such common tasks as

and

read. If students cannot produce abbreviated versions of texts,
remedy, perhaps rereading the materiai, nust be
summarizatíon
materi aI

.

some

appìied. Thus, text
ís extremely important to the learning of content

-9Creating a summary reduces information to nanageable

uníts.

To

do

this effectively, students must reprocess the text and identify what is
inportant. While text reinspection facititates rnastery of the content,
the

summary

itself

contains the essential informatíon that needs to

mastered. Students can use the

summary

for

be

studying.

is well articulated by Kintsch and van D.ijk
(i978) who have developed a model of text comprehension and production.
Their nodel suggests that in addition to having a scherna for the ideas
in a text, readers possess a schema for the way the text is organized,
forcing the use of macrorules whích act on the rnicropropositions in the
material , As they read the text, learners formulate a macrostructure,
gist or summary for the material . The macroruies have specific funcCreation of a summary

tions

such as deletion, generalization, and

construction, Since

no

is capable of recallìng everything from a passage, a macrostructure is formed representing the information that a reader regards as
important. Thus, it is the macrostructure and not the originaì text
reader

that the reader remembers, and when attempting to recall the material

,

readers use thi s macrostructure,

Despite the apparent importance
need

for

improvernent

in students'

of

summarization, there

summarization

skills.

is

much

Evidence of

students' lack of proficiency at sumnarization has been revealed in
studies using sumnarization rules derived from Kintsch and van Dijk's
(1978) macrorules (Brown & Day,

1983). The rules are (a) delete trivia, (b) delete redundancies, (c) substitute a superordìnate for a list
of actions, (d) select a topic sentence if one is available and (f)
invent a topic sentence

if

summarization proficiency

none

is

is avaiiable.

Indications are that

not necessarily acquired by

ali

coìlege

-10students (Baker & Brown, 1984), nor by high school students (Brown,
& Jones,

1983).

Young

and/or poorer readers

make

Day

decisions about what

to include in a summary on a piecerneal or sentence by sentence basis,
while older and/or good readers base their decisions on the meaning of
the whole text (Brown, Day & Jones, 1983; Winograd, 1984). other
research (Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981) suggests that students in

7, for example, are deficient in substituting superordinates for lists of items or actions in text and in selecting íntext topic sentences to incìude in a sunmary; they aìso revealed inadegrades 5 and

quate planning, condensing and revising

abilities,
A search of the literature suggests that little

\,ro

rk on sumnariza-

tion has been conducted with upp.er 'level .elementary school students.
Hahn and Goldman (1983), for example, found developmental differences
in summaries of expository texts compiled by Grades 4 and 6 students.
texts used in the Hahn and Goldman (1983) investigation were only
manipulated for the presence or absence of topic sentences, Since
The

Grades 5 and

7 students proved to be deficient in summarization skills

(Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981)
would be deficient

it

in those skills

could be concluded that sixth-graders
as welI.

0n the other hand, Day (1980) and Hare and Borchardt (1984) have

that

taught. Day (1980) developed
and implenented a summarizatíon training program in which she taught
five summarization rules to junior coi lege students of average and poor
demonstrated

writing

ability.

summarization can be

to one of four training conditions varying in the explicitness of instruction. Training took place
over two 60 minute class sessions designed to encourage students in the
direction of sel f-managernent. Resul ts favoured the most explicit selfcontrol training condition. Borrowing from the work of Brown and Day
Subjects were assigned

- 1l (1983) and Day

of Day's (1980)

(i980),
most

Hare and Borchardt (1984) designed two versions

expiicit

summarization intervention prograrn,

one

taught inductively and one taught deductively to two experimentaì

groups.

Hare and Borchardt's (1984) ínvestigatíon was conducted with

high school students over three 2-hour sessions excluding pre and post-

test sessions,

No

significant differences

were observed between the

experimental groups on summary process and product

scores.

However,

the two experinental groups were different from a control group in
terms of sumrnarization efficiency and summarization rule usage.

It

needs

to be pointed out,

however,

that the studies of

Day

(1980) and Hare and Borchardt (1984) had shortcomings. The passages

in Day's (1980) investigation trere not ecologicalìy valid
subjects were at the coì lege level , while the passages were at
used

grade 5

(two

t

readability level

.

since
the

Furthermore, Day,s instructional sessions

hour classes) were inadequate and the tíme lapse

of only

two-

three weeks between training and delayed posttesting t.las too short.
Simiìari1y, Hare and Borchardt's (1984) instructional periods (three
hour sessions) were too few even

(1980).

The tl{o week

interval

if

2

they vrere an improvement over Day,s

between

training

and naintenance testing

to be too short. These criticisms are wel I founded.
Given the resuìts of Day's (1980) and Hare and Borchardt,s (19g4)
investigations, a study was designed to evaluate the most appropriate
procedure for grade six students. The most explicit self-contnol proproved

gram was adapted and contrasted

with an informed

and a

blind training

program. The instructional periods were increased, aìlowing skills to
be taught more progressiveìy and using more ecologically va1 id teaching
material

.

Final

after trai ni ng.

ly,

maintenance

testing

was adminÍstered two months

-12Justification for the Selection of Grade Six Students
Grade six students are representative of students at the upper

levels, Content area texts are an important ìearning source
at higher levels in the school systen, therefore, children in the upper
elementary

elementary grades must learn how to read and study content area nater-

.

writing, test preparatíon and synopsis of text are al
important ìear"ning activities for upper elementary grade students and
the ability to summarize is essential to the successful completion of
ial

Report

I

these acti vi ti es.

Summary

of Rationale for the Study

of intervention have been used in helping students
learn from text. Among them are blind, informed and self-control
training. There ís consensus that incorporating metacognitive strategies in instruction is more beneficial than teaching through blind
training, Informed training, as one ìevel of instruction in metacogn.ition, is beneficiai but self-control training appears to be more advantageous in terms of efficacy, durability and general izabiìity, However, there is need for further investigation into self-control trainVarious degrees

ing.

Moreover, there

is stilI

the issue over whether

all

students

need

the intensive explanatíon given in self-control training. Finaìly,
more information

necessary

is

required regarding whether sel f-control training is

for students of differing reading abilities.

Research indicates

that

summarization

is

an appropríate interven-

tion strategy for investigation as it has a defined, teachable and
important role in learning. Grade six students are at the stage where
learning from text

is

becorning more important thus summarizing

text

-13is

an important study

writing reports

and

skiil for

essays. To date,

ducted involving grade

It

appeared

upper elementary school students for

Iittle

research have been con-

six students as subjects.

that Day's (1980) and Hare and Borchardt's (19g4)

marization interventions involving self-control training could
adapted

for

use

sum-

be

with grade six students wìth nore instructional periods

and more ecological

ly valid texts.

The time lapse between

training

and

strategy maintenance testing also had to be increased. Finaliy, the

self-control training had to be contrasted with another level of metacognitive training, informed training, and with conventíonal blind

training.

Results would then indicate the level of training appro-

priate for

competent and iess competent

sixth

graders.

of the Study
to implement and evaluate three

Scope

This study was designed

summariza_

tion intervention strategies involving competent and less competent
grade six readers. The general objective was to determine the degree
of expl icit instruction required to ensure that students understood
that an intervention

to facilitate

for creating text summaries was useful
ìearning. Other purposes were to discover

procedure

independent

in new situations and whether
over time. Two experimental treatments

whether subjects used the intervention

the íntervention was maintained

involving different levels of rnetacognitive training were employed in
teaching summarization. One group
ed training and another

trol

of sixth graders focussed on inform_
on seìf-control t.raining. In addition, a con_

treatment, blind training, $ras instituted.

-14In the informed training experimental group, students were taught
how to use a summarization strategy and given information about the
significance of the strategy, when, why and how

it

might be used in

other learning situations. In the self-control training, sixth graders
were not only instructed in ¿he use of the summarization strategy but
aìso received explicit instruction in how, when and

strate$/ and to monitor and check strategy use.

r,rhy

to

emptoy the

The summary

l{riting

of the two experimental groups was contrasted with the sumnary writing performance of a blind training group which served as a
control which was taught to use the summarization strategy wiihout
understanding the significance of that strate$/ for studying and indeperformance

pendent ìearning.

Material for the investigation was selected from grade six social
studies texts. History texts were used for instruction while both

history and sociology texts were used for testing, The quality of student summaries was evaluated

in

terms

of both product

and process usìng

a procedure employed by Hare and Borchardt (1984),
Summary

of

Scope

of the

Study

The major research question was what degree

tion

of explícit ínstruc-

to ensure thät competent and less competent grade six
students understood that an intervention procedure for creating text
was required

useful for independent learning. The study also examined
whether subjects applied a summarization intervention procedure in new
summaries was

situations and whether the intervention

this

end

was naintained over

pre, post and delayed-post summaries

u¿ere

time.

evaluated both for

product and process variables. The specific queslions can be
marized as fol I ows.

To

sum-

-15Questi ons

for the Study

Inmediate summaries. The

of

expl

tent

issue

was.

to

examine what degree

icitness in terms of instruction was necessary for both

and

less competent readers to write effective summaries.

second issue was

to establ ish whether instruction

and helped students cope

first

first

with

new

naterial

compeThe

was transferred

such as sociology

text.

The

of the study therefore were: For competent and less
competent readers at the grade six ìevel , are there significant differences in the sumnaries of history and sociology texts written immediquestions

ately after an instructional program in terms of product
efficiency) and process (rule appl ication) between -

I.

students given informed training and students given setf-controì

traÍ

2.

(rnain idea and

ni ng?

students given informed training and students given blind traini ng?

3.

students given self-control training and students gíven blind

trai

ni ng?

Delayed surnmaries. A second area

of strategy

maintenance over

time.

of

study involved the question

Questions addressing

this

issue

were: For competent and less conpetent readers at the grade six level ,
are there significant differences in summaries of history and sociology

texts written two months after an instructional progran in terms of
product (main idea and efficiency) and process (ruìe application)
between

-

-161.

students given informed training and students given seìf-control

trai

2.

ni ng?

students given informed training and students given biind traini ng?

3.

students given self-control training and students given

trai

ind

b1

ni ng?

Design
A3

of

Study

x 2 x 3 design using repeated measures was employed.

Between

subject factors included the 3 treatments (blind, informed and self-

control training) and the two levels of readers (competent and less
cornpetent). The within subject factons included the repeated

(pre, post, and delayed post-i nstructíon

summaries) scored

measures

for

both

product and process variables. The product variables included scoring
both the number of main ideas contained

in the summaries and the effi-

ciency of the summaries. The process varíables involved the applica-

tion of the summarization rules.
Assumpti ons

Research

proficient at

summarization

(Brown, Campíone & Day,

1981

is

for students to become more
as they have much difficulty with the task

indicates that there

;

need

Brown, Day & Jones, 1983; Kintsch & Koz-

minsky, 1977; l,Jinograd, 1984). Empirical research suggests that
marization can be taught (Day, 1980; Hare & Borchardt, 1984).

sum-

Day

(1980) claims

that explicit instruction in training strategies for
accomplishing a given task, coupled with routines to oversee the successful applicatíon of the task, constitute the nost beneficial in-

structional

approach.

-17

-

is tied to the beìiefs of Jones et al .
(1987). These investigators naintain that learning is goal oriented.
Day's (1980) postulation

Accordingly, skilled Iearners strive to reach two goals: to understand
what they must learn and

to regulate their

purposes are powerful incentives

is
According to Jones et al .

help students focus on what

ìearning.

own

These study

for learning in a given situation

and

important,

(1987) learning

is linking new knowledge

to previous knowledge. Adams and Collins (I979), Anderson (1977),
Mason et al . (1984), McNeil (1984) and Rumeihart and 0rtony (1977)
claim that information can be stored

in

the nemory in knowledge struc-

tures called schemata. A schema represents the

ual

knows about

thing.

a given

Jones

et al.

sum

of !,hat an individ-

(1987) argue

that

schemata

are not sinple collections of information. They are highly interrelated and have active properties that allow a learner to be successful in

situations.

Jones

fore, be able to

access

many

Among

et

al

.

(1987) explain that students nust there-

their prior

knowledge

in order to perform well.

the knowledge systems are declarative knowledge (the what of

learníng), procedural

knowledge

knowledge (the when and why

Jones

et

al

.

of

how

of ìearning)

and conditional

of learning).

(1987) assert

model learners are aware

(the

and

that learning is strategic

because

control their efforts to use particular

skil ls and strategies, Brown (1980) contends that students can be
taught to be aware of and to control theÍr own performance and that
mastery

of these netacognitive skilis can lead to more successfui

inde-

pendent ì earni ng.

According to Jones

et

al

.

(1987) and Baker and Brown (1984) ìearn-

ing is developmental and comparisons can be made between ski!led

and

-18expert learners and novices and less proficient students as l,lell
betvreen younger and

(1981)

older students. However, Brown, Campione and Day

insist that students can be taught to

thinking

skills,

as

use various learning and

Brown, Campione and Day (1981) emphasise the impor_

explicit instruction, disclosing that opportunities must be
given for practice and application of skills in varied contexts r.ri th
tance of

corrective feedback as

wel

l

as sustained expìícit strate$/ instruction

rvith strong emphasis on metacognitive conponents. Derry and Murphy
(1986) argue that vÍe know how to teach the learner

to

use strategies

but that instruction is inadequate if metacognitive strategies are not
operati ng properìy.

It

can, therefore, be concluded that instructionaì procedures

can

to increase students' a$rareness and control over their
learning strategies. The apprication of such metacognitive alrareness
be developed

and

control is associated with efficient ìearning and retention and can

help novice learners
Pari

s,

become

sophisticated problem solvers (Meyer

&

1978 ) .

This study set out to examine the level of explicitness necessary

in instructing sixth

grade students

in

how

to

summarize

text

establish whether instruction transferred successfully to
tions and þ,as naintained over tine,
The assumptions

specific to this study

1. that grade six students
nition
tegy

to monitor

appl i cati

could internalize the benefits of

to

becomi

situa-

metacog_

employ a strategy and

and evaluate the effectiveness

on, thus

new

were:

such as knowing how, when and why

being abìe

and to

of their stra_

ng i ndependent I earners transferri

ng

strategy use to new situations and maintaining strategy use over tine,

-192.

the testing procedures elicited application of these netacognitive
strategi

3.

.

the passages used in the investigation were within students' level

of

4.

es

comprehension.

the passages used to test for transfer of strategy use were sociology texts and were

tion.

different from the history text

While history

texts

used

focussed on the uniqueness

in

instruc-

of individual

chronological events; sociology texts focussed on the interrela-

tionships of

human groups such

groups.

history

The

as the family, tribes and labour

passages described

single past events, in

contrast the sociology passages permitted generalizations to

found. For exanpìe, the advent of labour unions led to the
of child I abou r.
Definition of
The key terms

be

demise

Key Terns

in the statement of the problem for this

study are de-

fined as fo l I ows:

1.

Metacognition: learners' awareness of their
and

their ability

and tendency

own

to control those

learning processes

processes during

learning (Jones et al .,1987). Awareness and control are defined

futher as fol

2.

Iows:

Awareness: learners' knowiedge
and knowledge
(Jones

et

al

.,

of

how

of specific cognitive strategies

to use thefl

and when they should be used

1987).

3. Control: learners' capacity to nonitor and direct the success of a
task at hand (Jones et al ., 1987).

-204.

Summarization: the

skill of presenting

a shortened version of

a

particul ar passage (Day, 1980).
5.

Bìind training: .an instructional intervention in which students
are taught to use a strategy but are not helped to understand the
significance of the strategy for studying and learning on their
(Brown

6.

et

Informed

own

, 1982).
training: an instructional intervention in which students
a1

.

are taught to use a strategy and are given information concerning

the significance of that strategy and

how

it

might be used in other

learning situations (Brown et al ., 1982).
7.

Self-control

training:

an instructional intervention in which stu_

in the use and sígnificance of a
strategy but also receive explicjt instruction in how and when to

dents are not only instructed

employ

the strategy and to monitor, check, and evaluate the strate-

gy (Brown et
8.

Competent

al.,

1982).

readers: students obtaining the

on the comprehension section

Level D-Form

ary,
o

administered

of the Gates-Maccinitie

in the sixth rnonth of

or

higher

Readjng Tests

grade

six

(Febru-

19BB).

Less competent

readers: students obtaining

below the median score

on the conprehension section

of the

Level D-Form 1 administrated

in the sixth month of

ary,
10.

I

median score

GatesMacGinitie Reading Tests
grade

6

(Febru-

rule application

-

dele_

19BB).

Process

scores: the scores for

summary

tion, superordination, seiection, invention, polishing (Hare &
Borchardt, 1984) subsequen y totalied to derive one process score
for

each student'

s

sumnary.

-21 11.

scores: are two scores, one of which is caìculated for
the nurnber of main ideas found in students' surnrnaries and reported
Product

as a percentage

of the total

passage. The second

is

number

of

main ideas found

related to the efficiency of

ing and calculated by finding the ratio

bet$¿een

the

in

the

summary

number

of

ideas, and the total number of words ín students' summaries
ne

r,

1982

).

writ_
main

(Gar_

-22CHAPTER 2

REVIEl,I OF THE LITERATURE

of learning reading-study skills such as
summarizing and outlining is understanding how to appìy those skills to
master text cont,ent. Skill appl ication involves strategic use. Since
a skill is a mental activity appl icable to specific ìearning tasks,
while a strate$/ is a specific procedure or way of executing a given
An important dirnension

skill

(Jones, Palincsar, 0gle & Carr, t9B7), sunrmarization

0n the other hand, using a particuìar set

of

is a skil.l .

summarization rules

in

a

particular instance is a strategy. Therefore, a sequence of activities
is a strategy and not a unitary event (Kail & Bisanz, l9g2). This suggests that learners need to develop both the underlying component
cesses

or skÍlls related to strategy use and a routine for organizing

and applying the processes (Garner,

this differentiation

19gg). According to Garnen

(198g)

heìps expìain frequent dispìays

of nonstrategic

difficulties

associated with

reading and studying behaviours and the

training students to apply strategic learning activities that will
stand the test of tine and transfer to solve new study problems.
A

pro_

critical

feature cf a strategy

is

the intentional

,

ef

both

fortfu.l

selection of a neans to achieve a particular end (paris, 197g), and
that it is largely under the control of learners (Garner, 19gg). This

signifies that strategies require restricted attentional resources
(Garner, 1988) and that the strategies must be avaitable fon introspection and conscious report (Garner, 19BB; paris, Lipson, & Hixson,

-231983).

crucial characteristic of any strate$/ is the

Another

need

for

flexible use (Brown, Armbruster & Baker, L986; Garner, 1987, Garner,
1988) implying that knowing when and why to use a strategy is as consequential as knowing the processes or
Lipson and Wíxson (i983,

skills

involved

in it.

As paris,

p.296\ point out, "strategies are not

neces-

sarily different actions; they are skills that have been taken from
their automatic context for inspection. " Strategies are ',skills under
consideration" (Paris, Lipson & !,lixson, 1983, p. 295) or ',defossi lized"
actions (Vygotsky, 1978). Thus, thinking about one's thinking must be

at the core of the use of

any strategy

(paris, Lipson

& Wixson, 1983).

Flavell (1981) claims that metacognit.ive strategy often
or follows strategy use. Flavell (1979) outlines

precedes

what metacognitively

in carrying out cognitive activities to assess
in conducting a particular task and completing the

competent learners do

both their progress

task

efficiently.

They

retrieve metacognitive strategies not only for

monitoring but also for making cognitive progress. This ideal
si rab

de-

le for all learners.
Palincsar and

tegy instruction

Ransom (1988) and

is

more

effective

to

be nore

peterson (1988) explain that stra-

when

the processes in which students are
need

is

instructors are attentive to

engaged

reflective regarding their

while ìearning.

own

Teachers

cognitive processing in

order to guide the thinking of their own students. Thus instructors
should attend seriously

to learners' rnetacognitive

knowledge and

stra-

tegy inplementation. Swafford (1985) emphasizes that instruction in
metacognition helps students gain awareness and control over

thought processes and assists them
I

earners.

in

becoming

strategic,

their

own

independent

-?4in

1, this study was designed to determine the degree of instructional explicitness, in terms of netacognitive training, needed to ensure that sixth graders understand that a
As was indicated

Chapter

set of rules for creating

is

summaries (deveìoping a summarization

skiìl

)

useful for future independent learning. Given such a purpose, the

study set out to discern whether students applied the sumnarization

skiil

in a new learning situation and whether they
continued to use the skiiì over time; that is, whether they became
strategic skill users, Against this background, this chapter examines
theoretical aspects of metacognition and the role of direct. exp] icit
they were taught

instruction in
garding

b1

skill

development. In addition, seìective research re-

ind, informed

self-controì studies is reviewed as is

and

theory and research into

summary

writing, thus providing a rationale

for the thesi s.
Theoretical Aspects of ttletacogni t.lon

tive Aspects of

Metacogni

Learning

Awareness and Controì

In the context of this study, metacognition has been defined
learners'

awareness

of their

own

as

ìearning processes and their abitity

to control these processes (Jones, palincsar, ogte & Carr,
1987). According to Brown (i985), the two forms of metacognition
and tendency

in the definition are closely related and feed on each other.
Awareness. Brown (i985, p. 500) states that awareness or know-

revealed

ledge of learning processes
and

is "relativeìy stable, statable, faìlible

ìate developing". According to

Brown (1985) and Brown, Bransford,

-25Ferrara and Campione (1982),

declarative knowledge

-

this

knowing

stable because a learner

form

that,

who knows

of

knowledge

is

categorized

as

Metacognitive knowìedge is

pertinent facts about a domain or

topic (that a summary must include essentiaì facts and no trivia, for
example) is expected to continue to know those facts. Brown et aì.
(1982) contend that stable kinds

tive

knowl edge

tion.

They

of

knowìedge are the kinds

of declara-

learners possess about themselves in a learning situa-

realize the

demands

of specific criterial tasks and know

to organize both themselves and learning activities to meet those
demands. Flavell (1981) and Flavell and llel lnan (1977) consider this
type of knowledge as knowìedge about person, task and strategy variable. Brown (1985) and Brown et al. (1982) indicate that awareness of
learning processes is statable because learners can reflect on the processes involved in performing a task and can discuss their processing
with others, This form of knowledge is considered fallible too, behow

cause learners nay possess

that

may

Brown

et

mands

certain ídeas about cognition and task

de-

not necessarily be true.

al

.

(1982) assert that many learners have only naive

is

involved in meeting the

of particular criterial tasks as well as having only a limited store of available strategies for accomplishing desired ends. l,lhile strategy implementation
for performing academic tasks nay be late developing, there are inherent implications for teaching children to be effective strategic learners, These authors point out that if chÍldren were nade aware of what
was needed to perform a task efficiently, they would be able to take
appropriate steps to acconplish the task effectively. However, they
warn that if students are unaware of the complexity of a task, they can
hardly be expected to be able to anticipate or recover frorn problems
theories of what

encountered.

demands

-26Barr, Bìachowicz, Johnson, Morris and 0gle (19g7) caution that in
characterizing awareness, no distinction should be made betv{een the use

of strategies that have reached the point of automaticíty and the use
of strategies learners are conscious of using. l,lhat is critical is
that there is

knowledge about competence and

higher level of competence
(1984) view,

to

in

performing a

the poss.ibility of

a

task. In Baker and Brown,s

in executing a task is
to be able to reflect on relevant strategic processes and to be capable
of discussing them with others.
Control

.

have knowìedge about competence

Brown

et

al

.

(1982) explain

that the other area of

meta_

cognitive knowledge, control I ing cognitive processes during learning,
includes (a) pìanning activities before attempting a task (predicting

strategies), (b) monitoring activities during ìearn_
ing (testíng, revising, andlor rescheduìing strategies) and (c) check_

outcomes, planning

ing outcomes (evaluating outcomes of any strategic effort against some
criteria of effíciency and effectiveness). Brown and her coìleagues
indícate that in contrast to awareness, nretacognitive control activities are relativeìy unstable, rarely statable without considerable ef-

fort,

and

relatively

age independent. Brown

herself (19g5) explains

that netacognitive control strategies are not, necessaríly stable be_
cause alt,hough they are often used by rnature learners they may not be
used

consistentìy. Moreover, even very young children

of monitoring their
simpìe

tasks.

own

may be capable

iearning activities when involved

These metacognitive

in relatively

control activities are not often

statable in the sense that individuals

may be able

to perform a task

but nay not be able to verbalize and explain the procedures they used
because they lack procedural knowledge. In other words, there is a

-27 substantial differentiation between awareness and control . considerable sophistication is required to exercise consistent metacognitive

control over one's own thinking and learnìng

tion, control is nore difficul t to

that)

of

knowìedge implied

Broudy (1977) uses the terms declarative

and procedural knowledge (knowing

knor.r]

how). paris

to refer to

why.

in

These differences are elabonated on

Declarative, Procedural and Conditionai

ers, students Íìust

access

in

metacog_

edge (knowing

and

(1983) add the term conditional knowledge

Implicat,ions are that

By impìica_

teach than símple alrareness.

To distinguish between the types

nitíon,

activities.

his

colleagues

knowing when and

the ensuing discussion.

Knowledge

in order to be strategíc,

independent learn_

different types of knowledge.

Two types are

declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge or knowing that

and

knowíng how (Baker & Brown, 1984; Jones,

palincsar, 0g.ìe, & Carr,

Paris, 1986; Paris, Lipson

1986). Another
when and why (paris, l9B6;

type.is conditional
Pari

s,

,

facts or

or

knowing

1983 ) .

Declarative knowledge
concepts and

& Wixson, 1983; pearson;

knowìedge

Li pson & l,li xson

19g7;

ís content specific consisting mainly of

knowledge about

rules, It

goals and the structure and characteristics

of

includes ideas of

tasks and bel iefs of

personal capabil ities.
Proceduraì knowledge includes ínformation about procedures for

perforning various tasks.

Some

procedures may be more conplex than

others. According to paris, Lipson and l,líxson (1983) procedures ex_
plain routines involved in any task and are essential to strategic
behavÍour. However, metacognitive theory emphasizes a distínction

_28_
between procedure and procedurar knowredge

is

second

order.

The argument

between being abìe

to

ín that procedural knowredge

is that there is

a distinct difference

a task and understanding the procedure
required for performing the task. paris (19g6) and paris, Lipson and
perform

l,lixson (1983) indicate that procedural knowledge

is usually acquired

through direct instruction or through repeated experience.

theorists enphasize that students

who

These

are taught a strategy may have

nore appreciation for how to carry out a task and

may

eventuaìly

be

able to articulate how to emproy the strategy. This kind of knowìedge
is obviously faciiitative ín the deveìopnent of rearning strategies.
There

al

is

an assertion, nonetheless,

knowledge are inadequate

tion.

that declarative

and procedur_

for faciritating successful task compre-

Supposedìy, they emphasise knowledge and

skills for

perforrning

a

task but give no consideration to the circumstances under which the
task may be performed, If indeed the axion is that strategies are
deìiberate, planful activities undertaken by learners, then the conditions and context associated with such strategies must be important.
Conditional knowledge caters to this aspect of strategic learnings.
Bransford, Sherwood, Vye and Rieser (19g6), paris (1986), paris, Lipson
and l'lixson (1983) and Resnick (19g6) argue convincingly

al

knowìedge, knowing when and why

to declarative

full

to invoke strategies,

that conditionmust be added

and procedurar knowledge. They

declarative and procedural knowledge

insist that experts with
woutd be unable to adjust to

varying task denands without conditíonal knowledge. Ftavell (197g)
adds that conditionar knowredge guides rearners' executíon and regura-

tion of decìarative

to specific

ta sk s.

and proceduraì knowredge by gearing such knovrredge

-29Conditional knowìedge also provides Iearners with a rationale for
using particular study activities from those

in their repertoire.

For

students to realize the need for using a particular summarization stra-

tegy, not only to select

it

but to exert effort in using

example, summarization must be accepted as

ít,

for

valuable. According to

Paris (1986) and Paris, Lipson and l,,lixson (1983) any strategy must

util ity

and functional value

in order to be self-controlled.

have

l,lithout

conditional knowledge concerning the underlying logic and value

asso-

ciated with a particular strategy, learners may only use the strategy

in

compliance

Thus,

with instructors' request or for

efficient learning

the inclusion of
experts

seem

to

all

rewards,

processes cannot be characterized vÍithout

three types of knowledge. Unfortunately though,

have more

of all three forms of

knowledge than do

novices (Jones; Palincsar, 0g1e E Carr, l987).

Executive Control

Implicit in the process of netacognition, is the notion of

tive control

execu-

(Brown, 1978; Brown, Bransford, Ferrara & Carnpione, 19g2;

Garner, 1987¡ Rohwer, Rohwer & B-Howe, 1980). According to Brown,
Bransford, Ferrara and Campione (1982) and Garner (1987) learning process nodels suggest that powerful operations may be attributed ¿o

executive system capable of performing intel 1ígent evaluations

own.
the

Brown (1978,

abi I i

p. 152) postulates that

an

of its

such a system must include

ty to:

(a) predict a system's capacity limitations, (b) be
heuristic routines and their appropriate domains of

aware of

utility,

-30(c) identify

and characterize the problern at hand; (d) plan and
schedule appropriate probìem soiving strategies; (e) monitor and

supervíse the effectiveness of those routines it calis into ser_
(f) dramatically evaluate those operations in the face
of success or faílure so that the termínation of activities can be
s tra teg i caì 1y timed.

vÍce¡ and,

This notion of an executive system is usefu'l to expìain metacogni_
tive processing. Executive control and automated controì processing
are intertwÍned. According to

Brown

et al.

(1982) automated pnocesses

are fast processes unrestricted by short term
mal learner

effort

and control

.

memory and

require mini_

0n the other hand, controlled effort

is

sl ow,

to

automated processing (Hasher & Zacks, 1979;

serial processing regulated by the constraints of short term
memory. Deiiberate effort and learner control are needed. This con_
troì1ed, planful, effortful and laborious processing is the precursor
1981
r

),

Needless

Shiffrin

& Dumais,

to say; executive control processing is late

develop-

ng.

Sternberg (1984) enumerates executive processes which may be

ap_

plied ín teaching students to monitor and evaluate their learning stra_
tegies, They are: (a) deciding on the nature of the problem, perti_
nent procedural components and how to combine thern strategically; (b)

selecting a mental representation for information; (c) ailocating re_
sources for problem soiution; (d) rnonitoring solution processes; and

(e) being sensitive to externaì

feedback.

_31 Such executive processes

not only activate expectatíons in the

working memory and establish learning procedures

ing to learn, but monitor
them

all

into a sing] e coherent

(Rohwer, Rohwer & B-Howe,

to be used in

attempt_

other Iearning processes, coordinatíng

sequence and monitoring

1980).

These

their effectiveness

other learning processes in-

clude attentionaì, encoding, retention, retrieval

,

response and rein-

forcement proces ses.

Attentional processes direct the Iearners attention to aspects of
the information that are relevant to the activities in which they are

to engage, During encoding, learners
the topic and then assimilate or

their previous knowledge of

evoke

accommodate

the

ner,, knowledge

into

their existing schema. Information that was transformed in the encod_
ing phase of the learning epìsode is retained in long terfl memory where
knowìedge lies dormant. In order to nake use of stored information,
iearners reactivate and retrieve the dormant information ínto a working
memory.

Fergus Craik (1983) suggests

that retrieval reinstates the

process that was going on during the encoding phase
suggests

further that ret.rieval is effortful

responsible

for transforming information

.

from

same

of learning.

He

Response processes are

its

encoded

state to

sone

form of overt but controlled behaviour. During the response phase of a
'learning episode, learners are usuaìly required
to perform in sone way.
Response processes

that

it fits

not only transform the information but arrange

the criteria or requirements of the

task. Finally,

it

so

the

reinforcement processes provide feedback. Depending upon the feedback
from the learner's response, the effectiveness

the

initial

learning activity

is

or ineffectiveness of

reinforced and a nÞssage, positive or

-32negative

is

sent back, in cyìical fashion, to the executive processes.

Learners become aware

of

whether

or not the particular learn.ing strate-

gy they instítuted was or was not appropriate. This information is
weighed by the executive scheme and the executive makes the decision to

discard or reinstate any particular learning activity on subsequent
occ as i ons .

Thus

it is the executive processes that activate

netacognitive

skil Is, naking learners consciousìy aware of and helping them exercise
deliberate cont,rol over their

sists that in the

domain

own

learning processes. Brown (197g) in-

of deliberate learning

and probìem soìving

situations, conscious executive control of routines

intelìigent activity.

Teachers

ing processes so they can know
(1984) claims

capabiìities

nust, therefore,
how

netacogn.ition

is

the essence of

understand the learn-

results.

further that executive processes, along with

and wor'l

in inteiligence,

Sternberg
performance

d knowledge, contribute to individuat differences

Brot,¿n

et

al

.

(1982) adds that although intel f.igent

systems including humans are dependent on executive processes,
human beings

are deficient in executive skil I s. l.lhile this

larly characteristic of

is

poor ìearners, Garner (19g7) assures

many

particu_

that

an

important feature of executive control processes.is that they can

be

taught.

Brown, Canpione and Day (1981,

p.

14) similarjiy advise that

instructional routines can be devised to "help students learn to

learn". Their
ers

who seen

mic

task s.

assertions are

to benefit

little

of particular

importance

for slow learn-

from sirnpìe, repeated exposure

to

acade_

'ta

Vari abl es

of

Learning

Indications are that in order to perfonn various skiìls, learners

with defínite strategies.

must be equipped

They need

to be aware of

in control of those strategíes if they are to implement them
efficiently and effectively. Since many learners, particularly weak
and be

'I

earners, are deficient in netacognitive

skills

and are

not strategic,

they need not only to be exposed to primary intervention strategies for
acconplishing

skilìs but also to awareness

and control

training

to

stress the signficance of the intervention. In this way learners will

to iearn how to ìearn

will

ly be able to move from
"other regulatíon" to "self regulation" of their 'learning. This goal

be able

is

and

eventuai

the exercise of metacognitive awareness and controi over one's own

thi nki ng and learning processes,
According

to

BrovJn

et

al

.

(1982), Jones

and Vacca (1986) the tetrahedral nature

et

al

.

(1987) and Vacca

of learning is a usefuì wqy of

teachíng students to think about interventions and to become strategíc.

this in designing their

for tearning (Flavell & l,lellman, 1977). The following model illustrates the four factors to be consídered in learning. The accent is on what learners do
and why in the reading situation in particular. The model comprises
Experts consider

own

p1

ans

"the learner in context and interacts in nontrivial ways" (Brown e¡
al

.,

1982, p.221

each vari abl e.

.

There are two and three way interactions between

34

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEARNER

Readi ng Abi

Prior
Interest,

Knowledge

1

i

ty

of text topic

vation, Attention, etc.

Moti

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

CRITERIAL TASK

Strategies, rul es,
rehearsal, rev i ew

st or verbatin recal I ,
cued recal I , muìtipìe
choice test, fol l owi ng

macrorul es, etc.

i nstructi ons, summari zi ng

procedures read/ re read

texts, etc.

NATURE OF THE MATERIAL

Narrative text
Expos

i

tory text

Text organi zati
Impì

Figure

1.

icit

on

cues, etc.

Tetrahedrar moder for considering study probrems (source:
Brown et al . 1982, adapted from Jenkins, 1979 and Bransford,
1979).

-35The Cri

teri al

The

first

Task

variabre to be considered

and outcomes designated by the

for

recall or

Leârners nust recognize the purpose
and

Learni ng Acti vi

summarization

Tasks,

of texts.

of the learning task, the ainr of

realize that different learning

different learning activities

task or goars

instructor and/or the learners.

example, may include verbatim

their efforts,

is the criteriar

and gear

outcomes require

their efforts

accordingìy.

!i g:

activities are specific goar-directed activities in which
iearners engage in order to achieve the criterial task. These may in_
Learníng

clude both specific and general strategies, General strategies could
be variants of study monitoring activities such as rereading to check
whether a
use

text

has been understood.

of macrorules to

hance

summarize

specific strategies include the
a text and rehearsaì and review to en-

the abitity to respond to verbatim recall.

Characteri

stics of the

Learner

characteristics of the rearner incrude the rearner's repertoire of
study
here

est

skiìls

and knowledge about the content

is the ìearner's frexibiìity in

and motivation are also among

to be taught.

Included

apprying study strategies, Inter-

learner characteristics, as

we

as

the extent to which learners are able to attribute success or faiìure
t0 strategic behaviour and not to iuck, a factor over which they have

iittle or no control .
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Nature

final variable, the nature of the material, is represented in
the text used for instruction. The logical structure of the material
The

as

wel

I

as

its

form and content, must be considered. Learners need to

recognize the importance

of text organizational

cues and use the

author's framework to facilitate learning. Thus, careful organization,

clarity of

presentation and famílarity of concepts are necessary.

the other hand, l.rithout a logical structure, the learners
impose

their

own

will

0n

have to

organization, clarifying concepts and activating their

to help link the familiar with the unfalni.ì iar.
Jones et al . (1987) acknowìedge that these four variables are the
"givens" of instruction and are fundamental elements within which
background knowledge

teachers might present the notion

et al.

of netacognition. According to

(1982) the interactíve nature

understood,

If

of the four variables must be

learners understand and are aware of how these vari_

ables Ínteract they
ness becones

wilì

become

effectíve and strategic.

"a prerequisite for

sel f-regul

Such aware_

ation; the abiìity to

orchestrate, monitor and check one's own cognitive activities,'

et

al

Broi.¡n

(Brown

.1982, p.20).

Competent and Less Competent Readers
Some

meeting

learners are strategic l,lhile others experience difficulty

inplicit

It is evídent too, that appropriate
are not aìways employed even if they are avaíl_

academic demands,

strategies for learning

able (Brown, 1982). Those who read effectivery serf-regurate rearning
from

text

and monitor

their understanding.

on the other hand, are less

Beginning and poor readers,

likely to monitor what they

read because

-37because

they lack specific strategies (Meyers & paris, 197g; Vacca &

Vacca, 1986).

for the performance of poor readers is their
relative ìnsensitivíty to task demands (Aìvermann, i9g7). Learners may
be quite capable of recaìling information, for example, if "they
thought to try" or were forewarned about instructional expectations.
Other expìanations

Hhen spontaneous and

efficient strategies are absent, it

because learners have

ing them (FlavelI

not anticipated the need or

& Helman,

rnay be simply

utiìity of implenent-

1977). In other words,

of the
learners' lack of understanding that they are active agents in the
learning process and due also to task and strategy variables that have
because

a bearing on performance, young and incompetent readers
aware

of

and

to reguìate theír

own

learning from

Brown, Campione and Day (1981), however,
dependent on

exactly,

it

if

text.

may

fail to be

As specified

by

successful performance is

the application of a set of rures that can be specified

to design instructional routines to
introduce such possibiì ities to learners.
Such

should be feasible

instructionaì programs, in addition to focusing

upon

explicit

to increase the processing of text, al so need to emphasize
the significance of the strategies so that learners may apply instructprocedures

ed

skíìls in other situations.

Both intervention and support strate-

gies are consequently necessary. ln effect, instruction has to concentrate on increasing learner ar{areness of the role of exectuive schernes

that tie together

and manage

all

other learning processes,

-38Princjples for Developing Instructional Strategies
Any instruct'ional strategy

in

reading needs to meet three criteria

(Palincsar & Ransom, 1988): (a) have the potentiai to be used feasibly
across a range

of reading situations, (b) serve the dual function of

promoting learner interaction with

text as well as learner comprehen_
sion monitoring (proactive learning), and (c) provide cost benefits in
terms of ti¡re and success rates. These principles can be íl lustrated
using Palincsar and Ransom's (l9BB) exar¡ple

abilities.

in students'

summar.izing

is a strate$/ in which readers both identify
and integrate the gist of what they read. Surimanizing is not restrictSummarizing

to any single text or type of materiaì and, therefore; has f.l exibi_
lity. Regarding the second criterion, if a student is unable to para_
phrase statements to form a summary; the indication is that the matered

ial

was

not understood; thus summarízation

is

a valuable means of moni-

toring text understanding. Finally; summarizing is

time. l,lÍth respect to teaching summarizing as

and therefore requires

criteria (a) and (b) above; any tine
marization skills is justified.
assessed by

Belmont and

Butterfield

strategy, Ínstructors nust
performing a

task.

difficult to teach

(L9771 ctaim

know what

spent on teaching

sum_

that in attemptíng to teach a

a learner should be thinking whiìe

of information is determined as a result
of careful analysis accomplished either intuitively or empirical.ly.
This kind

Case (1978) explains

that task analysis provides a description or out_
line of the sequence of activities necessary for successful task com-

pìetions.

Belmont and

Butterfield (1977)

contend

that lack of

know_

ledge regarding the cognitive processes engaged during the performance

of a task results in

an

inability to explain

inrmedi

ate or long term

-39training failures. l,lithout

knowledge

involved, success in training
As an

of the cognitive

processing

inappropriately explained.

may be

intregal part of training, instructors

must be abre

to

evar

uate the success of the strategy
about how wel l a rearner

training. There f'ust be verification
must perforn in order to accraim the success

of training or intervention. Garner (1997) indicates that immediate
improvenent in performance, rnaintenance of instruction effects, and
transfer of training to new situations are accepted indices, She explains that immediate

improvement

in

performance may be rearized in

qualitative change, such as rearning to construct optimar surmaries or
quantitative inprovement such as movement towards a criterion approximating adult performance. Further, she states that maintenance
measure

is

a

of acceptable behaviour as performance over a time interval

with no additionaì instruction, whiie transfer involves the acceptable
appìication of a strategy in situations that are related to but sti.l I

different from the training condition.
According

to Axelrod (1977) and Stokes

of training is not automatic

and Baer (1977), transfer

in a transfer situation may
not be as high as results in the trained situation. Transfer of trainand resurts

ing must be programmed (Alberto
given practice

& Troutnran,

1986). Students must

be

in transfer. They must be taught to see a rerationship

between present iearning and

future situations

and given reasons

for

using any strategy taught.

Kendall, Borkowski and Cavanough (1980) add that

if

a strategy is

it is highry impossibre to generaìize it to new situations,
Garner (1987) claims further that if performance has not improved subnot dunable

stantíally through strategy training;
unl i kely.

marked inprovement over time

is

-

-40Self-control training appears to result best in
performance, and

in generalization

and maintenance

(Bellmont & Butterfield, 1977; Brown

et ai.,1982;

enhanced

initia.l

of strategy training
Brown, Campione &

Day, 19Bl; Brown & Palincsar, l9B2; Garner, 19g7; pressley, Borkowski

&

0'Sullivan, 1984; Ryan, 1981; Short & Ryan, 1987; Simon, 19g0), In
their discussion of blind training studies, informed training studies,
and

self-control training studies,

(1981) reveal that

Brown

et ai.

(19g2) and Brown

et

al

it is only in self-controì traíning that subjects

are active "conspirators"

in the whole learning process.

Self-control training adheres to the learning principles inherent
in the concept of direct explicit instruction as outìined by pearson
and

his colieagues (Pearson, l9B4; pearson, 1985;

1983), Roehler and Duffy (1984), and Duffy

et

al

pearson & Galìagher,

. (1987). In self_

control training, students are not only instructed in the use of a
strategy but receive direct expì icit instruction in how to nonitor
eval uate

their strategy

and

use.

Direct

Expl

icit

I

nstructi

on

Self-control training apparentjy gains superiority over other
strate$/ interventions because it features direct expì icit instruction,

to Roehler and Duffy (19S4), direct explicit instruction
involves making explicit, the írnpiicit principles and algorithms which
According

in ìearníng. This instructional concept
emphasises intervention ski I ì s, ì earner devel opment regardi ng conscious
alrareness of how to use the skiils, and proactive teacher behaviour
govern successful strategy use

íncluding teacher talk and the use of such teaching devices as advance
organizers and think-alouds to provide instructional assistance.

.

_41

_

to Roehler and Duffy (1984), the concept of direct ex_
plicit instruct,ion as applied to reading spans various definite aspects
of learning and teaching. The concept focuses on the activities that
According

paraì

lel

the learning processes. Attention

is

directed to the

processing involved and how competent learners carry out

rnental

tasks.

Such

explanations are desígned to be metacognit,ive and not mechanistic.
Thus, encoding

of a skiil

is facilitated

by rnaking students aware

and how competent readers use

of the purpose

it to activate,

monitor

and

regulate their ìearning. Through practice and feedback regarding their
performance, students develop a conscious realization
and

utilíty of the reading skilìs

and study

use

and ìinkages between those processes

actívities, thus engaging the executive

ing the ìikelihood that the skill

of the function

will

process and increas-

be retained and retrieved for

in similar learning situations.
Direct explanations are also

based on the

belief that what

teach_

ers say to students about the process involved in doing a task is
important, The notion is that students' performances depend not only
on what they do but on what

is

said about what they

do.

Another under_

ìying assumption of direct explicit instruction is that teachers'
active instructional role include the use of assistance devices. As
referred to earlier, these could include the use of advance organizers
think alouds as wel l as careful sequencing and the highlighting of
ímportant features and attentional cues. These instructional proce_

and

dures strengthen the

link

between

skill

deveìopment and reading per_

fornance. Thus, the teacher becomes the students' ally, making
learning of skills as cìear as possible.

the
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Pearson (1984,

p. 231) offers guídelines for direct expìicit

instruction.

l.
2.
3.

The

must be instructionally relevant.

Training should proceed from simple to complex.
An analysis

of

4,

skill

of training

where breakdowns occu

There should be

and

transfer tasks shouid provide

evidence

r.

expricit instruction concerning when and how to

use

the strategi es.

5.

Feedback should be given during

class instruction and after in_

dependent work.

6.

A variety

7,

Seìf-checkíng procedures should be used as an inherent part of
operationaìizing the trai ni ng strategi es.

(or other materiar s)
to facil itate transfer to new situations,

In

of

passages

shourd be used

in

order

direct expricit instruction is a process in which the
ínstructor initially takes full responsibility for performing a task
essense,

but gradually relinquishes responsibiiity to the learners (Lohman,
1985; Pearson, 1985; pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Rosenshine, 1986;

ford' 1985).

Swaf_

The progression may be visuar ized as taking pìace within

a continuum that

moves from teacher modeling, through guided practice

using prornpts and cues, to independent fruent performance by the learner with teacher feedback, The procedure can be depicted graphicalry as
shown

in the accompanying figure (pearson and Gallagher,

19g3).
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PORTION OF RTSPONSIBILITY
FOR TASK COMPLETION

ALL

JOINT RESPONSIBILITY

TEACHER

GUIDED PRACTiCE

PRACTICE

OR

APPL ]CATIOIJ

\
Figure

2.

A model

of

expl

icit instruction

(from pearson & Gallagher,

1983 ) .

Duffy, Roehler and Herrmann (l98g) claim that durïng modei ing:
(a) strategies should be presented in the context of the connected

text, not in

an

artificial

context; (b) descriptions of mental

process_

ing should be il lustrative of what experts do when reasoning so that
learners have enough information to assume metacognitive contror of
nental processing; (c) exanpies and non-examples should be provided in
order to demonstrate

fìexibility of thinking,

should be nade availabìe

and

for student expression

(d) opportunities

so that

their

reasoning

can be observed and elaborative instructÍonal information can be pro-

vided when necessary.

-44Strategy Interventi on Studi
Given the concern

for

improvement

es

in students, learning abiiity

various strate$/ interventions have been devised to help students become strategic. In the process, there has been much empirical investigation into the efficacy of the interventions. Blind, informed

and

self-control training studies are examined in the ensuing discussion
show

to

the influences of such interventions on ìearners' strategic

behavi our.

Bl

ind Training Studies

Instructional activities in bìind training studies were based
nainly on nemory or problem-soìving sítuations. The intent of such
studies in general was to evaruate hypotheses regarding processes involved in efficient strategy learning as we as to document develop-

in strategy

mentaì differences

employment.

One such study was conducted by Turnure, Buium and Thurlow (1976).

In their investigation; 36 non-retarded

and 60 educab.le mentaììy

retarded chíldren were tested to determine whether specific interrogative formats would be instrumental in inducing the production of effec-

tive verbal mediators. The subjects,
oìd,

were assigned

who were appnoximately 7 yearg

to 6 experimental conditíons: Labeling,

Generation, Sentence Repetition, Response
and Response

to

list to learn.

r'rhy

B.

to

What, Response

Sentence

to

Hhy A,

subjects were given a 21 item paired associates

There was

a study

trial

followed by a test

trial .

In

the labeling conditíon, subjects were required to repeat the names of
the paired items. In the sentence Generation condition, subjects made
up sentences about the items while

for

sentence Repetition, subjects

-45repeated standard, one-rel ation sentences

the

(e.g,;

jacket). In the three other conditions,

answer "what"

The soap

is

h.ídíng i n

subjects were asked to

or "why" questions about the paired associates.

For

is

the soap doing under the jacket?,', "Why is the soap
hiding in the jacket?", or "Hhy is the soap in the jacket?,' The ques_
example: "What

tions were introduced to force subjects to think about the neaning of
the items and to force them to create elaborations about the relationshi

p between the associates,
Later analyses indícated that subjects ín the 3 question condi_

tions oirtperformed subjects in the non-question conditions. The per_
formance levels of the nornal and Educable Mentally Retarded subjects

in

each

of the six conditions

were

similar. In addition,

analyses of

senantic and nonsemantic errors suggested that the interrogative conditions induced greater semantic analysis than the non-question condi_

ti

ons.

In another study,

Green (1974) investigated the

recall

gorizing abilities of mildty and severely retarded subjects
presentation

of

either

and cate_
when the

or included category cues.
transfer of the cueing strate$/ learned Ín the first instance was
ideas was

random

The

studied by presenting a second randomly ordered categorizab.le list,
while cueing provided category labels at presentation as well as at
recalì, This made the cl usteríng strategy as obvious as possib.le,

clarified

any ambiguities that might otherwise have existed concerning

category rnembership, and reduced the number
The subjects

in this

of categorical intrusions.

study were 40 high vocabuìary age and 40 low

vocabulary age retarded aduì ts. They were given a randomly ordered

list of 16 categorically

related itens

in a 5-trial free recalì

task.

-46Half of the subjects in each group were given category cues while the
remainder were given none, The investigation lasted two sessions, 24
hours

apart.

Cues e/ere given

(transfer) session,
During the

first

all

in the first session. In the

second

subjects performed under the no cue procedure.

session, cues increased cìustering for both vocabulary

age groups, but only the high vocabulary age group showed increased

recall. At the end of the second session, it

was established

vious exposure to cues did not affect performance on a second
ordered categorizable
Based on

that prerandomry

ìist.

the results of his investigation, Green (1974)

concluded

that a failure to code items with respect to category labels at

pre_

sentation prevented low vocabulary age subjects from using a clustering
strategy efficiently. r,rhereas high vocaburary age subjects courd iní-

tially use such a strategy efficientty, they had diffícurty initiating
it on their own. Green argued that failure to use a clustering strategy

in the second

session suggested tha¿ cues were not enough

sustained strategy

use.

He recommended

to

a fonn of intervention

induce

which

the cìusterÍng strategy ìess ambiguous and which did not require
subjects to infer the generalization from the use of specific category

made

labels to the general rule of organizing by categories.
Sumnary. The investigations
and Green (1974)

studies strongìy

of Turnure,

Buium and Thur]ow (1976)

ify btind training studies. Typically these
suggest that it is possible to design instructional
exernpì

interventions to heìp students

learn.

However, such intervention stra-

not result in faciìitated learning for students of limited
abilities. Blind training may enhance recall initialìy because stutegies

may

dents are taking part

in a rerevant activity to faciritate recal

but

-47 blind training fails to
new,

resur

sinilar situations.

t in maintenance

and generarization to

Brown, Canpione and Day (19g1) and Brown,

Bransford, Ferrara and Canpione (1982) attribute such results to the

fact that learners were never made aware of the significance of the
interventions. Besides, subjects were not gíven any support strategies
to aid retrieval' support strategies courd have incruded serf- monitoring v,hich could guide students to stop periodicaliy to check and, if
necessary, adjust their understanding of tasks at hand.
The inadequacies

of brind training

1ed investigators

interventions that would enable learners to develop

to search for
flexible access to

strategies rather than specific task improvenents. subsequent research
was therefore aimed

tive training.

at

supplementing

skill

instruction with metacogni-

of training studies then emerged: informed
and sel f-controì training. In informed training, subjects were given
Two types

additional information regarding the sígnificance of the strategy they
were

using. In self-control training, subjects

were provided

with in-

formation regarding strategy significance or value and were also given

direct
I

expl

icit instruction

regarding overseeing, monitoring and regu-

ati ng strategy use.

Informed Trainíng Studies

Inforned traíning studies are typified by two that

cribed.

will

be

des_

first

study reported was conducted by Burger, Blackman,
Hoimes and Zetlin (1979) and the second by Kennedy and Miiler i].976l .
The

In their investigation, Burger,

Blackman, Holnes and

Zetlin

abiìity of 60 educable Íìentalty retarded and 60 non_
retarded children to acquire and retain a sorting and retrieval
examined the

(197g)
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strate$/ designed to faciritate recal and crustering, All subjects
were administered a baseline task and as a
were assigned

trol

.

to

one

of three groups:

resuìt of their

experímental

,

The experimental group received a muìtisession

dure consisting

of instruction in

performance

practice, and con_

training

proce_

to arrange stinruii in conceptual
arrays, t0 name individuar stimuri and their superordinate categories
and to count the number of stimuli in each superordinate. The practice
group was presented

how

with the same stimuli but received no training.

controì group received only baseline and criterion measures. Un_
'I
ike the other groups, the experimentar group was ai vrays provided with
a statement to impress them wíth the vaìue of the strategy components.
The

This experimental group arso received prompting and cueing
age

- to encour-

strate$/ use' to faciritate the retrievar of missed itens, and to

i denti

fy their

subsuming categories.

Analysis of data on criterion tasks showed superior perfornance

by

the experimental subjects. Results were relativety stabte over time in
that the effects were apparent not only 2 and 3 days (criterion l)

after the conclusion of tra'ining but arso after a 3-week intervar (criterion 2).
Kennedy and

Milier

(1976) hypothesized that

of those subjects

given rehearsal training, onìy those receiving feedback would continue

the use of the strategy. ln their experiment, 62 6_7 _year_oì ds parti_
cipated in a serial recall task in which subgroups of ,rehearsers' and
'nonrehearsers' were identified by means
The rehearsers and non-rehearsers were

groups each

of seniovert verbalization.

further subdivided into

of which received training to rehearse verba

y.

equar

However,

only one group receíved feedback that reìayed the usefurness of the

-49strategy.

when subsequently

strategy.

The

given the option of rehearsing, onry those
given feedback foilowing rehearsaj training pensisted in using the

investigators concluded that persistent use and know_
ledge of the util ity of a newly acquired rehearsal strategy might
depend,

at ieast in part, on havíng a rationale for

engaging

in

such

acti vi ti es.

finding of these informed training studies is
that they resulted in improved performance on training tasks and straSummary. The major

tegy maintenance when subjects were faced with similar situations or
tasks, But as Brown, Campione and Day (19g1) point out, the evÍdence

for strategy generaìization is questionable because in most cases
generalization task was too similar to the training task.
Sel

the

f-Control Traíning Studi es

last

of strategy intervention studies involved seìf_
control training, the maín feature of which was direct expì icit in_
struction in executive processing skiHs such as pranning, checking
The

group

and

nonitoring ìearning progress. such studies share many of the rearning
principles stipuìated by pal incsar and Ransom (198g), pearson (1984),
Pearson and Gaìlagher (1993),

Duffy, Roehrer and Herrmann (198g) and
Rosenshine (1986). In these studies, training (a) proceeded from the
simple to the compìex, (b) províded rnodeling, guided and índependent
practice with feedback, (c) involved direct explicit instruction and

(d)

was conducted over severaì

days.

Two

studies, representative of

thi s group are analysed,
Adams, Carnine and Gersten (19g2) designed

essential for enhancing conprehension
from text books. These were:

six tactics perceived
and retrieval of important facts

-501.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.

Previewing the passage by reading headings and subheadings;
Reading

the

firsl

subheading;

Asking oneself questions about what might be important
Reading

to iearn;

to find the important detaiìs;

Rereading subheadings and
Rehearsing (as

reciting important details;

and

a final review and check fon readiness).

of fifth-grade students were taught to use the study_
ing strateg¡r over four training days. one group received direct expií_
Three groups

cit instruction,

another group studied independen

provided by a teacher and a

third

y

and feedback

group received no study

skills

was

in_

struction.
The studying

sjmilar to that

instruction given in the direct instruction group

which rnight be offered

cial social studies text

were used and

minutes and conducted over
presented

in regular classroons. Commer_
training sessions were about

a period of four days.

after a daily vocabulary review.

modeled by

lras

The

six tactics

40

were

first

The SQ3R steps were

the ínstructor; after whích the instructor generally faded

the support so that by the last day of training, subjects were studying
sil ently and i ndependentiy.
The independent

training group spent 40 minutes daily revising

vocabulary and then studying 500-800 word social studies
were instructed
end

of

text.

They

to study until they learned the information. At

each session the independent study group,

the

like the direct

instruction group, was administered quizzes on the content studied.
The group r.rith no stu

y skills instruction

instruction during the four training

days.

received reguìar cìassroom
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subjects were administered an immediate posttest one day after
training and a deìayed posttest two weeks rater. Subjects were required to reterr passage content and to answer short answer questions

on

social studies content,. students in the direct instruction group performed better on the short answer test than students in the other
two
comparison

groups. There

teiling activity.
was no difference

The

in

was no

difference between groups on the

resuìts $,ere the

same

for both posttests.

re_

There

performance between subjects given independent

study with feedback and subjects given no instruction

children are given activity sheets

will

performance

at arì. Thus, if
without direct expricit instruction,

be weak,

The second study

cited invorved two phases. In the initiar

Brolrn and Barclay {1976) gave educable retarded chi.l dren

phase

a series of

tríals in r'rhich the task was to memorize a set of itens in order.
subjects were instructed to continue studying the itens

could recalI

of the study.
would

they

all perfectly. At this time they were to sígnal the

experimenter. The subjects performed poorry

ance was

untir

The

The experimenters

in this pretesting

fert that the subjects'

phase

poor perform-

a result of their failure to use self-testing strategies that

alert

them

to their

readiness

for a test.

For that reason, Brown and Barclay (1976) proceeded to train the
subjects in the use of one of tr,ro memory strategies, either an antici_
pation strategy or a rehearsal strate$/ involving a self_checking
com_

ponent' Foliowing training,

bot,h

subject's free recari performance

ability to estimate readiness for a recalr test
'ly.

and

inproved significant-

-52Brotrn, Campione and Barclay (1979) reported
Brown and Barclay's (1976) work one

the

same educable

generalization.
effects

year

that they followed

later. In their investigation

retarded subjects were tested for maintenance

The young subjects (MA

up

= 6 years)

showed no

and

training

= g years) both maintained the
trained stnategies on the originar rote recal task and generarized
whereas

the older subjects

(MA

strategies effectivery in ca*ying out a

new

task invorving the gist

recal'l of prose passages. In addition, in comparison to two control
groups, the students trained to use self-checking rout,ines spent
more
time studying and recal led more passâge idea
moreover, was closely related

uni

to the t,heoretic

ts.

Thei

r

.l

recal ,

of passage
constituent idea units, a pattern presumably characteristic of deveìopmental ly more competent subjects.
importance

sumary. Generaìry, serf-contror training studies iÏustrate that
strategy plus control training are highly successful in terms of induc_
ing not onìy enhanced perfornance, but aìso strategy maintenance and
transfer.
sone theorísts question however, whether

a

students need the de-

taiìed instructional experiences characteristic of self-control train_
ing. Day (1980) indicates that ability rever may be one of the factors
determining how

expticit training

performance. She admíts that
be made

explicit.

must be

in order to obtain

maximar

for srouer students each step may need to

Brighter children on the other hand, generally

spontaneous appreciation

for what is taught and may not

show

need extended

expìanations. Jones, palincsar, 0g1e and Carr (19g7) raise similar
argunents ciaiming that proficient learners process information much

faster than do less efficient rearners.

They caution

that explícit

-53instruction nay even inhibit a variety of rearning and reading tasks

for

some

learners.
Sunmary

In

summary, metacognitive

theory suggests that to be strategic

learners must exercíse awareness and contror over their own thinking
and ìearning processes. Impi icit in this theory is that learners must
be able to access decìarative, procedurar and conditíonaì knowredge
be able to exercise conscious executive contror over their rearning

pr.cesses. Less competent learners

may however, be

and

deficient in all

three forms of knowìedge and

in the executive ski|r s which tie together
and monitor alI other ìearning processes. This is particuìarìy
true in
the area of reading. on the other hand, ìearners can be instructed in
the various forms of knowredge and in executive processing skirls.

Instructional activities that focus on the interactive nature of learn_
ing as iìlustrated in the tetrahedrar moder are favoured because they
appear

to be fundamental to learning plans.

of thís aspect
of learning is a prerequisite for sel f_regulation: the ability to
Awaneness

orchestrate, monitor and check one,s cognitive act,ivities,

In addition, strategy training in

read.íng must be based on impor_

tant considerations: workabre strategies must have frexibítity, shourd
promote interaction wíth texts and provide for comprehension
monitor-

ing,

is

and they shouìd also be cost

effective. In devising a strategy it

important to know what experts think about

in

implementing

it.

The

appraísal of strategy training should be based on immediate inprovenent

in

performance and on maintenance and generalization

fects.

of training ef-
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Various strate$/ intervention include

blind, informed, and self_
control training. The last two involve different levels of metacognitive training' Empiricar evidence suggests seif-contror training .is
superior to the other forms

of training mainry because it inciudes
aspects of direct explicit instruction. As a resuìt, self_control
training tends to lead to outstandÍng strategy

bility

and transfer

of training.

performance and

However, there

is

to

dura-

controversy over

aìl

students, particuiarìy competent ìearners, need the exten.
sive explanation that accompanies self-control train.í ng.

whether

Cognitive processes Involved
Much

reading

for ìearning

depends

in

Surmarlzation

heavily on the

ability to pro_

text generalìy important in the upper elementary school
grades. Study skitls are therefore; important to students at upper
elementary levels, One essential component of such study skiìls is
the
ability to summarize because it aids the retention of textual informacess expository

tion

(Brown, Day & Jones, l9B3; Garner, 1987; Rubin,

adds

that

comprehension

summary and

that a

1983). Day (f980)
is a prerequisite to the abirity to create a

good summary implies understanding

of the author's

intended message. Thus heìping upper elementary students
is of pedagogical concern.
Based on theories

to

summarize

of text structure,

Armbruster, Anderson and
0stertag (i987), Brown, Day and Jones (1983) and Day (1980) impìy tha¡

the ability to

skills.

summarize represents

sophisticated text processing

current text structure theories suggest that a higher order
representation of the super structure of a text is autonatically abstracted by skilled readers. This macrostructure (Kintsch & van Dijk,

-55gist of a text which the reader organizes into a
coherent whole. It is this erement which is associated with the proL983) represents the

duction of recall and sunmarization (Meyer, 1975; Kintsch & van Dijk,
1983; Rumelhart, Lg77; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Thorndyke, 19771.
Summatively; such theories attempt

to art.iculate

why ìearners

abstract and retain the gist or essential points of discourse, omitting
unnecessary details as they do so. The premise is that all texts are
structured and this structure facilitates their comprehension.

Assum-

ably, expert ìearners recognize the text's structure and selectively
encode information that is related to the text's organizational pat-

tern.

Hhat expert learners eventual 1y produce as a

encoding represents an organized representation

is

known as

the gist; and it

result of this

of the text read,

is thís macroprocessing that

This

guides recalr

and summarization processes.
General

1y, theorists suggest

comprehension

results in a

repre_

sentation of a story usua|y indicating the gist of the discourse. In
theorízing, Rumehart (1977) for example, discloses that the representa_
tion learners develop during the reading of a story has a tree- rike

structure, the nost important poínts being at the
learners access as

top. In reca.l ling,

of the structure as possibre. But in sumnarizing learners only retrieve the top portion of the tree, ignoring the
much

'lower less important

levels.

Thus, Rumelhart (1977) contends

that

top level of the tree represents the gist of the story.
A nore detailed theory of text processing has been developed
Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) which

is

the

by

to the comprehension of
expository text. They identÍfy macrorules for reducing texts which are
pertinent to summari zatí on.
connected

-56Kintsch and van Dijk's Theory
The theory rendered by Kintsch and van

Dijk (197S, p.366) indi_

cates that "schematic structures play an important rore

in

discourse

production". wíthout these schematic structures,
would not be possible to explain language users' understanding of
a
conprehension and

it

story or the reasoning behind the accuracy of an argument, for example.
In this theory, the surface structur€ of a discourse is a set of propositions ordered by various semantic relations, The relations
explicit or nay be inferred with the aid of context specific or
knowìedge.

sets

of

may be
generaì

semantic structures are aiso

identified: the
microstructure and the macrostructure. The microstructure is a proprositional representation of the semantic content of the sentences of a"
text. The macrostructure is a nrore grobar representation of the text'
Tvro

characterising the discourse as a whore. In order to arrive at a
macrostructure; readers must reduce and organize the more detailed
information of the text's nicrostructure, Thus, "the macrostructure
describes the sarne facts but from a more gìobal point of view,, (Kintsch
& van

Dijk,

1978, p.366).

In order to

reduce a microstructure

to a rnac ros tructu re,

macro_

rules must be applied. These are "semantic mapping" rures that relate
the nicrostructure and the macrostructure. The rures have been out1i ned

l.

briefly as foliows:

Deletion

-

necessary

that is neither direcfly nor indirectry
for the interpretation of a subsequent proposition mqy be
each proposition

del eted.

2.

Generalization

-

of propositions may be repraced by a
more general proposition which is a superset.
each sequence

-573.

-

Construction

each sequence

of propositions may be repìaced by a

proposition rvhich represents a more giobal fact of which the facts
in the microstructure propositions are either normal conditions,
components

The use

or

of

consequences,

these macrorures

is

under the contror

of a schema which

is a theoretical formulation of the reader,s goal, The schema res_
tricts the function of the rules so that the nacrostructure does not
becone meaningìess. By applying

in the text

base

is

reduced

the ru1es, the

number

of propositions

to the gist of the text. Moreover,

the

ruìes may be applied recursively with increasingìy more stringent

cri-

teria regarding relevance. several different

be

macrostructures rnay

formed, the uppermost being the macrostructure. However;

possible

if

the constraints on the rules are

net.

one

of

this is

onry

these con-

straints is that the nacrostructure must preserve the truth and meaning
explicit in the microstructure. The other is that no pnopositíon that
aids the interpretation of a subsequent. proposition
These constraints ensure the coherence

may be deleted,

of the macrostructure. In gen-

erai, application of the macrorules depends on whether a proposition i5
congruent with the schema determining the relevance of information for
a

speci

fic

goal .

Kintsch and van Dijk,s theory, a ìearner attenpting to
understand a text begins by determining the microstructune of the text.
Based on

simultaneously, the learner clusters micropropositions Ínto categories.
By applying macrorules to identified categories, the learner creates

macropropositions. The

the

text.

Day (1980)

final

product comprises the

gist or

points out that the nacrostructure

summary

is built

ing encoding and not at the time of recall or surmarizing.

of

dur_

Day (19g0,

-58p.6)

contends

that

',conprehension

is the process of building

the

macrostruc tune. "

Kintsch and van Dijk (1979) are convinced, too, that it is the
nacrostructure which is stored in the nremory together with some of the
more relevant micropropositions. They indicate

recall or to

sumrnarize,

and they use

it for retrieving
and

is

when asked to

it is the macrostructure that readers

created as a result

is the gist or sunmary

of text

comprehension.

As Brown, Day and Jones (1983) and Day (1980) argue,
and van

is

access

more detaired propositionaì information.

Thus, the macrostructure created during encoding

of a discourse

that

if

Kjntsch

Dijk's explanation that a summary-rike representation of a text

formed duríng comprehension

is

acceptable, then producing a

summary

of an understood text shourd not be difficurt. This shouìd hord true
for children as we as adult readers since chirdren appear to process
text in

much

Johnson,

the

same way

as adults do (Brown & Smiley, l97g; Mandler

&

1977 ) .

0n the other hand, Brown, Day and Jones (1983) contend

that

if

children, like adults, extract the g.Íst when conprehending text, there
is the possibiìity that chíldren produce protocols which are pseudo
surnmaries because they rnqy be producing

only what is in

memory.

Accordingly, summarizing texts shourd invorve judgenent and effort if
m're than a bare synopsis is desired. Hence, it is essentiar to esti-

of rerative importance of information and to appry condensation ruìes. Bror.rn, Day and Jones (19g3) suggest that summarization
mate degrees

is a late

skirr
are required for recal l.
deveroping

based on deeper levers

of

processing which

-59Research on

Summa

ri zati

on

Empirical Findíngs on Summarization Abil ity
Brown, Day and Jones (1983) examined the development

of

sumrnaries

the material to be summarized was we|r known. They arso analyzed
overt planning activities that were evident before and durÍng the sumwhen

writing activities. Subjects in grades 5,7,

mary

and

l1

and co] lege

students read and studied stories which had been divided into pausal

units rated for structural importance. After learning the stories perfectly, subjects were asked to produce recall protocors. Then subjects
were asked
mary

of

to pretend they were newspaper reporters

one story

for the paper. The text

reference and sunmaries were to be written

was

and

to write a su¡n-

available to them for

in the fewest number of

possible. 0n compìetion, subjects were informed that the editor
had to cut their space and the story shouìd be rewritten in forty

words

words. Later, another limit of t¡renty words

was imposed.

0nly summaries produced by subjects who had previous.ly recalled
30 percent of the units at each level of importance rated by the

investigator were analyzed. seventh graders failed to meet the criterion and so their summaries were dropped from the analysis.
Results showed that college and eleventh grade students outper_
fornred

their

younger counterparts

in

terms

of their (a) propensity

to

plan ahead as shown by their rough drafts, (b) sensitivity to fine
gradations regarding the irnportance of information, and, (c) ability to
reduce more idea units into a given number of words. Only a few young_

er subjects
l ege s tude

who planned adequately met

nts.

the performance standard of col-

-60The younger subjects

which they were expected

structure of the original

treated the sumnarjzation exercise as one in

to include or delete ideas fron the surface

texts.

Their protocols were

made up

of

ver_

batim incìusions. In contrast, the order high schooi and corlege sub-

jects departed from the wording
They conbined information
sum¡¡aries using

their

own

and temporal sequence

of the texts.

within and across paragraphs and produced

words.

also applied trans

They

fo rma

ti

onaì

rul es.
Brown, Day and Jones (1983) concluded

the best preciictor of efficient

that

p1

anning seemed

to

writing, although both the
ability to plan and age were highly correlated. These researchers
tended

that

summary

production

be

sunmary

is not símply

con-

the result of automatic

retention but the abilíty to work recursively on text information and
t0 restructure information as succin y as possibie. Judgement, ef_

fort,

knowledge, and strategy-use are

developing

skills.

all

required and these are late

The Brown, Dqy and Jones (19g3)

vealed that the

ability to reproduce

a by-product of

conprehens i on.

investigation

an adequate summary

Following this study, Brown and Day (1983) turned

to the Kintsch

and van

Dijk condensation rules for

re_

is not simply

thelr attention

summarizing

texts.

They modified Kintsch and van

Dijk,s three macrorules into six basic
rules for summary writing: (a) deìetion of trivia, (b) deìetion of
redundant information; (c) substitution of a superordinate term for a

list of items, (d) use of a superordinate term for a list of actíons,
(e) selection of a topic sentence provided in the text, and (f) inven_
tion of a topic

sentence

stated topic sentence.

for

paragraphs

in

which there

is

no expricitry

-61 The

rationale for the rules

is

the fact that a summary
should be short and should include onìy essential information; unimportant information shouìd be deteted as should information that is impor-

tant but redundant.

If

based on

a text contains a

list of examples the ìist

may

be substituted with a superordinate

terrn. In the same way a super_
ordinate action couìd be used to replace subconponents of that action.
These summarization ruìes are modered after the Kintsch and van Dijk,s
deletion and generarization rures. Any in-text topic sentence must
also be selected because

topic

it is the author's summary of a paragraph,

sentence must be invented

for

A

in which none is
explicitly stated. These rast two rures pertain to the provision of
main constituent units of paragraphs and are comparabìe to Kintsch
and
van Dijk's rules of constructíon.
After creating the rules, Brown and Day examined age differences

in their use.

Subjects

in

grades

any paragraph

5,7,

and 10 and coììege students

were given two expository texts constructed so that

all

sumnary

writing

rules could be applied. After reading a text three tines, subjects
were required

to write an unconstrained

compìeted, they were asked

summary

to write a 6o-r,rord

This procedure was repeated

in

of it.

summiìry

When

this

was

of the saÍþ text.

another session.

of the summaries reveared that de'retion rures were used
effectively by subjects in alI age groups. Age differences were evi_
dent for the superordination and selection ruìes in that older subjects
Analysis

outperformed

very few

novices. use of invention rules

fifth

was reast

and seventh grade subjects were abre

effective.

to infer topic

sen-

given. Tenth grade subjects used the invention
ru]e one-third of the tine, and coì lege students used it about half the
tences when none was

time.

0n the whoìe, college students produced the best summaries.
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This research provides insight into the cognitive processing involved in summary writing. The pattern of ease of application was as

clear as the developrnent pattern of the subjects. Competence in app,ly_
ing the deletion rures emerged first, followed by superordination and
then selection

rules.

cause varying degrees

The invention rures proved most

difficurt

be-

of learner text manipulation are demanded and

the ruies depart from the existing strategy of "copy delete,,
employed by younger learners. The deretion rules and even the selecbecause

,,copy

tion rules are similar to the

delete,' strategy

in that they re_

quire eliminating or copying words from a text almost verbatim. selection and invention rures are different. seìection requires t,he imposi-

tion of status to topic sentences whire invention requires the synthesis of inforrnation using different words. Thus, summary writing is a
cognitive

demanding

tas k.

Another study showing age

tion proficiency

re1

ated differences

was conducted by Hahn and Goldman

grade 6 subjects participated

in

in text

sumnaniza-

(19g3).

Grade 4 and

I

two experiments. Experiment

used

texts þrith a descript.ive content; each statement in each paragraph of
each text giving an example of the claim made in the paragraph top.ic
sentence. In experiment 2, texts with a thesis/evidence structure wene
used; each detail

in the paragraph

supported the topic sentence

"because"

format.

sentences

in the texts permitted the examination of

The manipuiation

of the

tionships between serection and invention

presence

rures.

or

absence

Texts were

at,

were required

to construct

summarîes

of topic

Text processing de-

controled through the application of readabirity

jects

a

deveropmentai rera-

mands were

and 2 years below the grade

in

formura.

ìevel of each group.

of three different

Sub_

rengths.

-63In both experiments, differences urere apparent. between fourth and
sixth graders. l,lhen asked to reduce paragraphs to 3 or 4 sentences,
the dominant behaviour l.as to copy detaíl sentences fron paragraphs,
Holrever, fourth graders did so more often than sixth graders. Sixth
grade subjects generated topic sentences but did so more frequentry
for
text beìow their grade reveì. l.lhen summary rength was restricted and

subiects were asked to provide one sentence for each paragrah, foùrth
graders increased theír serection and invention strategies particurarly
when

to

texts were berow their grade rever.

when subjects were required

the passage in a single sentence, the developmental pattern was the same. Sixth graders pr"oduced a topic sentence to sum_
summarize

marize the passage. Fourth-grade subjects nanaged to do so 33 percent

of the tine

and equally often recopied one

In spite of the reratively superior
Hahn and Goìdman (1983)

detail

sentence.

performance

of sixth graders,

point out that the pat,tern of summarization

behaviour dísplayed by subjects indicated that mre sophisticated

narization strategies prace greater information processing

sum-

demands on

chi I dren.

Age related differences

in text-summarization efficiency were arso
found in a study by Garner (l9SS). Grades 9 and 11 and col lege sub_
iects

were asked

to create optÍnal

and nonoptimal summaries

of a ,long

expository text based on their understanding of what determined the
acceptability or unacceptabiiity of short summaries. Two hypotheses

tested. First it was expected that if different age subjects rære
unaware of what made a summary acceptable, they would not be
ab.le to

r{ere

distinguish between optinar and nonoptimar

interest.

0n the other hand,

if

summaries on measures of

subjects courd not generate effective
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summaries, they would be

unlikely to obtain high scores on the interest

for the optimal summaries. Measures of interest included (a)
number of ideas judged Ímportant included in the sunmaríes, (b)
nunber
of words used, and, (c) integration ievel for information judged impor_
measures

tant.

All

subjects demonstrated awareness regarding the incrusion

portant ideas.

Few subjects

at any age rever

of

im-

demonstrated knowredge of

or production abi'lity for integrat.ing the important ideas. For the
youngest and oldest subjects, there were differences both

ty to reproduce

in the abiìi_

important ideas and to generate succinct sumr¡raries.

In addition to age- reiated differences in summarization efficiency, there is also some evidence that summarization efficiency is
related to reading achievement lever. Garner; Bercher, l,linfield and
smith (1985) attempted to determine what,
regarding summarizing. Thirty subjects
ed to read an expository

text,

fifth

at

summarize

grade subjects courd

do

two reading levels were ask-

it, reflect on the processes

involved in summarizing and identify good and bad sumnaries. Fíndings
were that good and poor

fifth

grade readers were adept

at identifying

good summaries. For productíon and

reflection tasks, poor readers were
significantly ress efficient than good readers. Ho'rever, both proficiency groups performed below the

tion

ceiling level on production and reflec_

measures.

Garner and her colleagues (l9BS) concluded

ers had a notion of what a

summary

that

fifth

required, but not the production

proficiency to meet the requirenents, They suggested that
want students

to

summarize textbook

rule-driven production of

summarÍes

grade read_

if

teachers

content, expricit instruction in

is

necessary.
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l,linograd (1984) asked good and poor eighth_grade readers and adult
readers to read expository texts and produce 60_word summaries,
Sub_

jects

were also required

to rate the importance of individual sentences
to the entire text and to serect the five most important sentences,
Prior to working with the texts, subjects were interviewed about their
strategies for writing sumnaries, Winograd found that good and poor
eighth grade readers vJere aware that, it lJas necessary to incìude the
most inportant points

in

summaries by

their expiicitìy stated comments

in their intervielrs. There was a higher correration betureen good readers' judgements of ímportance and those of adults than between those of
poor readers and
was weak

readers.

for

aduìts.

Furthermore; the information judged inportant

poor readers, moderate

Good and poor readers

for

good readers and good

aiso differed in their

ability

for adult
to

transform the original texts into summaries. !,linograd (19g4) conctuded
that there was nore to text summarízation than nere comprehension and

indicated that teachers shourd assess students, use of strategíc
skirì
and train them in sunmary writing rules.

other investigators have studied the effects of "text engineering',
on summarizing proficiency. Garner and McCaleb (1985) systematicaily
manipulated cueing, organization and reduction constraints in a des-

criptive passage. Three ievels of cueing were used: none, senantic
(explicit topic sentences for paragraphs containing the four píeces

of

information previousry judged most important in the text), and semantic
.links
and lexical (words that were "important" or served
,,con_
as

trols" within these topic sentences).
used:

of organization were

(the four nost irnportant pieces of information appearing
four paragraphs of the passage) and distributed (the same

massed

in the first

Two revers

or

-66information distributed across the seven paragaraphs of the

text).

Two

levels of reduction constraints were imposed: highìy constrained (a
three sentence summary Iimit) and moderately constrained (a seven_
sentence summary

linit).

The passage was presented

to

120 undergrad-

uate s ubjects.

of ímportant ideas in the subject's summary products,
the nunber of words, the integration rever of important ideas and deviations in the order of presenting important ideas were measured.
The number

Performance across 12
f

ar

text

manipulated combinations on

all

measures ,,as

bel or.r ce i 1 i ng 'l evel .

Garner and I'lcCaleb (1985) argued

effective for

that text manipulation was not

exemplary sunnary performance by col lege students and

advised that a strategy

training route rather than a text

engineering

route held more promise for improving written summaries.
studies examining training to summarize text prove that summarization can be taught (Day, 1980; Hare & Borchardt, 1984).
Summarization Instructional Studies
Through varying degrees

of instruction,

Day (1980)

trained junior

colìege students to apply rules of summarization and investigated
whether the students appiied the rules appropriately. Two groups of
subjects were invoìved: average students with no reading problems and

a renedial

group

ent in writing

that

possessed normal reading

ability, but was defici-

skilìs.

r,lithin each of those groups were four instructional conditions which varied along a continuum of explicitness. sub-

jects in the first condition ( Sel f-Managernent ) were not given the
rules
for writing sunmaries but were provided with general ideas regarding

_67
how

to write

_

good summaries. The second, Rules only group, was given

explicit instruction and modering in the use of summarization rules,
The third group was named Rules plus Self- Management. Subjects in
this

group received a combination

of instr"uction, the general seìf_
management training that was given in condition l and rules instruction
as presented to group 2. The integration of these rules was left to
the subjects thernselves. Hov/ever, subjects in the fourth and most
explicit training condition received direct explicit instruction in

to check, monítor and evaluate their

appì

how

ication of the rules.

Training took place over two 60-minute class sessions. l,,laterials
$,ere expository texts constructed so that they contained alì of
the

for apprying the summarization rures taught in the
training sessions. The readabirity revel of texts
at the grade 5
elements necessary

i evel

''as

.

Findings were that before training,

a1

r

students appried the dere-

tion rules appropriateiy. After training, perfornance on the more

difficult rules improved

but there were differences between ability
gnoups. Training in rure use onìy þ,as effective but the addition of
self-management components enhanced perforrnance. Average students

benefited under alr training conditions. Their performance varied

little in the two most explicit conditions.

ve

ry

The resurts suggested that

the more rnature subjects benefited from instruction and needed ress

explicit instruction.

on the other hand, poorer subjects needed the

nost explicit instruction to perform
performance was simirar

after training
training that

for

satisfactoriìy.

The pattern of

an immediate posttest administered 2-4 days

and a derayed posttest administered 2-3 weeks

was cornpì eted

at

home.

after

_68_
However,

in spite of the promising results of Day's

(19g0) study,

design deficits are obvious incruding (a) ttre short training phase, (b)

the unjustified use of very easy reading materiaì, (c) the brief lapse
between training and maintenance tests, and, (d) the differing condi_

tions under which posttests were administered.
Based on Day's (1990)

attempted

investigation,

Hane and Borchardt (1984)

to teach stightry younger students the rures Day taught,

a paragraph

conbi ni ng ru

l

e and a

po1 i

shi ng

were 22 low income minority high school

or

revi si ng rul

juniors.

e

.

subjects

They were assigned to

conditions of inductive and deductive instruction. Instruction
provided for 2 hours per day over 3 consecutive days.
Some

of the procedures

expìicit procedure.

used were adaptations

(See Table

checkíng the comprehension

l.)

prus

u'as

of Day's (1980)

rnost

A rule sheet provided steps for

of the texts to be summarized

and steps for

planning, creating; and revising the summary. (See Table

2.)

Severa.l

expository texts were used for pretestíng, training and posttesting.
Some were the sane as those used in Day's (19g0) investigation.
Others
were naturaìly occuring passages selected frorn hígh school
sheets denonstrating application
pared

of the

texts.

He.l p

summarization rules were pre-

for various traÍning selections. Trainers

used prepared scripts

during instruction and were monitored to ensure that they adhered to
the procedures,
Experimentar subjects outperformed contror subjects

cation on both a specially constructed test

passage and

in rure appri-

a naturalìy

occurring test passage. Their surnmaries and efficiency were superior
as well. These differences were naintained two weeks after instruction

ended.

No

difference in performance was found between the inductive

-69groups.

However,

tively by any group of

subjects.

and deductive

the invention rule was not used effec-

Like Day (1980), Hare and Borchardt showed that summarization can
be taught, but their design arso had some weaknesses: their instruc-

tional

phase was

too short as was the intervar between train.ing

naintenance testi ng.

and
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1

pp.57-SB)
lay's.(1980,
ti on

Handout

Condi

Five General

1.
2.

to

S

Help

for the Rules Integrated Training

with the Five Rules for Wríti

MAKE SURE YoU UNDERSTAND THE

ffi
theme to yoursel f.

TEXT. Ask yourself ',What was this
say?,'- iry to say thè !.nä"ãr

t00K BACK. Reread the text to make_sure you got the theme right.
Tlso- reã-d to make sure that you reaìly unäerstand ;ha¡ tñã i;il;:
tant parts of the text are. Star impôrtant parts.
NOI{ USE THE

FIVE SPECIFIC RULES FOR I.IRITING A

SUMMARY

3. $F$!!!. Reread a paragraph of the text. Try to say the thene of
tnar paragraph to yourself. Is the theme a topic sentence?
you underlined it? 0r is the topic sentence missing? ii-it Have
ìti-missing, have you written one

4,

in the margín?

in any lists? Make sure you don't list
[n]ngs.out tn your summary. Did you repeat yourself? Make sure

CHFCK. Did.you leave

you di dn' t..

5' !99!!4I!95.

Did you skip anyrhins? rs att rhe imporranr infor_
narìon tn the summary? Are there any paragraphs that you forgot to
sunmari ze?

Five Speclfic Rules for l,tritlng a

1.

2.

Sur¡nary

see a list of things try to think of a one or
IISTS.
-If you
ftro word
name for
the whole list. For exampìè, if you saw a list
1ike..eyes, ears, neck; arms and legs, you cbulá say"iparil ðf iñe
"body parrs.,' Jusr wriie't-he name of tl,e iÀinõs-in-ãn
l!!vl
1-or
the text
- right above the exarnples.
REDUCE

USE

A TOPIC SENTENCE IF oNE

Is

GIVEN

YOU. Often authors write

pn.-

rt.is

a

cailã¿ a iõoi.
sentence. If the author gives you one, Lnder.l ine it and uie i[ in
your summary. Just copy it down from the text into your summary.

3.

4.

UJ YoUR ol,lN TopIC SEIIENCE. Unfortunatety, not all paraqraphs
rhat you-mav"ñuuã-tð ru["' ;;å-;;"
you
don,r
see
a
topic-sente-nce, write ðnã oi-rãü.
l9I T9rf,:9ff:
own
rn the margin, Use your sentence in the summary
I'IAKE

ffis

If

gtr, RID 0F REPEATED STUFF. co through the text and cross out stuff
EnaE ts.repeated. Get rid of it. Use the red penci.l to cross
out
repeated

s

tuff.
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Hare and Borchardt's (1994,

Four Generaì

p. 66)

to

Help

Rule Sheet

with the Four
a

1.
2,

MAKE IURE YoU UNDERSTAND THE

ffi
theme to yourseì f.

4.

Rul es

TEXT. Ask yourseìf ,'l.lhat was this
saii,'" i.v to ráv ir,.-õ.ñärãl

t00K BACK. Reread the text to make sure you got the theme rioht,
lll-so-rããa to make sure thar you reatiy ,näã.sÍãñ¿-,rña;';ü; i;il;_
tant parts of the text are. Star irnpôrtant parts.
NOI,¡ USE THE FOUR RULES FOR

3.

fic

I.IRITING A

SUI,{iIARY

RETHINK. Reread a paragraph of the text. Try to say the theme of
-H;r;
to yôursõl r. ls tne
a täpic seitencei
-ii-it
you underiined it? 0r. is the topic sentence
miss.i ngt
'rãmã
ì.'missing, have you written one in the margín?

Th-at- paragrapn

CHECK AND 00UBLE-CH!9K: Díd you teave in.any lists? Make
sure you
3on-'T-Ti-sT-iF-n€J o-[Fin youi ,urmary. Oi ã vo, re'eat yoursel f?
Did you skíp anyrhing? ri alt the i-mporrant"iñf;;ñ;ir;-i;-;hå'

summary?

for l,triting a Summary
1. COLLAPSE LISTS. If lou see a list of things, try to think of a
yflli Þh¡ãse- name ion rhe whole list. Ëõr-exairpre, ir yoù'sä*
list like eyes, ears, neck;.arms.and.legs, you coirld'say;¡ð¿v-"
a iist tike ice-stiaiins, srcitñfor-iiåa_
?3I!r.ll 0l: jf you saw
,'wínter
Four Rules

ding, you could say

2.

3.

a

sports."

usE ToP¡! sENTENcts. often authors write a sentence that
Fi?eõ a rv-hõ'të-þãtasnaph. rt is caitã¿ ã-tðpic s.nienðä. - surnmaii
aurnor glves you one, use it in your summary. Unfortunateìy,tñe
not
alì paragraphs contain_topic seniences. Thät means iðu-rãv"ñaíã-to
nake up one for yourserf. rf you don't see a topic ientãnå",-rãr,.up one of your ov.rn.
GET

RI¡ 0F UNNECESSA¡I_qEI4I!.

@r
a number

Some

text information

wordi,

can be re-

i¡e täre rhing can ¡Ã-sài¿ in

of different ways, all in one passage. Otñer text iniór_
mation can be unr'mportant ór trivial . !ince-summar.ies a"À meãni'to
De snort, get rid of repetitive or trivial information.

4.

CoLLAPSE PARAGRAPH' paragraphs are
Sõrne par-ãgFãÞTf-explain oñe 'or more

often rerated to one another.
óttrãr pãragraphs. Some Dara_
graphs just expand on the inforrnation presänteã ih other-fãrã_
graphs. . some paragraphs are rnore neceäsary than other oaraoraohs.
paragraphs shoutd be kepr or gorten ri¿-ori-añã *ñiË¡
9g!j9.,which
gnc
mì

Þe Joined together.
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2 ( conti

nued

)

A Final

S

ugges

ti

on

a rot of infonnation is reduced from an
original passage' the resuìting concent,rated information often sounds
very unnatural , Fix this problem and create a more natural_soundìng
summary. Adjustments may include but are not limited to paraphras_
ing, the insertion of connecting words like "and" or ,,becàusei, and
the insertion of introductory or closing statements. paraphrasing is
especially useful here for two reasons, one, because it improves
ability to renember the material , and two, it avoids using the lou¡
PO|ISH THE suMMARy. when

author's words otherwise known as plagiarism.
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ability to

is important for understanding and retaining information from texts, This is particurarry criticaì at upper
The

sunmarize

elementary schoor iever s where students are beginning

to read to rearn.

There are also strong
summarizing

abirity.

theoreticaì reasons to develop students,
severar current theories of text understanding

suggest that a higher-order representation

ticaìly

abstracted during comprehension and that

structure that enabìes the production of
prehension

text.

of text structure is

itself

However, there

is

evidence

by-product of comprehension.
importance

It

of textuar information

that

it is the macro-

recair.

involves the creation of a

automa_

Thus, the act

of

com_

or gist of the
writing is not merely

summary

summary

a

invorves fine judgements regarding the
and deriberate

cation of macrorures. Summarizing text

efforts in the appri-

is a difficult

reading and com-

posi ng task.

Empiricaì evidence points to the

difficurties

associated with

sum-

marizing.

l.

Rules

for

summarizing have predictabte

difficuìty

leveì

s

rank

foìlows: (a) delete trivía, (b) delete redundancy, (c)
substitute a superordinate for a list of items, (d) substitute a
superordinate for a rist of actions, (e) serect a topic sentence
if
one is avaiiable, and (f) invent a topic sentence if none is
ordered as

gi ven,

2,

Deletion rules are used effectively by students as young as those
in grade 4 but generally students in grades 5,7, 11 and in col lege

underutilize condensing and revising activities particurarry in the
absence

of

space constrai nts.
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of selection and invention are particuìar'ly difficuìt for
younger and less successful readers in grades 4 and 6.

4.

Some

Rules

college ìevel students have

difficuìty

app.lying the topic

i nvention rul e.

Poor readers

Ã

what
6.

is

in

grade 8 do not match adults

to include in a text

important

Grade 5 students can recognize

in their

judgement of

summary.

the superiority of concise

summaries

to

long text verbatim detail summaries but cannot then_
sel ves write succinct summaries.

compared

Due

to

inpl ication

documented

difficulties evident in

sumrnary

writing,

the

is that

students must be trained to summarize. Day (19g0)
and Hare and Borchardt (1984) have shorvn that summary writing
can be

taught' however, their studies concentrated on high schoor and colege
students. Given that summarization is a criticar study skiÏ in the
middle years, there

is a need to

determine whether grade

six

students

can summarize text.

Concl usÍon

In this chapter, a general overview of what is

meant by

a strate_

gy was presented before an indepth examination

of netacognition
nition through

and summarization

writing

of theoretical aspects
and research into teaching metacog-

presented. Various conc.lusions that
have importance for developing instructional strategies may be
drawn.
summary

was

Learners must underständ hovr to employ strategies

skil

ls.

need

to

to master reading

Strategies consist of sequences of activities and rearners
develop boùh processes

for applying a strategy

and

a routine

-75for organizing those processes. A strate$/ is an intentional and effortful selection of a means to an end and must be under the control of
ìearners. Strategies must be used flexibly and, therefore, ìearners
must know when, why and how to use them. Metacognitive skilis play an
important role Ín effective strategy use and the inclusion of instruc-

tion in netacognítion in strategy train.ing is crítical .
Metacognitive theory estabìishes that to be strategic,
must exhibit ar,rareness and control over

theír

own

learners

ìearning and thinking

processes. Consequentìy, learners should be able to access various
kinds of knowledge (declarative, procedural and conditiona.l ) as well

institute executive processing,

A1

as

though learners are highly dependent

of knowledge and on executive processing, they are deficient in their use. This is even more characteristic of less conpetent
on these forms

'learners. Metacognitive skills can be
taught and in preparing for in_
struction, the tetrahedraì nature of learning is useful . To that end,
consideration must be given to four variables: the learner, the

terial task, the instructional

cri-

materials and the ìearning activities.

l,lith respect to reading, any strategy to be trained must have
flexibiiity, should promote text interaction, comprehension, self_
monitoring and be cost

effective. It is

necessary

to

know

the

compon-

ent processes of the training strate$/ and the success of strategy

training should be based on immediate

improvement

transfer of training effects, and strategy
time.

in

performance,

maintenance over

a period of

-76Di

ing

fferent i nterventions,

bl i nd, i nforrned, and sel

f_control trai

n_

to help learners become strategic. Self_ con_
trol training has proved to be superior to the other interventions in
terms of efficacy, durabir ity and transfer of training. This is mainìy
have been developed

self-control training invoives direct explícit instruction in
how to employ, monítor and evaluate strategy use. But there is still
controversy over whether the intensÍve nature of self-control training
because

is

1 students, particularìy the rnore competent.
It is acknowledged that reading to learn begins in the upper ele_
mentary grades, therefore, study skilrs are needed by students in those
needed by al

grades. summarization is one such critical study
comprehension and

recar.

But

summary

skill

because

writing is difficurt to

it

aids

teach;

it is not a by-product of comprehension. various rures fon summarizing
have been identified, differing in difficuìty: (a) delete trívia, (b)
delete redundancy, (c) substitute a superordinate for a list of items,
(d) substitute a superordinate for a rist of actions, (e) select
a
topic sentence if one is avaiìab]e, and, (f) invent a topic sentence if
none

is

gi ven.

Empirical evidence reveals what students of various ages can or
cannot do regarding summarization. Most students use the deletion

rules effectívely, but generally grades S, 7,
under-use condensation

rules.

recognize the superiority
although grade 6

of

ll

and college students

0ther students, as young as grade 5,

good summaries,

It

has been noted that

is

representative of upper eìementary grades where
reading to learn begíns, very Iittie anaiyses of theín summarization

strategies have been examined. However, given the weaknesses of students in higher grades, it may be assumed that sixth graders are a.l so
deficient in the development of summarizing skills.

-77 one encouraging revelation

for ernpiricaì investigation is that
summarizing skills can be taught. Day (1980) and Hare and Borchardt
(1984) have shown that use of seif-control training with
direct expri-

cit instruction in how to use, monitor, and evaluate a summarization
strate$/ is very effective. unfortunately, their studies have focused
on older college and high schoor students. There were arso weaknesses

in the designs of their studies.

Among

these are short training

sessions, unjustified use of ecorogicaÏy invarid training materiars
and short

tine lapses

between the concrusion

of training

and nain-

tenance tes ti n g.

Accordingìy, this study was designed in keeping with the theoreti_
cal notions and research caveats discussed. Sumnarization was selected

for study in grade 6 because lt is a skill sixth graders should be able
t0 use as they are beginning to read to rearn. Summarization meets the
criteria of being a good reading skill to train because it is flexibte
and not

restricted to any singìe text or nateriaì type. The abirity to

summarize

is

valuable for monitoring comprehension and because

diffÍcult to teach, the tïme spent on teaching
grade subjects were selected as opposed

it is
it is justified. Sixth

to high schoo.l or col.lege_age

students with whon studies on summarízation have arready been conducted.
One

of the experimentar treatments used serf-contror training

and

the studies conducted by Day (1990) and Hare and Bor_
chardt (1984). These investigators have shown that the inctusion of
was adapted from

self-control strategies in training has been most effective at heìping
high school and col]ege students write summaries. In that experimentaì
treatment, particular attention was given to the interactive nature of

-78learning as displayed in the tetrahedrar noder, This treatment was
contrasted with the effects of informed training and blind training.

effects of the interventions were examíned for both conpetent and
less competent sixth grade readers because it is stirl questionabre
The

whether students, particularly nore conpetent ìearners, need the exten-

sive explanations presented in serf-contror training. The investigation results were measured under immediate conditions as wel] as under
delayed and transfer

tion

conditions. Materiar

used during the investiga-

selected from sociar studies texts

at the grade six lever,
Instructional materiar was fron the fíe'r d of history whiìe transfer
material vras from the field of socioìogy.
$ras

Finally a six

week

instructionaì

program was provided and derayed

posttesting conducted two nonths after training.

-79CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The general objective

of this study was to determine the degree of
instructional expi icitness required to help competent and ress competent sixth grade readers understand that a sumrnarization intervention
procedure was appropriate

to use in future independent learning. More
specifically, thís study examined whether (a) subjects applied a sum_
mary interventíon procedure
when

instruction involved

whether use

of the

in a new situation using sociology

summarizing

history se,lections, and (b)

summarizing strategy was naintained over time

through administering delayed
perfornance

passages

posttests.

To

this end,

of students in

summary

writing

two éxperimental treatment groups h,as
the summary writíng performance of students in a control

com-

to
group. The experimental treatments included two different levels of
metacognitÍve training: (a) informed training (in which subjects were
taught to summarize texts and tord that the strategy was a usefur study
strategy) and (b) self-control training (in whích subjects were in_
pared

in the use and significance of the sumnarization
strategy but also received explicit instruction in how, when and why to
structed not onry

the strategy and to monitor, check and evaluate strategy use).
There was also a control or biind training group in whích subjects were
only taught the summarization strategy with no reference to or specific
employ

training regarding

its significance.

The sunmaries

and Iess competent readers were examíned

intervention affected sixth grade
s imi l ar ways.

of both competent

to establish whether the
readers of different abirities in

-80Three

sixth

was registered

grade cìasses particjpated

in a different

school

Each class

in relatively the same type of

middìe class socio-economic comnunity. To
c.mpetency and

in the study.

identify levels of

reading

to establish that there vrere no significant initial dif-

in

ferences

reading among the groups, reading achievement was measured
through administration of the comprehension subtest of the Gates-

Maccinitie Reading Tests (Gates & MacGinitie, 1965) Lever D-Form 1.
obtain a pretest measure of summary wrìting ability, subjects were
asked

to

summarize tyJo passages, one based on

sociology

in

history, the other

To

on

sixty minute period. After training, subjects, sum_
rnary writing performance was similarly assessed by having
students sum_
marize another history passage and another sociology passage. A delay_
ed summary

one

writing posttest, similar to .the previous tests,

was admín_

istered two months fo1ìowing intervention.
Before conducting the study, the investigator ensured
standards required

for

that ethicar

research invoiving human subjects v,ere met.

This was certified by the research ethics committee of the university

of Manitoba.

(See Appendix A.)

A description
i nvesti gation

is

of the specific

rnethodoìogies

for conducting

the

presented next.

Subjects

A sample

of 51 sixth graders participated in the study.

Two

of

the participating classes had 16 students while the third had 19,
class was heterogenous and comprised of boys and girls between the

of 11 and 12 years.

Each

ages

_81

_

Since the participating classes were from
was

different schooìs,

difficurt to randornly assign students to different

groups. Therefore,

it

treatment

class was randornìy assigned to either the
b1 ind, informed or serf-contror training
condition. To conduct this
each

random assignnent, each

The class

with the

class was gíven a

first

number betlreen one and three,

nunber drawn was named the

btind training

group, the second was the inforrned training group while the
third
becane

the self-control training group.

Analysis

of variance using the scores

of the cates-Maccinitie

on the cornprehension subtest

Reading Tests (Gates &

r'raccinitie, r965)

was

to estabtish that there were no significant initiar differences among the groups, Every student in each c.l ass. participated
in
conducted

the training. For data analysis, scores from the conpetent and less
competent readers

in

each group were

used.

Competency ìeve.l

s

were

established by using scores on the comprehension subtest of the Gates_
MacGinitie Reading Tests. The competent group was made up of
students

receiving the median score across training groups or above, the less
competent group being nade up

of the remaining students. Grouping sub_
jects in this way made it possible to address the issue
of how the dif_
ferent levels of intervention affected readers of differing ability.
Instructional

passages

Five history passages were used as training passages during the
instructional phase of the investigation. passages were naturarlyoccurring texts extracted from an authorized sixth grade sociar studies
textbooks

enti

ed Canada Growth

McFadden and Rosemary Neering

of a Nation by Stan Garrod, Fred

(Fitzhenry & l,lhiteside Limited, 1980).

-8?The passages were modified

srightìy so that they

conformed

in

terms of

length' coherence and concept ìoad. It was realistic to use naturalyoccurring texts as such texts were representative of passages normaìiy used
for instruction in sixth grade cìasses. The serection used in the introductory lesson was zlz words, 21 lines long and at the grade 6 readability
ìevel . The other texts were approximatery equal ín ìength (296- 3L9
words,

lines) but varied in terms of readabiìity leveì (7.0,7.0,9.0, and
12.0 as measured by the Fry readability formula _ Fry, 19771. For instruc_
tional purposes the passages were ranked in order of difficurty (easiest to
25-30

the hardest). That is, instruction began with the passages rated rowest
the Fry readabiìity graph (Fry, 1977).

on

in the accompanying tabìe (Tab,l e 3), the first passage,
"Toronto in the 1870s", used for introduction, was reìativery short and
easy. it v',a s selected because it elicited only 3 of the 4 summarization
ruies that were the focus of instruction. The more difficult invention
rule (create a topic sentence if one is not stated explici y by the
As shown

author) was introduced

in the second lesson.

The second passage was

,,Van_

in the Late Nineteenth century". It was serected because it required the application of aìr of the summarization rules taught.
The next
text, "The Search for the North west passage" was usefur in herping reinforce the use of the invention rure as nost of its constituent paragraphs
did not have expìicit topic sentences. The finat two passages
"Harifax
During the l{ar of 1812" and "setflers on the prairies" were presented
rast.
They required application of all four summarization rules and provided
further practice opportunity to reinforce the summary ,,riting rules. An additional poìishing ruìe was appìied to the last three passages. (See Appen_
dix B for copies of the ínstructional passages), Tabìe 4 disptays the four
couver

summarization rures and the porishing rure taught during
the investigation.
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TABLE 3

Instructíonal
Passages

passages

No. of

No. of

Readabi ì i

l,lords

Lines

I

ty

the

2L?

27

ncouver
the Late
Ni netee n th
Century

3i9

The Search for
the Northwest

296

in

30

Dei

eti on,

Su pe

r-

r-

ection,
Invention

Sel

Deletion,

25

ordÍ nati

Su pe

r-

on ,

ecti on ,
Invention

Seì

duri

the l,lar of

Settlers

Supe

ordi nation,

Passage

ifax

etion,

ordination,
Sel ec ti on

Va

Hal

Appl i cab ì e

Deì

1870s

on

Ruì es

Grade

Toronto in

zatí

Summari

evel

ng

314

Deletion,

29

1812

on

the Prairies

Su pe

r-

ordi natí on ,
Sel ecti on,
I nventi on
316

30

t2

Deletion,
ord i

Su pe

nati on,

Selection,
i nventi on

r-
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TABLE 4

Four Rules for l{riting a suÍmary plus one polishing Rule (Adapted fron
Day, 1980 p.40 and Hare and Borchardt, l9g4 p.66)
Del

eti

on

Since a summary is a restatement of the nain ideas of a passage
and is meant to be short, it should not contain information which
is trivial or repeti ti ve.
Superordi nati on
l,lords can be conserved by using
of exampì es,
Sel

ecti

a superordinate in place of a

on

A topic sentence is a summary statement
be included in the summary.
I

list

of a paragraph

and should

nventi on

Not all paragraphs have topic sentences. In such cases,
sentences must be created for use in the summary.

such

Pol i shi ng

information is reduced from an original passage, the resu.l t_
ing contracted information sounds unnatural. This can be fixed by
making adjustments and creating a more natural_sounding summary.
l,rlhen

-85Prior to the investigation, the investigator held meetings with
cìass teachers ìn order to discuss topics and portions of the authorized social studies texts that had not been covered with the students.

Aìì

passages selected

constituted

new

material to the students,

pre- I nstructi onal

Before comnencement

Activities

of the instructionaì

phase

of the study, the

investigator met each class in order to introduce herseif to the stu_
dents and to exprain the investigation to them. students were informed

that they were serected to participate in the project and that their
involvement would herp to reveal more about the summary writing abirities of grade 6 students. The subjects were told that they wou.l d be
vrorking on sociar studies passages from

they

shouì d work

as

their

own

textbooks and that

dilligentìy as they normally did so that the ef_

ficacy of the nethods or interventions

emproyed wourd be seen

clearry

and genui neìy.

Foliowing that introduction, students were tord that

tant to

know how

welr they read ín generaì. Then the

test of the Gates-MacGinitie

it

was impor-

comprehension

Reading Tests (Gates & MacGinitie, lg65)

Leveì D-Forr¡ 1 was administered

to the students.

Instructional Acti vi ti

es

Six, 60 ninute sessions were devoted to each treatment group. In
the first session focus was on the deretion, superordination and serection rules of summary writing. The more difficult invention rule was
introduced

in the second session

and reinforced

in the third

ìesson.

-86polishing rule was introduced

The

in the fourth session.

sixth sessions provided for further practíce

alI

fifth

The

and

and the reinforcenent of

summarization rules and the polishing rule.

Both the brind and the inforned

training

0n summary t,lriting which included the

specific rules for

summary

wr.iting.

definition of a summary and

(See Appendix

definition of a summary was used because

this

.

groups received a handout

it

was

C.)

Day's (1980)

crear for subjects at

writing rules were patterned after Day (19g0) and
Hare and Borchardt (1984). Day's superordinate rule
"reduce lists,, was
level

Sumnary

used and her selection and

one

is

inventicn ru1es, "use a topic sentence if
given to you', and ',make your oh,n topic sentence if one is not

given", were retained. Hare and Borchardt's modification of
Day,s
deletion ruies regarding the omission of redundant and unímportant
information being consolidated into "get

used.

It

was fel

rules

detair,,

t, too, that a polishing rule lras important.

and Borchardt argued,
good and

rid of unnecessary

this rure

heìped make the

As Hare

differentiation

draft only summaries. Thus, a total of four

was

between

summarization

polishing rure were incruded in the handout given to the
blind and informed training groups.
and one

During instruction the informed

training group received additionar

strate$/ value information about sumnarization and the use of the
ruìes. The blind training group received none. The seif_controi
training group $ras also given handouts, one containing the definition
of a sumrnary and the other, the four specific sumnary writing ru]es and
the poiishing ruìe. However, for the self_contro,l training gr"oup the
rules were exprained in rnore deùair and the five self-management
steps
created by Day to facilitate the ìearning of college students were
a.l so

_87
incorporated

_

in the handout. (See Appendix D. )

The se] f_control

training group also received a personal checkl ist for evaìuating their
summary writing perfornance. (See Appendix E.) For
this group, to
explain the vrhen and why regarding apprication of the summary intervention strategy, the tetrahedrar moder was presented on the overhead proj ector.

In each lesson at treatnent groups llere provided with dupricated
copies of the social studies selections to be summarized. In keeping
with the phases of ìearning developed by Gagné (19g5), ìessons in gen_
eral inciuded presentation of a modeì summary to focus attention on
the
salient points of summary writing, practice to develop ski1l in summary
writing and written feedback to reinforce performance for the informed
and

self-control training groups only.

Aìi

groups, were given

the

same

introduction to each selection.

Every introduction included background information about
what was to
read and a vocabuiary review. The vocabulary portion of
the ìessons
focused on unfanil

iar words.

tant

constituted traditionaì teaching approaches,

because they

be

Such introductions were considered impor_
develop_

ed or activated rerevant backgnound knowredge and hetped
build motiva-

tion for
In

readi n g,

general

,

each ìesson presented

on the learning processes

retrieval
1980 ) .

,

-

to the training

groups focused

executive, attention, encoding, retention,
response, rejnforcement _ (Rohwer Jr., Rohwer, and B_Howe,

-88In the brind training condition,

however, the executive and reinforcement processes þrere not instituted. In informed training
only
mentioning of the .importance of the strategy for subsequent
use was
given, thereby activating the executive processes in a limited
way. In

self-control training, consideration was given to alr of the learning
processes. To reinforce executive processing regarding
the when and
why of the strategy, the tetrahedral model was presented
to stress the
importance of knowing how each variable contributed to learning.
The steps of a generaì lesson for each of the training groups
fol_
low. (See Appendix F for a more specific lesson exanp.le for each
group.

)

Lesson 0utl i nes

Blind Traininq

GrouD

preparation
5

mi

-

nutes

Teacher introduced selection and new voca_
buì ary and prov i ded/retri eved Uact<grounã-

for

10

mi

-

nutes

read i n g.

Using a Directed Readinq Thinkinq Aonroach
(DRTA), teacher had sruãents r"eãã
;;ã ñ;i;_
ed them understand the seiection.
Demonstrati on

5

15

5

mi

mi

-

Teacher informed students of the task to be
done (summarizing the text) and eliðitÀã -'
1r0n them a definition for a summary.

-

Teacher presented example of a Þassaqe and
summary of the passage on the overËeaJ
p roJ ec [0r .

nutes

-

Teacher showed students hovú to apply the
ruìes of sunmarization to the paiia'ge. -

tes

-

nutes

mi nu

a

Teacher concìuded and reviewed
sunmari zati on.

of

the process

practice
20

mi

nutes

-

Students !,rote a surrmary
No feedback was gi ven.

of the selection.

-89Informed Traininq Grouo

preparati

on

5

minutes

-

Teacher introduced selection and new voca_
arV q1d provided/retrieved backgrounJlul
for readl ng.

10

minutes

-

using a Directed Readinq Thínkinq Aooroach
(DRTA); reacher had sruãenrs ,eãã ;;ã
ñ;i;_
ed them understand the selection.
Demonstration and Explanation

5

minutes

of Strateov

-

Teacher explained that student.s, task l{as
to summarize selection and atternpted tó
elicit a definition of summary fi"on siu_
dents.

-

Teacher presented definition of summarv on
overhead projector and explained impòriañðe
of sunmari zati on.

-

Teacher presented example

a

summary

proJector.

of the

of a passage and

passage on

the

overñead

-

Teacher presented rules for wrÍtinq sumr¡arv
0n.overhead projector and explaineã rulei "
and when they couìd be appliäd.

20

minutes

-

Teacher showed students how to app.ly the
rules of summarization ano emptraiisåo iñe
importance of each one.

5

minutes

-

Teacher conc.l uded and reviewed lesson bv
reminding students of the importanc" oi"th.
rules of sumnarization and wiren thev couiJbe used. Teacher told studenti ihã"t ;;-;result of their use of the ruJes thev ¡aJ a
basic procedure for writing a surrâ.! iñãtthey could use in any situãtion wfrici rä_-

quired one.

Practice and Feedback
15

minutes

-

Students wrote a summary of the selection.
Students were given individua.l wrjtten
feedback on their summary writing
performance for the nexL ìesson.-

90

f-Control Trai ni ng

Sel

Group

preparation

5

mi

n

utes

-

Teacher introduced seìection and new vocabuìary
and provi ded/re tri eved background for reàding.

10

mi

nutes

-

9ginS. a Directed Reading Thinking Approach
(DRTA), teacher had sruãenrs
áiå

ñeio.¿
clarify their understanding of"eaã
tne selectiãn.
Demonstrati on

10

mi

-

nutes

Teacher informed students that the task lras to
summarize the passage and elicited trom inãrn
oettnltt0n of a summary. Teacher presented ana
example of a passage and a summary of the passage on the overhead projector.

Strategy

-

Val

ue I nformati

on

Teacher introduced Jenkins (1979) tetrahedral
modeì to reinforce students, awareness of-tñe

task of summarization. This included their Dart
in the success or failure of tasr< implãrãntullon
and the strategies invoived in summai"izinô-ãs
opposed to applying other strategies for ieiell_
lng type tasks. Teacher presented specific
general rules for summarizing and exþlained and
lhe
importance of the rule appìÍðation áñ¿ wrrãn ifrev

coul

d be used.

Direct
30 ni nutes

-

mi

nutes

-

icit

I

n

struc ti on

Teacher led students through the rules of sum_
marization. She modeled añd gave explicit-in_
struction in how to use; moniãor and'chec[ süm_
narization strategy usiñg the seìection. - Our_
r.ng thts phase, teacher as wel l as students Dro_
duced summary

5

Expl

of

sel

ection,

Teacher concluded and reyiewed ìesson.

Students' summaries were collectedl they were
given individual written feedbaci ón lñËi.-iur_

mary wri

llote:

ting

performance.

The instruction_process inciuded

ponsibil

ity of learning

a graduar guided shift of resfrorn the teãcher to the students.
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Adninistration of Tests
A pretest, immediate posttest and a deìayed posttest were administered during the investigation. Each subject was expected to summarize one history and one socioìogy passage during each testing ses_

sion.

The pretest was conducted during

a one to two week interva.l

before training commenced. The immediate posttest took place three to

five

after training, whire the derayed posttest was administered
two months after training over a period of seven days. Each test iastdays

ed one hour and was

stric y supervised by the investigator.
Test

Pas

s

ages

Three history passages and three socÍology passages were used dur_

ing the measurenent
Table

5.)

phases

of the investigation.

The passages were extracted

studies text books

enti

e canada

(See accompanying

fron authorized grade six social

Grovrth

of a Nation

by stan Garrod,

Fred McFadden and Rosemary Neering (Fitzhenry & l,lhiteside Limited,

1980), Colonists at port Royal (Ginn & Company, 1970),

Shield (Ginn

& Company, 1970) and Caìeb Seaman: A

Nomads

of

the

Loyalíst (Ginn

&

Company, 1970).

words,

test

of simiìar length (between 305 and 333
28 and 31 ìines) and were at the grade 6 readability level

The

1977).

passages were

(See Table

5.)

(Fry,

History passages were used to determine whether

students couid apply summarization strategies

to

passages

similar to

those used during training while the sociorogy passages were used
to
determjne whether
Appendix G

training transferred to other types of

for the actúal copies of test

passages.

)

texts.

{See

-92TABLI

5

Test Passages

History
Passage

sociology
passagà

of
ltords
No.

of
Line,
No.

The Prai ri es

333

31

nni peg i

313

29

305

29

330

30

at the Turn
of the Century
l,rli

n

1895

A Pl ace to
Settl e
Chil d Labour
and the Growth

of

Readability
tevel _ grade

Uni ons

ly
A July Day
The

Fami

314
319

There are no socioìogy textbooks

ZB

30

at the grade six level therefore,

sociology passages trere selected from authorized social studies
text_
books concerned mainry with history. They were classified
as sociorogy
passages by

the investigator because they dispìayed characteristics of
sociology texts ou ined by Chace and John (197g): they described
and
analyzed patterns
groups

or regularities in sociaj behaviour, and focused on
such as a family, a tribe or rabour and the effects
of group

membership on

individual behaviour.

On

the other hand, history

ages examined single past chronoìogical events.

pass_

-93Table 6 shows the number

could be

appl

ied to the test

of times

each

of the summarization

rules

passages.

of times ruies could be appìied to each passage
was different, the administration of the test passages rvas counterbalanced across testing times. For each testing session (pre, post and
Since the number

delayed posttests) students received

different combinations of the
three histony and three socioiogy test passages. The objective was to
control for passage differences and testing order effects. Test
packets were prepared
Each

for

each subject

set of history and socio'logy

prior to the investjgation.

passages was randmonry assigned to

subjects using the 36 combinations dispìayed

in

Tabl

e 7,

eti

Del

on

I

on

nventi

Sel

ecti

Superordi

on

es

na

ti

on

Century

winnipeg A place
in lg95 to Settle
ancl

Growth

Labour

the

child

superordi nati on, Selection and Invention Rules on Test passages

Test Passages The prairies at
the Turn of the

of Deletion,

Rul

use

TABLE 6

The Famiìy

A July

Day
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TABLE 7

Thirty-six possrbre combinations of History

Combination

Hí

s

Sociology

tory

Passages

Combi

and sociorogy passages

nati on

Passages

Hi

story

Passages

Soci ol ogy
Pa s

sages

01

ABC

123

19

ABC

213

02

BAC

123

2n

BAC

213

03

CBA

1.23

21

CBA

213

04

ACB

123

22

ACB

213

05

BCA

123

23

BAC

213

06

CAB

123

24

CAB

213

07

ABC

L32

25

ABC

312

OB

BAC

132

26

BAC

3r2

09

CBA

132

27

CBA

312

10

ACB

132

28

ACB

312

i1

BCA

t32

29

BCA

3r2

12

CAB

132

1n

CAB

312

13

ABC

231

3l

ABC

L4

BAC

231

32

BAC

32t
32t

15

CBA

23r

33

CBA

321,

16

ACB

231

34

ABC

T7

BCA

231

35

BCA

32I
32I

18

CAB

231

36

CAB

321

Key:

History

Pass ages

The

B.

Winnipeg in 1895
A Pl ace to Settle

c.
Soci ol ogy

Pa

Prairies at the Turn of the Century

A.

ss age s

1.

Child Labour and the Growth of Unions

2.

The

3.

A

Fami

July

ly

Day

_96_
letters A, B,

The

age whiìe the numbers

and C each represents a

r,2,

and

different history

pass-

3 each stands for a different socioìogy

passage.

The summarizing

of history

passages always preceded

ing of sociology passages. Typicalìy, a subject

the sunmariz-

who received

first

the

for exanple, wourd be required to summarize history passage A and sociorogy passage l during the pretest. The subject
combination (ABc 123)'

would summarize history passage B and sociology passage Z

for

the

posttest and history passage C and socioiogy passage 3 for
the deìayed posttest. That subject's counterpart nright receive combinimmediate

ation

BAC

231 and would summarize

sage 2 during the

history

pretest, history

passage B and sociology pas_

passage A and sociology passage

during the inmediate posttest and history passage C and socioìogy
sage I durÍng the delayed posttest.

3

pas_

In adninistering the pretest, students were each given a package
vrith a history passage and a sociolog/ passage and writing paper.
They
were told that they were to summarize the passages. This
was done onìy
after the meaning of a summary was explaíned to them. During the post_
tests simiìar
and green

packages were

pencils.

distributed to the subjects along with

The subjects were then simp.ly asked

the two passages that were given.

to

red

summarize

-97 Scoring Procedure

Gates-MacGi

The comprehension subtest

Level D-Form

I

n

i

ti e

Readi

ng Tests

of the Gates-MacGinitie

(Gates & MacGinitie, 1965) was used

to

Reading Tests

measure students,

levels. This subtest was selected because of its
high reliability and val idity (Calfee, l9B5; Ruptey, 19S5). Rupley
reading achievement

(1985) notes

that as a neasure for evaiuation

purposes any subtest of

the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests serves a good purpose and carfee
(1985) bel ieves

that the tests contribute to

sound education decisions.

The conprehension subtest requires inferencing and abstracting

information and

is not re'r iant on nere recognition of ideas in

of
the

short passages presented and itens are passage dependent progressing in
difficulty leveì (Ruprey, r985). Further, the items represent content
found

in

most publ

ic

schools such as social sciences.

The raw score on the

test

was

the total

number

of correct

items.

Summari es
A1

I test papers were coded so that it

raters to

kno$J

group mernbership. Each

would not be poss.ible for

set of tests

was marked inde_

pendently by the

investigator. A feilow graduate student subsequentiy
scored 10 percent of the summary protocols. Interrater reriabirities
were 0.98, p

<.01 for main idea scores, 0.9g, p <.01 for efficiency
scores and 0.87, p ( .01 for ruìe application scores.

Scoring related both to the summary product and the summary pro_
cess. A process score for application of each of the four summariza_

tion rules

and polishing

rule

was also

given. This approach to eval_

-98uating the sumfnaries was serected because both aspects of summarization
were considered important - the summary product ís the
resutt of the

process, As Durkin (lggi) and Irwin (19g6) suggest, the quali_
ty of a product depends on the effectiveness of the process used, A
description of the scoring procedure follows.
summary

Product

Sco

Main

res

idea. Subjects, summaries

were

first

scored

for main ideas,

In order to quantify the number of main ideas in each passage and

of

the

details, a system devised by Garner (1982) and
enpì oyed successfuìry in previous research such as
Hare & Borchardt
number

unnecessary

(1984) was used. A scoring template rvas developed
by having five
graduate students independentry rate each sentence
in each test passage
as 3 ("very important information that shouìd appear in
some form Ín a
summary"), 2 ("moderateìy important information that night
or might not

appear"), or
form

"3"

in

I

("unimportant information that shourd not appear
in any
a text sumrnary,'). All of the sentences unanimousìy assigned

vJere considered main

idea sentences. They incruded, but not exclusively topic sentences. All of the sentences receiving a unanimous

"1" were regarded as unnecessâry idea sentences,
Following this preliminary designation of main ideas, a paneì
of
two graduate students reviewed the ratings, it was inportant
to determine what made each sentence important, moderately important

portant. It

vJas

expected

that

redundancy would be found

in

or

unim_

sentences

receiving "3" in the importance ratings and that those wourd be
deieted' The raters, therefore, agreed that onry the first mention of
important idea wourd be counted as

inportant.

the test passages are included in Appendix H.

Scoring ternprates for

an

-99In essence, the main idea score for each

summary eras computed by

comparing the main ideas included by each subject

original

main ideas from the

th a tempìate

r.ri

passage and then converting

included to a percentage. The nrain idea score was equa.l
percentage

of nain ideas that

each subject included

the

to

of

nunber

the

in a summary.

Efficiency scores. Given the main idea scores, efficiency of sum_
marization (a ratio of the number of main ideas inc]uded to the
number

of

words used) was subsequen

done by

dividing the

words used

number

y

computed

for

of main ideas

in a summary (Garner, 19g2).

each summary. Thís

was

used by the

totar

number of

See Appendix

I for

an

exampì e.

scores carculated
summary

for main ideas and efficiency constituted

the

product scores.

Process Score

A scoring template for rule applicatíon was developed for
passage (see Appendix

and Borchardt

J).

The procedure employed was adapted from Hare

(1984). prior to conducting the study,

each passage

reviewed by separate raters who were graduate students

stances

in which it

was possÍble

of lists, expìicit

and

was

for the in_

to appìy the superordination rule,

two topic sentence rures and the deretion
made

each

ruìe.

Specific counts

the

were

inplicit topic sentences and previousìy

rated unimportant information. Templates were then constructed
for
each passage showing

ìists to be reduced, topic sentences to be select_

ed, paragraphs for which topic sentences nust be created and
sary detaiìs to be deleted.

unneces_

-100Subjects' summaries were scored against the ternplates as showing
none or'l ittle, moderate or appropriate evidence of ruìe usage receiving

of 1,2, or 3.
In the case of the appl ication of the superordination ru1e, sub_
jects were expected to reduce to superordinate terms alI lists embedded
in main ideas. However, credit was given for reduction of any less
important lists and failure to reduce less irnportant rists was counted
a corresponding rating

number

nst subjects' ratings.
In rating subjects, attempts at polishing their sunmaries, the cri_
teria used by Hare & Borchardt (1984) was fol lowed. lleavy copying frcm
the originaì text, incomplete sentences, run-ons, and incorrect represenagai

tation of ideas due to rewording

all

added up

to the lowest rating of

1.

A summary exhibiting moderate use

of the porishing rure incruded the rewording of only a fe'' phrases from the original text and/or which exhibited little or no writing problems, received a score of 2. A sunmary
which was accepted as

students'

"fìuent, organized, accurate or concÍse

own words" was

and in

rated as denonstrating appropriate rure

of 3.
scores compuied for rure

usage

and received a score

usage

Separate scores were calculated
pl

constituted the

summary process scores.

for each subject for

each

rule

ap-

ication and then total led.

Descriptive

Data

At the

end

of the investigation, students' metacognitive knowìedge
regarding the salience of the summary writing intervention procedure they
had been taught eras probed. Responses $Jere sought

view questions: What were you doing?

important to know how to do
from each

it?

How

to three basic inter-

did you do it?

Why

is it

Five students were randomly seiected

training group for the interviews.

_i01

_

to the first question v/ere nated on a 3 point scale _ 0
to 2' A hìghly rated response had to include specific reference to the
task of sumnnrizing and receíved Z points, Less specific responses
Responses

were awarded

I point and inaccurate

responses received no

points.

Res_

to the second question were rated on a 4 poínt scale. A high.ìy
rated nesponse described an appropriate sequence of steps to follow
in
carrying out the summary writing task and received 3 points. Incom_
ponses

pìete responses omÍtting

points.

Responses which were

summarízing received 1

received no

scale

points.

writing steps were given 2
not specífic to the process involved in

some summary

point.

The

An inaccruate response rnaking no sense

third questíon was aìso rated on a 4 point

- 0 to 3.

A highly rated response received 3 points and had to
specify both the context in which the summary wríting skilr courd
be

usefur and what courd be done within that context, A response
$,hich
referred to a specific Aeneral category but not to the specific
use

received 2 points, whire a response which was not specific
but related
to reading and/or writing was awarded l point. r,ro response vras rated

0.

(See Appendix K

Appendix L

All

for

example

of

responses

to interview questions and

for nating scales.)

interviews were transcribed and rated independen

y

by the

investigator. A graduate student then rescored alì responses. Inter_
rater reliability was 0.94, p ( 0.01,
Analysis of Data

In order" to estabtish that there were no statistical.ly significant
differences among the treatment groups the Gates_Maccinitie
cornprehen_
sion subtest scores $,ere treated statistical ìy by using analysis
of

variance.

_

1.02

_

Analysis of varjance was conducted on
deìayed posttest dependent measures except

all pretest, immediate and
for

summary

ruìe appìication

for history passages. Separate approximate t_tests were used for these
data, Since the design involved unbalanced sample sizes, least_squares
means were used

of

va

to test for

main

effects revealed through the analysis

ri ance.

In addition,

performance across

test times

posttest and from imÌnediate to delayed posttest
ducting rnultipre posthoc comparisons on
t,-tes

t

alì

from pre

to

immediate

was examined by con_

pairs of

means

using the

procedure,

Anaìysis of variance was also conducted on the interview
ratings
that assessed students' metacognitive knowledge regarding the ímpor_
tance of being able

to

summarize

text.

-i03CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This study, invoìving 51 conpetent and less competent grade six
readers, examined the implementation of three summarization interven_

tion strategies,

objective was to determine the level of instruc_
tionar explicitness required to understand a summarization intervention
The

strategy for independent rearning. Rerated goars were to estabrish
whether

sixth graders

long term

effects.

used the intervention

in a transfer situâtion

and

thís end, two different leveìs of instructional

To

icitness invorving meùacognition were emproyed: informed and se,r fcontrol training. A control treatment in the fonn of btind training
expl

was ai so

instituted.

Initial

Differences

Among

Treatnent Groups and Competency Levels

statistica y significant differences among treatment groups
with respect to their generaì reading ability and their abiiity to
Any

write

prior to the investigation wourd have imprícations for
data analysis. Therefore, it was imperative to esta_

summaries

the subsequent

blish whether such differences existed.

Reading Competence

Before commencenent

of the investigation, the comprehension

test of the cates-MacGinitie
level

D-Form

I

sub_

Reading Tests (Gates & MacGinitíe, 1965)

was admjnistered

to the treatment groups! not only for

the purpose of assigning individuals wjthin the groups to reading
corn_

_104_
petency levels but also

in

reading

abiìity

for

among

determining whether there were dífferences

the groups.

conducted on the reading achievement

differences were detected

of variance was
scores, no significant initiar
when anaìysís

(See Table

the groups, F(2,471 = 1.g5, p > 0.05.
for reading achíevement means and standard deviations and

Appendix

Table Ml for

I
M-

among

AN0VA.)

TABLE 8

Means and standard Deviations
Subtesta

Trai ni ng

for

Gates -Macci nl

Grou p

tÍ e conprehension

X

SD

8.11
6 .85
5 .30

Sel f-control
I nforrned

19

43.95

15

Blind

40. 33

16

44.88

aTotal possible score =

52

Sumnary l,lri

ti

ng

In addition to determining whether there were significant initiar
differences in reading among the treatment groups, it was irnportant
to
establish if there were a priori differences in the training groups,

ability to summarize informationar text.

pretreatment product scores
(main ideas and efficiency) and the process summary
scores (summary

writing ruìe application) were analyzed for both the history

and the

sociology passages. However, before conducting the a priori tests
an
unbalanced data set had to be deart with and there had to be
the assurance that the assumptions underlying the anaìysis of variance
were
met.
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Subjects who had not

test

written the pretest and/or

subsequent post_

the study. Thus, arthough 51 subjects
participated in the training, only scores from 43 subjects were included in the analysis because of an unbaranced data set. Tabìe 9 provides
a breakdown of subjects who took part in the investigâtion and the number of subjects whose scores were íncluded in the analysis.
summaries were dropped from

TABLE 9

Subjects Ín Study and SubJects l{hose Scores were Analyzed

Training

Sel
I

n

Group

f-controi

fo rmed

Bl ind

Reading
Number
Cor¡petence in Study
Cornpetent
Competent
Less Competent
Competent
Less Competent
Competent
Less

TOTAL

preìiminary analysís of variance

eralìy

:
ì
:
I

weak R-squares ( -¿

0.3),

app.l

Numben Whose

Scores Were
An a lyzed

g

I

11

11

lz

6

4

4

5

4

11

10

51

43

ied to the data revealed

gen_

R_square neasures how much variatjon

in the dependent variable can be accounted for by the anarysis of varí_
ance model . R-square can range from 0 to l. In general the
large¡
,
ttre varue of R-square, the better the fit of the anarysis of variance
moder. Thus, the moders did not appear to

rurther,

when

fit we to any of the data.

residuar anaìysis lras used to evaruate the aptness of the

-106analysis of variance noder for the data on each of the dependent
measures for both history and socioìogy passages, there were departures
from the condition assumed by the anarysis

of variance

moder

-

noncon-

stancy of error variance. This was most evident în the case
of the
main idea scores,
Consequen

y,

an arc síne transformation t.las conducted on main

idea scores in order to obtain errors whose distributions had approxi_
mateìy equal variances. To meet analysis of variance assumptions,
alì
further analysis of pretest main idea scores was based on transformed
sc0res,

Further statistical analysis of pretest

surnmary

writing scores

in_

test for equality of variances for treatment groups on all
summary pretest dependent neasures for both history
and sociorogy passages. Hhen the Bar ett test of equal variances was app.lied to the
cluded a

pretest data, homogeneity of variance was established on
all dependent
measures except in the case of the apprication of
sumnary writing rures

to

summaries

of history passages.

Separate approx.imate

t_tests

were

therefore conducted on the means for rure application for history passages because approximate
assumed

t-tests can be done

even

if

variances are not

equal (Steeì & Tornie, 1980).

of variance was conducted on all pretest dependent
variables except for summary rule application for the history passages,
Thus, analysis

These scores were analyzed through approximate

t_tests.

sign involved unbalanced sample sizes, least_squares

tion marginaì

means were used

through the analysis

of

to test for

variance.

rnain

Since the

means

or

de_

popula_

effects indicated

-to7 An indepth anarysis
ences on each summary

to identify the

writing

source

of the initiar differ_

dependent variab.le as shown by pretest

scores was conducted. product scores (main idea and efficiency)
were
anaìyzed first, foìlowed by the process scores (rule application)

for

each type

of

passage

(history and socioìogy).

The

foilowing findings

from these analyses are presented,

Product Scores
Main ideas

- history passages.

Analysis of variance run on the

arc sine transformed proportion of main ideas for
passages reveared significant initial differences
groups, F (2,37) = 6.50, p ¿.0.0S.

When

pairs of

summaries
among

of history

the training

means were contrast_

ed significant differences were found between the brind and the
inforn_
ed training groups, F (1,37) = 10.52, p < 0.05 and the bìind
and
the

self-control training groups, F (1, 37) = 9.34, p < 0.05. The informed
and self-controì training groups however, had equivalent starting
points, F (1,37) = 0.46, p > 0.05. Inspection of the .least_squares
means for nain ideas in summaries of history passages indicated
superi-

or starting

for the blind training group over both the in_
formed and self-control training groups. (See Table 10.)
Anaìysis of vaniance also showed no initial significant differ_
performance

ences between reading competency levels across treatment gnoups, (1,
F
37) = 6.65, p >0.05 and no signíficant treatment by reading
conpetency

interaction, F 12,371 = 0.47, p

for

AN0VA.

(See Appendix M _ Table

t42

)

Main ideas

of history

¡0.05.

-

sociology passages. As

passages, anaiysis

in the case of the sumnaries

of variance on the arc sine transformed

108

TABLE 10

Main Ideas and Effi clency:
Bl

ind Training

Groups

Pretest LS Means for Self-control

,

Informed

and

Product LS Means
Main

Ideas Main Ideas Efficiency
Efficiencv
(Sociolog¡r (Histor.y - (socioiãã"u
Passages) passagês) Rassageíi

(History
Passages )

Treatnent
Sel

f-

con

Group

trol

65. 84

53 .88

0

.06

0.04

58.23

22.62

0

.06

0.03

88.42

62.18

0. 06

0.05

Less Competent

72.20

41.44

0

.06

0.04

Competent

69 .46

51.01

0.06

0.04

Less Competent 70.76

49.2?

0. 06

0.04

Competent 60.93

58.53

0.06

0.05

Conpetent

59.31

25.76

0.06

0.03

Competent 57.16

19 .49

0.06

0.02

Less Competent 86.54

49.35

0.06

0.04

Conpetent

75.00

0.07

0

I

n

fo rned

Blind

Competence

Treatment Group
Sel

f-control

:

Informed:
81

ind:

x

Competence

Less

90.30

.06

-109proportion of main ideas

significant differences

in the summaries of

socioìogy passages yieìded

(2, g7l = 4.96,
p ( 0.05. However, the pattern of variation was not identicar to
that
found in the summaries of the history passages. when mean scores
vJere
c.ntrasted, findings

among

shov.red

treatment groups, F

that the informed training

group was sí9ni_

ficantly different from both the self-contro,l training group, F (1,37)
= 6.38, p ( 0.05 and the blind training group, F (1, 37) = 9.1i,
p ( 0.05. There was however, no significant difference betvreen
the
blind and the self-control training groups, F (1, 37) = 0.71, p 0.05.
¡
An examination of the least-squares means for main ideas in
the sum_
maries

of the sociorogy

passages

informed training group was

groups.
No

far

indicated that the performance of the

below

that of the other tnaining

(See Table 10. )

significant differences

between reading competency levels

(1, 37) = 0.65, p > 0.05 and there
was no treatment by reading competency interaction, F (2, 37:)
= 0.54,
across treatnents Ì,ere detected, F

p

¡ 0.05.

(See Appendix M - Tabte M2 for AN0VA.)

Efficiency

- history

passages, l,lhen efficiency scores for the

of history passages were anaryzed for initiar differences, no
significant differences were found anong treatment groups (f (2, Sl)
summaries

=

0.20, p > 0,05), bety,een reading competency levels (F (1, 37) 0,03,
=
p ¡ 0.05) and for treatment by reading competency interaction (F (2,
37) = 0.51, p >

0.05).

(See Appendix M - Table M2

is, in tems of efficiency for

sunnaries

training groups were initial ly equal.

for

ANOVA.) That

of history passages, all

-110Efficiency
scores

-

sociology passages. Anaìysis of the efficiency

for the summaries of sociorogy passages was simirar to that

of

the history passages. There were no significant initiar differences
among treatment groups (F (2,371 = 2.76, p
0,0S), or between reading

)

levels (F (1, 37) = 0.47, p ¡ O.0S). There was no treatnent
by reading competency interaction (F (2,371 = 0.g5, p > 0,05). (See
competency

Appendix M - Tabie M2 for ANOVA.)

Process Score

s

.
t-tests

conducted on scores

for the

ication of summarization rules
reveared no significant differences between reading
appr

to history

passages

competency

levels across the self-control group,

p

Approximate

t

(15.7) = _0.3g,

traíning group t (7.9) = 0.68, p ¡ 0.05.
There was however, a significant difference between competency ìevels
> 0.05 and the informed

on summary wniting rule application

for the blind training group, t
(11.8) = 2.5?, p < 0.05; Èhe scores of the more conpetent
readers beíng

significantìy better than the scores of the ress competent readers.
Hith the exception of the less competent readers in the blind
training group, means for aìl other groups were equivalent. (See
Appendix M - Table M3

for

approxirnate

means and standard devi ati on s , )

t-test results

and Table 11 for

-
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TABLE 11

Applícation: pretest fileans and standard Deylattons for History
ages and LS ¡leans for Sociology passages
Rule

pass-

Process

Rule Appl
(Hi

ication

story Passages) (sociology
SD

Treatnent
Sel

Ruìe Appiication
passages)

LS Mean

Group

f-control

8.16

1

.68

7

.57

8.10

1.45

6

.58

7

.57

1.16

6

.80

Less Conpetent

7

.83

1

Competent

I .04

i.57

7

.46

Cornpetent g.00
Competent B.Z7
Less Competent 9.33
Competent 7.75

1.07

6

.88

2,05

8.27

1..75

6,67

0.96

6.50

Conpetent

0. 50

6.00

I

n

fo rmed

B'l i nd

Competence

Treatment Group
Sel

f-Control

:

informed:
Bì

i

nd:

x

.34

6.51

ComDetence

Less

Less

6.75
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writing ruìe

appl

ication

-

sociology passages. Results of

the analysis of variance conducted on the scores for applying summary
writing rules to summaries of socioìogy texts shov/ed that there were no
significant main effects for treatment G e,37) = 1.31, p >0.05), no
significant differences between reading competency leve.l s (F (1, 37) =
2.75, p ) 0.05) and no signÍficant effects for treatment by reading
competency interaction, (F (2,371 = 0.84, p > 0.0S). (See Appendix

-

Table M2 for

sr*ma.y

AN0VA

and Table

M

ll for LS Means. )

of Initiuì Differen.us Arong Treatrent G"orps und corpet.ncy
Level

Although no

s

significant differences in general reading abiìity

as

measured by the Gates MacGinitie reading comprehension subtest were

training groups, the percentage of main ideas included
in summaries of both history and sociology passages revealed dífferent
variations. In selecting main ideas for sunmaries of history passages,
the self-control and ínformed training groups vrere identical while the
blind training group was superior to both of them. 0n the other hand,
found among the

subjects in the informed training group incìuded fewer main ideas in
their summaries of sociology passages than did the blind and self_

control training groups. 0n the other hand, in terms of summary writ_
ing efficiency, the performances of alì groups were simiiar for both
hi

story and socioìogy

passages.

Moreover, analysis

rules

of

scores

for the application of

suggested no differences among

summarization

the training groups.

similarly, there were no significant differences between reading
competency levels or treatment by reading competency interaction on
any
of the dependent measures.

-113Resul

tant

Data Analyses

in the nunber of main ideas in posttest
summaries might be due partial ly to the differences on pretest sun_
maries, the possibil ity of carrying out analysis of covariance, using
Since differences found

pretest main idea scores as concommítant variables in later analyses
was considered. However, this was not possible. l,lhen plotted against
the scores on the Gates-MacGinitie comprehension subtest, sumnary
idea scores proved inappropriate as covariates. Consequenüy, in
attempt to respond to the research questions, analysis
data was based on the anaìysis
means, except
summaries

in the case of

of varÍance model

scores

for

summary

of

main
an

subsequent

and least-squares

rule

of history texts, Accordingly, follow-up

app.l

ication to

approxinate t-tests

were conducted on the neans and

results especially those related to the
summary main idea scores have to be interpreted cautious,ly.

In addition, perfornance across test times from pre to inmediate
posttest and from immediate to delayed posttest was examined by con_
ducting multiple post-hoc comparisons on

a]l

pairs of means. Resurts

of the analysis in regard to each research question are presented next.
Questions related to inmediate and delayed sumnaries are treated separateìy.

Experinental Flndi ngs

Immediate

The

first

concern

Summari es

of this study was the

of instructional explicitness
summaries and

posttest

necessary

exarnination

of the degree

for subjects to wríte effective

to establish whether ínstruction

was transferred and

-114helped students cope with new material (socioìogy

text).

The

first

questions of

this study, therefore! were: for competent and ress competent readers at the grade six ìevel , are there significant differ_
ences in the summaries of history and socioìogy texts written immediately after an instructional

program

in

terms

efficíency) and process (rule application)

1.

of product (main idea

and

between:

students given informed training and students given self_

control training?

2.

students given informed training and students given bìind

trai

3.

ni ng?

students given seìf-control training and students given bììnd

trai

n

i ng?

Product Scores
Main ideas

- history passages.

Analysis of variance conducted on

the immedÍate posttest percentages of rnain ideas included in sunmaries
of history passages indicated significant maín effects for treatnent, F

(2,371 = 18.69, p

{ 0.05. Contrasts of training groups, performance

a significant difference between the informed and selfcontrol training groups; F (1, 37) = 26.51, p ( O.0S and a sígnificant
means revealed

difference between the informed and blind training groups, F (1,37)
32.76, p ¿.0.05. The self-control and bljnd training groups had no

significant difference, F (1;37) = 1.49, p

>

0,05.

=

Inspection of the

least-squares means for training groups indicated that training had the
'I
east effect on the informed training group. (See Table 12,)

115 TABLE 12

Main ldea and Efficiency: IÍrnediate posttest Ls rireans
Informed and Blind Trainíng Groups

for Serf-contror,

Product LS Means
Main

Ideas Main Ideas Efficiency Effici

story
Pas sages )

(H i

(

Socio logy
Passages

)

(

story
Passages )
Hi

(

ency
Soci ol ogy
passages )

Treatment Group
Sel

f-control

7

4.04

66.77

0.07

0.07

In

fo rned

43.38

45.40

0

.07

0.07

Bl

ind

80. 90

5?.78

0. 07

0.05

.58

0.07

0.05

Competence

Less conpetent

61

Competent

71.18

62 .38

0 -07

0.07

Less Conpetent 67.20

62.18

0.07

0.07

Competent 80.88

71.37

0

.08

0.07

.80

0.08

0.05

Competent 50.18

50.00

0.07

0.09

Less Conpetent 79.34

39.77

0.06

0.04

Conpetent 82.47

65.78

0

.07

0.06

Treatment Group
Seì

f-control

i nformed:

Blind:

:

x

.04

47

Conpetence

Less Conpetent 36.58

40

-116For cornpetency

ficant difference
p

( 0.05.

That

their

summaries

Table

12.)

levels, the analysis of variance revealed a signi_

between reading competency leve]

is;

s, F (1,37)

= 4.20,

conpetent readers incorporated more rnain ideas in

of history

There was no

passages than less competent

readers.

significant treatment by reading

interaction, F (2,371 = 0.05, p ) 0.05.

(See

conpetency

(See Appendix M, Table M4 for

ANOVA. )

A post-hoc conparison among pre and inmediate posttest means
gested that the self-control training group as a whole made no

sug_

signifi-

cant improvement on the
maries

of history

number

of nain ideas incruded in their

sum-

t

= 1.37, p > 0.05. The performance of the
informed group dropped from pretest to immediate posttest, although

this

passages,

statisticalìy significant; t = _1.9, p > 0.05. For
the blind training group, however, performance across test times
dropped sígnificantly from pretest to immediate posttest; t
= 2.27 ,
p < 0.05. Thus, whÍle perforrnance in terms of the number of
main ideas
included Ín the summaries of the brind training group was initia|y
superior, this superiority was not naintained across test times. Students in the self-controì group were nevertheless able to achieve their
drop was not

performance

level after trai ni ng.

For competency levels across test times, post_hoc conparisons of
mean scores indicated that there was no significant increase in
the
performance

of

competent neaders from pre

0.72' p

)

dropped

significantly, t = 2.42, p (

0.05 but that the performance

to

immediate

posttest,

of the less competent

0.05.

t

=

readers

_117_
The

fact that there

significant interaction

was no

between

treat-

ment and reading competency suggested

sion of nain ideas

in

that with respect to the incìuof history passages, the three instruc-

summaries

tional effects did not affect reading competency leveìs differenfly.
A post-hoc comparison of pre and immedjate posttest performance
neans of competency levels within treatment groups showed that there
was no

signìficant difference in main ideas used by competent readers

in the self-control , .informed and blind training groups, t = 1.90,
p )0.05, t = -0.32, p > 0,05 and t = l;91, p > 0.0S, respectiveìy,
though the enhanced performance

of

competent readers

a.l_

in the se]f_

control training group approached significance. There was no signifi_
cant difference in the penformance of the ress competent readers across
pre and immediate posttest times

in the serf-contror and brind training
gr.ups, t= -0.44, p>0.05andt= _1 .06, p>0,05. However, there
a significant decrease in the performance of the ress competent
readers of the inforned training group; t = 5.97, p < 0.05 accounting

was

for the overall
(See Appendix

in the performance of less competent readers.
N, Tabìe Nl for t-test comparisons, )

Main ideas

drop

-

sociology passages. Analysis of varjance conducted

on the percentage
passages

of main ideas found in the summaries of sociology
disclosed no significant main effects for tneatment, F (2,371

= 3.04, p

) 0.05. There was no significant

difference between compe-

tency levels, F (1,37) = 3.75, p > 0.0s and no significant ínteraction
bet$/een treatment and reading competency, F (2,37)
= 0.54, p > 0.05,
lihen the mean perfornance on pre and immediate posttests were
compared in a post-hoc anarysis, it was found that the self-contnor
and

_118_
the informed training groups had made significant gains,
p

(

0,05 and

t

= 1.76,

t

= Z,4l , p <0.05, respectively. There was no signifi_
cant difference in the performance of the brind training group
across
pre and inmediate posttest times, t = _1.23, p ) 0.05.
The

t-test

pr"ocedure conducted on diffenences between pre
and

immediate posttests indicated no

significant difference in the

of nain ideas incruded in the sociorogy text
petent,
p

¡

(t

= f.04, p

¡

summaries

number

of either

0.05) or less competent readers

corn-

(t = 1,19,

0.05).
Although there

Ì,/a

s no signifícant interaction

and reading competency; a conparison

of pre and imnediate posttest

means revealed

that whire there

perfornance

competent and less competent readers

of

unas

beùween treatment

no

significant difference in

the

in the self-control
and blind training groups, t = 1.13, p >0.0b and t
= 1.18, p> 0.0S,
c'mpetent readers in the informed training group did signifícantry
better on the immediate posttest, t = 3.19, p ( 0,05. Differences in pre
and immediate posttest means were not

sjgnificant for ìess competent

readers in either the self-control

, informed or blind training group,
t= 1.50, p >0.05, t= 1.13, p¡0.05, t= _0.47, p>0.05, respec_
tívely.
the means for main idea scores for sociology passages were
compared with the neans for rnain idea scores for history passages,
no
l,lhen

significant differences were detected for the serf-contror and the
ínformed training groups, t = 1.61, p > 0.05 and t 0.50, p
=
¡ 0.05, res_

pectively.

the blind traíning incìuded significantly fewer
main ideas ín thein summarjes of socioiogy passages than
their sun_
naries of history passages, t = Z.gZ, p ( 0.05.
However,

-

119

-

Competent readers incìuded

significantly fewer main ideas in sum_
maries of socioìogy texts than they did for history texts, t
= 2.L6,
p ( 0.05 Ì{hile less conpetent readers did not perfonn significan y

differentìy, t = 1.60, p ) 0.05. Competent readers in the self_
control' informed and brínd training groups did not perform significantly differentìy across text types,

t = 1.32, p ) 0.05, t

= 0.03,

p ) 0.05, t = I.76, p ) 0.05, respectiveiy. As well, there was no sig_
níficant difference in the penformance of ress conpetent readers in the
self-control

t

,

informed and blind

= 0.58, p >0.05 and

N, Tables N2 and N3

t

training groups,

t

= 0.g7, p

¡

= 2.63, p >0.05, respective,ly. (See

for t-tests.

0.05,
Appendix

)

discussion. Overall analysis of variance on the num_
ber of main ideas found in history text summaries during the immediate
p.sttest indicated significant treatment effects, The performance
Summary

and

of

the seif-control and brind training groups was significantiy better
than that of the informed group. For nain ideas in the sunmaries of
sociologr text however; there were no significant differences

among the

groups. competent readers wrote better history text summaries than
less competent readers in terms of the number of main ideas present,
but for sociology text summaries, there lJere no significant differences
between the summanies of competent and less conpetent readers.
In

addition, there was no overall significant treatment by competency
ínteraction for either history or sociology text summaries.
Post-hoc comparisons

of neans for main ideas in history text sum_
maries showed no significant gains from pretest to immediate posttest
for the self-control group although the gains ín the performance of
competent readers approached

significance. r'rhite the

performance of

_120_
the informed group dropped, this drop was not significant. The per_
formance of the blind training group dropped significantìy,
however,

that the inítiar superiority of this group was not sustained
over the training period. l,lhile the performance of competent readers
suggesting

improved, the performance

of less competent readers

across treatment groups. Inspection
each treatnent group indicated

thât

dropped overal

.l

of the mean performance within

it

was the performance

in the informed training
si gni ficant decrease in perforrnance.
competent readers

Post-hoc analysis on the socioiogy

of the ress

group that accounted

text

summary

for

the

writing scores for

main ideas showed

that both the serf-control and informed training
groups made significant gains while the initially high performance
of
the blind training group r,las simply maintained. l,lhjle there were no
differences in the socíology text summaries of competent and
less com_
petent readers in the serf-contror and brind training groups,
competent
readers

in the

ínformed training group outperformed less competent

readers, suggesting that treatment had some effect for good but not
for
poor readers.

Product Scores

Efficiency

ficiency of

- history passages.

Anaìysis

of the scores for the ef_

writing in regard to history passages revealed no
significant main effects for treatment, F (2,37) = 0.37 , p > 0.05,
summary

nor for reading competency level

, F (1, 37) = 0.33, p > 0.05.

was no treatment by reading competency

p

) 0.05.

(See Appendix M, Tabte H4

There

interaction, F (2, g7\ = 0.96,

for

ANoVA.)

-LztA post-hoc comparison

of pre and immediate posttest efficiency

that the self-control training group made significant
= 2.r1, p ( 0.05. There was no significant difference in

means showed

t

gains,

performance
irnmediate

of the informed

posttest,

t

and brind

training

the

groups from pretest to

= 1,38, p > 0.05 and t = 0.49, p > O.OS,

respec_

ti vely.
There were arso no

sìgnificant differences in the pre and immedi-

ate posttest neans for competent and less competent readers, t = 1.77,
p > 0.05 and t = r-76, p > 0.05. Resurts arso reveared that there

were

no significant differences

control training group,
group,

p

t

t

in

efficiency

t

= 0.40,

signÍficant differences in pre and im_

means

self-control training group;
p

in the serf-

= 1:95, p > 0.0S, the informed training

There were also no

mediate posttest

t

competent readers

= 0.40; p > 0.05 and the blind training group,

) 0.05.

group,

for

scores

for

'ress competent readers

in

the

t

= 0.g7, p )0.05, the informed training
= 2.00, p ) 0.05, or the blind trainlng group, t = 0.40,

) 0.05.

(See Appendix N, Table N4

Efficiency

-

for t-tests.)

sociology passages. In the analysis

of efficiency

for summaries of sociology passages; no significant treatment
effect (F (2,37\ = -2.27, p > 0.0S) or significant treatment by read_
scores

ing

interaction, (F (2,371 = 1.67, p >0.05) was detected.
for competency levels, as depicted in the least_squares neans,

cornpetency

However,

competent readers exercised a

significantly greater

ciency than less cornpetent readers

in their

degree

of effi_

of sociology
passages (F (1, 37) = 7.36, p 0.05). (See Table tZ
for ieast-squares
<
means and Appendix M

-

Table M4

for

ANOVA.)

sumnaries

_1?2_
T-tests conducted on pre and immediate posttest

mean scores re_

vealed that the seìf-control and informed training groups improved

sígnificantiy,
improvement

in

t=

3.52, p

scores

(

0.05 and

t=

2.92, p 4 0.05. There was no

for the blind training group, t = 0.51, p )0.0S.

Competent readers across treatment groups made

provements from pre

to

posttest,

inmediate

competent readers also made

t

significant

= 3.1g, p

significant gains,

t

( 0.05.

= 2.L9, p

I

im_

Less

0.0S.

Anaìysis of nean perfornance within training groups showed that al_
though there was no significant treatment by readíng conpetency inter-

action, conpetent readers in the serf-contror and informed training
groups made significant gains, t = 3.34, p ( 0.05 and
t = 7.51,
p

I 0.05' respectively.

ing group
readers

made

no improvement;

in the self-contror

ate posttest,
ference

However, competent readers

t

t

in the blind train-

= 0.52, p > 0.05. Less competent

group improved

significanüy on the

= 2.54, p < 0.0S, while there

'uas

no

immedi-

significant dif_

in pre and immediate posttest scores for less competent readers

in either the informed or blind training groups, t = 1.15, p > 0.0S

t

= 0.00, p

and

¡ 0.05, respectively.

posttest efficiency scores for summaries of history
and sociology texts were contrasted, no significant differences
were
Hhen immediate

detected for the self-control

,

informed and blind trainjng groups,

1.26,p >0.05, t= 0.56, p>0.05

ìy.

and

t= t.77,p >0.05,

t

=

respective_

significant differences were reveared either for competent
readers, t = 0.95, p ) 0.05 or less competent readers, t 2.16,
=
p ¡ 0.05. Further, no significant differences were found for
competent
No

readers

in the self-controì,

informed and

blind training groups,

!.42, p >0.05, t= -2.83, p¡0.0S, t= -1.05, p20.05 or for

f

=

less

_123_
conpetent readers i n the

groups,

t

se

= 0.38, p > 0.05,

lf-controì

,

i nformed and bl i nd trai nj ng

t

= L.76, p >0.05 and t = 2.83, p> 0.05.
(See Appendix I,t, Tables N5 and N6
for t_tests. )

discussion, In terms of the efficiency of sumnary
writing for both history and sociorogy texts, there was no significant
Sumnary and

overall effect for treatment and no overa.l
petency

interaction.

I

treatment by reading

corn_

for the efficiency of history text summaries there was no significant effect for competency level suggesting
that training was equalìy effective for less competent and competent
r'Jhire

readers, overall, competent readers significant.ly outperformed
less
competent readers in writing efficient sociology text
summaries.
Post-hoc comparisons
passages

for

writing efficiency on history
indicated that whire the blind and informed training groups
summary

gains from pre to immediate posttest, students in
the self_
control treatment group nade significant gains. For sociology
text,
made no

both the self-control and informed training groups enhanced
their per_
formance while the bìind training group did not,
suggesting that train_
ing had some effect on enhancing summary writing efficiency perform_

ance. For sociology text, the

performance

competent students improved

terms

in

of

of both

summary

competent and ìess

writing efficiency.

Inspection of the performance of competent and less competent
readens
within treatment groups suggested that competent readers in
both
the

seìf-contror and informed training groups

made

significant gains

but

in the blind training condition did not. For less competent
readers, only those in the serf-contror training group profitted
from
training, ìess explicit training seerning to have no transfer
effect on
those

summary

writing effi

ci ency.

_r24_
Process

Sco

res

Summary

ruie application

application of

summary

- history passages. Results for the

writing rules to

summaries

of history

passages

significant differences in scores gained on the immediate
p.sttest for any of the groups. Apprication of the approximate t-test
showed no

procedure indicated no

significant difference between reading competency levels for the self-control trainíng group (t (12.2) = _1.23,
p > 0.05) or the informed training group (t (7.21 = -1.83, p > 0.05).

in the blind trainíng group competent readers were signifícantly better at applying summary writing rules in their sumnaries of
However,

history texts than less competent readers,

(t

(8.S) = _3.64, p < 0.0S).

TABLE 13

Rule

Insnedlate posttest Means and standard Deviatlons
Passages and LS lileans for Soci oì og¡l passages

Applicatlon:

Hlstory

Ru

(Hì

te Appt i cation
story Passages )
SD

for

nule npþIiCãtTon(Socí ol ogy Passages
LS lrlean

Treatment Group
Seì

f-contro

l

10.47
9.20
10.29

Informed
Bi ind
Conpetence
Less Competent
Competent

9.rl
10

Treatment Group x

I

nformed:

Bl i nd:

tence
ten
Competent
Less Competent
Competent
Less Competent
ComÞetent

t

.84

.00
10.82
10

8. 33

10.50
8.50
1l .00

I .39
2.10
7

9.81
8.96
8.73

1,75
.34

8.51
9.82

1 .60
1.17
1.97
1.73
1.00
1.49

10.00
8.17
9.75
7.75
9.70

L.7

1

9. 63

)

-125(See Appendix M, Table l'l5

for approxinate t-tests

means and standard deviations.

) In generai,

and Tabìe

i3 for

for the competent
readers in the blind training group, neans for the groups were sinilar.
In cornparing pre and immediate posttest means across test times,
significant improvenents were detected for the self-controi training

t

qroup,
p<

except

= 4.91, p < 0.05 and the blind traíning group,

0.05.

t = 6.59,

significant difference in pre and inmedlate
posttest means for the ínformed training group, t = l.g?, p ) 0.0S.
For rule application to history passages generalìy, there was a
significant increase in the performance of both cornpetent and ìess comThere was no

petent readers fron pre to immediate posttest,

t

( 0.05, respectively.

= 2.94, p

test

t

= 7.97, p

(

0.0S and

Analysis of pre and immediate post_

that in the self-control , informed and blind training
groups, competent readers rnade significant gains, t = 4.08, p ( 0.05,
t= 3.67, p( 0.05 and t= 6,15, p ( 0.0S. Less competent readers in
the self-control and blind training groups also made significant
improvements; t= 2.65, p < O.0S and t = 3.66, p ( 0.05; respect.ively.
In the informed trainíng group however, ress competent readers nnde no
means showed

sígnifïcant gains,
t-tests.

t

= 0.00, p > 0.0S. (See Appendíx N, Table N7 for

)

rule applicatíon - sociology passages. Analysis of varino significant treatment effects for rule application to

Surrunary

ance showed
summaries

of sociology texts, F (2,37) = 1.50, p ) 0.05 and no signi-

fícant interaction
0.78, p

) 0.05.

between treatment and reading competency F

Hobrever, competent readers scored

(2,371

significantty better

than less competent readers (LS Mean 9.g2 and 8.51, respectively),
F (1,37) = 4.78, p ( 0.05. (See Appendix F,t - Table M4 for ANOVA and
Tabìe 13

for

LS Means.

)

=

-126Post-hoc analysis applied

posttest scores

I
p ( 0.05 and t
ing groups

al

overal I

to

mean

differences of pre and immediate

that the self-control

,

informed and blind train-

significantly, t = 3.98, p 10.05, t= 3.24,
= 3.55, p ( 0.0S, respectively.
improved

competent readers made

'

immediate

showed

to

posttest' t' = 4-20, p

(

significant

inprovements from pre

0.05, whire ress competent readers

t = 5.34, p ( 0.0S. Exanination of com_

aìso did significantly better,

petency ìevel performance within treatment groups indicated

that in

the

self-control group, conpetent readers made no significant improvement,
t = 2.00, p ¡ 0.05; however, in both the informed and blind training
groups, competent readers made

significant gains, t = 3.43, p I

0.05

t

= 2.74, p < 0.0S. While less competent readers in the seìf_
control group improved significantìy, t = 5.60, p ( 0.0S, ìess compe_
and

tent readers in the informed
significant gains,
When

rule

were compared

appì

t

and

= 1.69, p

;

blind training
0.05 and

ication scores for

with rule

appl

t

groups

did not

make

= 2.78, p > 0.0S.

summaries

ication scores for

of histony

summaries

passages

of

sociology

significant differences were detected for the self-control
group, t = 1.79, p.) 0,05. However, in the informed and blind trainíng
groups, scores for rule appl ication to summaries of sociology passages
passages no

significantly lower, t = 2.45, p ( 0.05 and t = 3.04, p ( 0.05.
As well, competent readers did significanfly ress we for their
sunnaries of sociology than history passages (t = 3.69, p
10.05) even if
were

there was an improvement from pre

to

immediate posttest

for

socíology

sunnaries. There was no significant difference between scores obtained
for rule appl ication to sociology and history passage sunmaries by ìess
competent readers,

t = 1.33, p )

0.05.

-127 In the seìf-control training group, competent readers did not
perform significantìy differently across text types, t = 1.69, p)0,05.
As well, competent readers in the informed training group showed
no
significânt difference in
p > 0.05, while
ed

in

performance across

the blind training group, conpetent readers perform_

significantìy less well for sociology

t

text types, t = 3.00,

passages than

for history

0.05. No significant differences were detected
for less competent readers in the self-control (t = 0.70, p > 0.05),
passages,

informed

(t

= 3.07, p 4

= 1.00, p

training groups.

)

0.05) and the blind

(t

= 0.88, p ) 0.05)

(See Appendix N, Tables NB and N9

for t-tests. )
Sunmary and discussion. Except for competent readers in the blínd
training group, there was no overall difference in terms of r"uìe appli_
cation for summaries of history text. For rure application in sociorogy text summaries, competent readers in all groups outperformed less
competent readers overal

l.

of the r¡eans fron pre to immediate posttest
showed that for rure appìication in history text, students in the
selfPost-hoc conparisons

control and blind training groups benefitted significanfly from training, while students in the informed training group did not. Competent
readers benefitted more than less conpetent readers

within treatment group analysis

showed

in generaì,

that less conpetent

but

readers in

both the seìf-control and blind training groups benefitted more from
treatnent than those in the informed group.

For rule appl ication

task' post-hoc

in

comparisons

of

sociology text summaries, the transfer
nean performance showed

that the

perform-

of all groups improved significantly suggesting that training had
a transfer effect. one possible expranation for the fact that initiar
ance

-128performance on sociorogy

history text

text

summaries was rovJer

than performance

on

is that students may have more experience v,ith
history than sociorog¡y text in schoor. Anarysis of resurts for comsummaries

level

petency

showed

overall for both

that increases in

good and poor

performance were significant

readers. within

group analysis showed

that whire competent readers in the serf-contror group faired to make
significant performance gains, those in both the informed and brind

training groups ìmproved significan

y.

Results

for

'less competent

readers however, showed enhanced rure appl ication performance

for

the

self-control group but not the other two groups, suggesting that ruìe
application did not increase for less competent students when instruc_
ti on

vras

not explicit,

Deì

The second area

ayed posttest

Summari es

of concern in this stu y

tegy maintenance over

time.

was

the question of stra_

this issue were: for
competent and ress competent readers at the grade six rever,
are there
significant differences in the sumnaries of history and socioìogy texts
written two

months

Questions addressing

after an instructional

program

in

terms

of

product

(main idea and efficíency) and process (ru.l
e appìication) between:

1.

students given informed training and students given

se.l

f_

controi trai ni ng?

2.

students given informed training and students given blind

trai

3.

ni ng?

students given serf-contror training and students given
tnai ni

ng?

br

ind

-I29PIgguc.!_!99.re.!.

Main ideas

- history pqssages,

Analysis of variance results revea.led

significant main effects for treatment, F (2,37) = 9.9S, p ( 0.05, Con_
trasts of all pairs of treatment group means confirmed a significant difference in terms of the percent of main ideas included in summaries of history texts by subjects given informed and self-control training, F (1,3i)
= 17,29, p

( 0.05.

There was also a s.ignificant difference between the in_

blind training groups, F (1, 37) = 14.30, p ( 0.05. There was
however, no signifìcant difference in the performance of the self-control
and blind training groups, F (1,37) = 0.00, p > 0.05. The least-squares
formed and

in Table 14 indicate that the performance of the informed training
group continued to be less effective than the performance of the other
means

trai

ni ng groups.

significant differences between reading competency level s (F (1,
37) = 3.00, p > 0.05) were detected. There was, however, significant
No

(2,37)

treatment by reading competency interaction, F

= 3,72, p ¿ 0.05.

Inspection of the least-squares means suggested that the effect of treatment was

different for different

competency

levels,

(See Table

14.)

Com_

petent readers fared better with self-control training, while less competent readers perforrned better when given blind training. The initial high
mean performance

of the less

may be responsible

for

such

competent readers

in

a spurious effect,

the blind training group

(ANOVA

can be found in

AppendixM-TableM6.)
A post-hoc comparison of immediate and delayed posttest scores reveal_
ed that students in the self-control and informed training groups maintained

their

performance, there being no

significant

change

in

delayed posttest

t=

1.59, p >0.05 and t= 0.03, p> 0.05. The performance of stu_
dents in the blind training group dropped, however, t= -4.42, p ( 0,05,
scores,

suggesting

that their

summarizing

skill

ideas was not maintained after training.

as measured by the number of main

-130TÂBLE 14

Maln ldea and Efficrencv: Delayed posttest Ls r4eans
Inforned and Bllnd Trai-nlng e"oúpi

for Serf-contror,

Product LS
Main

l4eans

ldeas Main Ideas Efficiency Effi

(History
Pa sa ges )
s

(

Soci ol ogy
passages )

(History
Pa sa ges )
s

cíencv
(sociol oov
passageij

Treatment Group

Sel

f-control

67

.62

65.33

0.07

0.08

In

formed

44 .38

29.66

0.07

0.04

Bl

ind

67.65

37

.74

0.07

0.05

.86

31

.78

0. 06

0.05

Competence

Less competent

55

Competent

63 .90

56.70

0.07

0

Competent

6t,27

5l .79

0.07

0.08

Cornpetent

7

3.97

78.86

0.07

0.08

.49

0. 06

0.05

Treatment Group

x

ComÞetence

Self-control: Less

informed:
Bl i

nd:

.07

Less Competent

33

.63

27

Competent

55. 13

31.82

0.07

0.04

Less Competent

72.67

16.07

0,07

0.02

Competent

62.62

59.42

0.07

0.08
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l,¡hiie

in

_

generar competent readers did not sustain performance

on

= -2.74, p (O.OS), less competent readers
maintained their immediate posttest performance level t = _1.L7,
the delayed posttest

p

) 0.05.

analyzed,

When

it

data

lt

for

was found

competency

that

competent readers

informed tnaining groups naintained

the delayed posttest period
and

t

levels within each treatment yras

in the serf-contror

theír scores from the

t = -1.24, p > 0.05 and t

and

immediate to

= -1.24, p > 0.05

= 0.51, p > 0.05; whiie performance of competent readers

in the
blínd training group declined significanily, t = -4.49, p < 0.05. Less
competent readers in all training groups, self-control, informed and
blind, succeeded in naintaining their scores from the inmediate post to
the delayed posttest period,

t

t

= -0.94, p > 0.05,

t

= -0.2g, p

> 0.05

= 1.88, p > 0.05. (See Appendix N; Table NlO for t-tests.)
Main ideas

-

sociology passages. Regarding the percentage of nain

in summaries of sociology texts; there were significant
main effects for treatment, F (2,37) = 6.63, p ( 0.05. Mean contrasts
ideas included

significant difference betþreen the informed and the brind
training groups (F (1, 37) = 0.45; p > 0.05. However, there was a
showed no

significant difference between Èhe seìf-control

and informed training

(1,37) = f0,70, p < O.O5 and between the self-controi and
blind training groups; F (1, 37) = 7,18, p ( 0.05. Least_squares neans
for traÍning groups disciosed superior performance for the self-control
groups, F

training group.

(See Table 14.)

significant difference between cornpetency levels, F (1, 37) =
7.56, p ( 0.05 in favour of the competent readers was detected. There
A

was no

significant treatment by competency interaction, F (2,371

1.32, p ) 0.05.

=

-132Post-hoc comparisons, that compared a'l I possible pairs

of

means

across test times, indicated that the self-control and informed train_

ing groups
immediate

showed no

to

deìayed

significant differences in their performances from
posttest, t = -0.01, p ) 0.05 and t = _1.95,

) 0.05 while the brind training group did not maintain their ínitiarly high performance level , t = Z.ZO; p < 0.05. Thus, their performance
p

dropped

significantly from imrnediate to delayed posttesting.

when competency

revels were examined across treatment, no signifi-

cant differences were found from imnediate to deìayed posttest for competent readers, t = -0.53, p ) c.05. The performance of ress competent
readers, however, dropped substantial ly, 1 = _2,2g, p ( 0.05.
comparisons

of

mean scores

withín trea.tment groups .indicated that

there were no significant differences across test tirnes for competent
and less conpetent readers as indicated by the foììowing: self-control
competent,

t

= 1,3B, p 20.05, less competent,

t

= _0.96, p > 0.05;

t = 1.53, p > 0.05, ìess conpetent, t = _1.19,
p z 0.05; blind competent, t = -1.17, p 2 0.05, ìess competent,
t=
informed competent,

-2.27, p > 0.05.
In comparing text type

means on

the delayed posttest, no signifi-

cant differences were found

in the number of nain ideas included in the
summaries of history and sociology passages for the self_contro,l (t
=
0.26, p t0.05), informed (t = f.23, p > 0.05) and btind (t = 1.63,

p )0.05) training groups. Genera y,
were detected
ance was

for

competent readers,

significantly

t

no differences across

= 0.47, p

)

text

types

0.05, whíle perform_

for less competent
readers, t = 2.49, p 10.05. Further examination of across text type
lowen on sociology passages

_133_
performance

for

competency

Ievels within individual treatment

revealed that competent readers

in the self-control ,

informed and blind

training groups did not include a significantìy different

in

main ideas

summaries

of sociology

and hístory

groups

number of

texts; t = 0.98,

t = 1.20, p 2 0.0S and t

p > 0.05,

= 0.27, p7 0.05, respectively.
Furthei, no differences were found for .less competent readers in the

self-control and informed training groups, t = _1.2g, p ) 0.05 and t
0.27, p 2 0.05. Less competent readers in the b.l ind training group
however performed

passages,

t-tests.

t

significan y less welI in

= 4.09, p

=

summarÍzing sociology

( 0.05. (See Appendix N; Tables Nll

and N12

for

)

Summary.

and

discussion. For main ideas in

summaries

of history

texts; the performance of students in the inforned training group
continued to be significan y lower than the performance of students
in
either the self-control or the bìind training group; hfiile competent
readers in the self-contror group did better than competent readers
in
either of the other two groups across the testing deray. students in
the self-contror and informed training groups maintained performance
'levels over

time.

0n the other hand; the performance reveì

blind training group
When

showed

of

the

a significant drop.

overall performance was

examined across competency level

,

less competent readers were able to sustain training gains after a
delay, while the performance of nore competent readers dropped signifi_

cantly.

further analysis of this phenomenon t,ithin treatment groups
showed that the source of this discrepancy was the significan y
rower
A

performance

of

finding would

competent readers

seem

in the blind training group. This

to support the main thesis of thîs study that

meta-

-134cognitive tnaining along with an intervention stnategy is more effective than instructional intervention alone.
the overali performance on main ideas for summaries of
socioìogy passages after a testing delay was analyzed, the performance
of the self-contror training group was significantry superior to the
When

performance

of the other

two groups. competent readers significantly

outperforned less competent readers.

that contrasted aìì pairs of means across
posttests confirmed that as far as the number of

Post-hoc analyses
immediate and deìayed

main ideas contained

in students'

self-control training group

made

summaries, competent students

gains

in the

expected

in

direction

the

from

pre to immediate posttest and sustained those gains after a t,,o month
delay. The scores of the iess competent readers in the serf-control

training group did not increase as a resurt of training, but mean performance was nonetheless sustaÍned over the testing delay. 0n
the
other hand; there was a significant drop in the penformance of the
blind traíning group, reinforcing the need for self-control training.
Product

Score s

Efficiency

- history passages.

the efficiency scones of

Analysis of variance appl ied to

of history texts reveared no sígnificant treatment effects, F (2,371 = 0.39, p )0.05, no sign.ificant
difference betureen competency levels across treatments, F (1,37) =
3.06, p ) 0.05 and no treatment by reading competency interaction,
F (2,37l, = 0.29, p > 0.05. (See Appendix M - Table M6 for ANoVA.)
Post-hoc comparisons

summaries

of

immediate and delayed posttest neans

that the self-control, informed and bìind training groups
maintained their performance level, t = _0,54, p > 0.05, t
= _0.71,
p ) 0.05 and t = 0.26, p)0.05,
revealed

-13s0verall, conpetent and less competent readers across all training
groups maintained their mean performance level t = 0.36, p > 0.05
and
t = -0,93, p ) 0.05, respectively. In the self_control , informed and
biind training groups,
0.52, p>0.05,

tion, less

t=

competent readers rnaintained performance,

0.40, p>0.O5and

conpetent readers

(t

= 0.48, p

¡

-

(t

=

p> 0.0S. In addi_
group

(t

=

= -1.63, p > 0.05) and btind graining

0.05) aìso maintained their ievel of perfomance.

(See Appendix N, Table N13

Efficiency

_0.60,

in the self-control training

1.27, p > 0.05), the informed
groups

t=

|

for t-tests.

socioìogy passages.

)

Unl

ike the findings for effi_

in summarizing history passages, there was a significant difference in terms of efficiency performance among treatment groups, F (2,
ciency

37) = 3.80, p

4,

0.05.

A contrast

of

group performance neans showed a

significant difference between the self-controì and informed training
groups, F (1, 37) = 5.4, p ( 0.05 and between the self-control and
blÍnd training groups, F (1, 37) = 5.21, p ( 0.05. However, there was
no significant difference between the biind and the informed tnaining
groups, F (1,37) = 0.01, p 2

0.05.

confirmed that subjects receiving

cient at writing sumrnaries.

The groups' least-squares

self-control training

(See Table 14.

means

were most

effi-

)

significant main effect for readíng conpetency level was de_
tected, F (1,37) = 1.98, p > 0.0S. In addition, there was no signifi_
No

cant treatment by reading competency interaction, F (1,37) = 2.4g,

p ) 0.05.

(See Appendix M - Table M6 for ANOVA.)

Post-hoc contrasts

of

immediate and derayed posttest mean scores

that the self-controì, informed and biind training groups
taíned their level of performance, t = L.7, p > 0.05, t = 1.70,
showed

main-

-136p >0,05 and t = e.22, p ) 0.05. Competent readers generally main_
tained their scores t = 0.39, p ¡ 0.05 as did ress competent readers,
t = -0.05' p 70.05. In the serf-contror, informed and bìind training
groups' competent readers showed no significant differences in their
mean scores, t = 1.09, p 20.05, t = _Z.ZO, p > 0.05 and t
= 0.gS,

p ) 0.05. Less competent readers in the serf-contror, informed and
blind training groups also maintained their mean scores, t = 1.27,
p >0.05, t = -0.27, p 20.05 and t = -1,67, p 70.05.
l,,lhen mean

scores

for the delayed summaries of history

and sociol_

ogy passages were conpared, no

significant differences in efficiency
scores were found for the self-control (t = _14, p > 0.05), informed
(t = f.eo, p > 0.05) and the blind (t = 0.72, p > 0.05) training
groups, No differences were found for competent (t = _0.00, p 0.0S)
and less cornpetent

>

(t

= 0.74, p >0.05) readers. Competent readers in
the self-contror, informed and brind training groups disprayed no differences, t = -0.48, p )0.0S, t = 1.60, p >0,05 and t = _0.48,

p 2 0.05' respectively. Less competent readers in the self-controì,
informed and brind training groups arso disprayed no significant
differences t = 1.07, p ) 0.05, t = 0.52, p> 0.0S and t 4.63, p >
=
0,05.
(See Appendix N, Tabies Nl4 and N15

for t_tests.

)

discussion. l,lith regard to the efficiency of summary
writing for history texts, there was no overall effect for treatment or
Sumrnary

competency

and

level and there

0n the other hand, a main

marization of sociorogy

was no treatment by cornpetency

effect

was found

interaction.

for efficiency in the sum_

text; the serf-contror

group outperformed both

the inforned and blind training groups. There was however, no main

effect for
i

nteracti

competency

on .

level

and no treatment by reading conpetency

-137Post-hoc comparisons

for

writing efficiency for history
texts revealed that the serf-control training group naintained the
gains achieved on the imrnediate posttest. The post-hoc comparisons
summary

also indicated that the blind and informed training groups that had
shown no significant growth from pre to immediate posttest managed to
maintain their 'level of performance on the delayed posttest.

In addi-

tion, the self-contror

group sustained

training gains for efficiency in
summarizing sociology text after a deìay. Although there were drops in
the scores of the informed and bìind traìníng groups after a detay,
those decreases were not
readers

significant.

of the self-contror

The competent, and ress competent

their training gains, Arthough the competent readers in the inforned training group lost some
of their traíning gains; performance drops were not signíficant. The
group maintained

less competent readers in the informed and brind training group

to sustain

seemed

writing efficiency ìevers, whire students in
the biind training group did not.
nean sumnary

Process Scores
Summary

proximate

rule application

t-tests

-

histony passages.

were conducted on

l.Jhen

separate

ap_

all pairs of means for rule appli-

cation in the history passages, there was no significant difference

levels in either the informed (t (7.6) =
-1.56, p > 0.05) or btind (t (7.3) = _I.29, p > 0.0S) traíning groups.
between reading competency

significant difference in performance between conpetency leveis in the self-control training group (t (16.8) _3.76,
=
There was however, a

p

(

0.05) with the more competent readers outperforming the less com_
petent readers (Í = 1l .55 and 9.50, respectiveìy). Inspection of the

-138for the treatment groups suggested that although the competent
readers of the self-contror group disprayed superíor performance in
terms of summary rule appl ication, training groups generally performed
similarly. (See Table 15 for means and standard deviations and Appen_
dix M - Tabìe M7 for approxinate t-tests. )
means

alì training

Post-hoc comparisons showed that

groups maintained

their performance from immediate to delayed posttest: t = 0.47,
p ) 0.05 for the self-control group; t = I.gZ, p ¡ 0.05 for the inform_
ed training group; and

t

= 0.74, p

competent and less competent

t

= 0.00, p >0.05 and

t

¡

for the blind training group.
readers also maintained their mean scores,
0,05

= -1.41, p > 0.05.

TABLE 15

Delayed posttest lrleans and Standard Deviations
History Passages and LS I,leans for Sociolog¡r passages
Rule

Application:

P

Rul

(Hi

e Appl i cati

story

rsD

roces s

Tur-trppll¡ãrToñ-

on

Passages

for

)

(Socíol ogy Passages)
LS Mean

Treatment Group
Sel f-control
I nformed

Blind

10.68
9. 10
10.00

2.13

9.05
t0.84

I .51

i .60
1. 56

10.48
7.83
7.78

Competence

Less Competent
Conpetent

Treatment Group x Cornpetence
5e t1-contro I : Less Competent 9. S0
Competent t1.55
Informed: Less Competent g.33
Bl

ind:

Competent

10.2s
Less Competent g.Zs
Competent 10.30

L62
0. 93

7.60
9.80

t.71

.88
11.09
7 .17
8.50

1.26
1.64

9.80

1.43
2.7 6

9

5.7

5

-i39ldithin treatment post-hoc anaìysis reveaied that competent readers
in the self-control, informed and blind training groups maintained
their rnean ievel of performance, t = 1.70, p ) 0.0S, t =._0.24, p>0.05
and t = -1.91, p > 0.05, respectively. Less competent readers in the
se l

f-controì

performance

,

i nformed and bl i nd

levels,

t

trai

ni ng groups al so nai ntai ned thei

= 0.58, p > 0.0S,

t

= 0.00, p > 0.05 and t

r

=

0.88, p > 0.05; respectively. (See Appendix N, Table 16 for t_tests. )
Summary rule application - sociology passages. For the appl
ica_

tion of rules to summaries of socioìogy texts, there was a significant
main effect for treatment, F (2,37) = 6.76, p ( 0.05, favouring self_
control training. A significant difference was evident between the
self-control and informed trainìng groups, F (1, 37) = 8.47, p < 0.05
and between the

9.B9, p

( 0.05.

self-control

and the

blind training

groups F

(1,37)

=

significant difference between the inforrned and
blind training groups was evident, F (f, 37) = 00, p ) 0.0S.
In addition' there was a significant main effect for reading abiríty, F (1,37) = 8.45, p ( 0.05. As reveaied ín Tab.le 15, competent
No

readers vJere better

at using summary writing ruìes in generating sum_
maries of sociology texts (LS Mean 9.g0 and 7.60 for cornpetent and less
competent readers, respectively). The interaction of treatment and
reading competency was not significant, F (2,371 = 1.S1, p > 0.05.
(See Appendix M - Tabte M6 for AN0VA.)
Post-hoc contrasts of ímmediate and derayed posttest means showed
that the self- control , informed and brind training groups maÍntained
their scores t= 1.71, p 2 0.05, t= -I.52, p > 0.05 and t= _1.13,
p > 0.05. As well, competent and ress competent readers across training groups also naintained their performance levels,

t

= 0.81, p z 0.05
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t

= -1,41, p > 0.05. In addition, competent readers in the seìf_
control , inforned and blind training groups maintained their performand

levels, t = 1.88; p > 0.05, t = -0.84, p > 0.05, t = O.26,
p > 0.05, respectively. Less competent readers in the self_controì,
ance

informed and

levels,

t

blind training

= 0.39, p > 0.05,

group also sustained

their

performance

t = -l.ZZ, p > 0.05 and t = -2,L9, p>0.05,

significant differences in scores obtained for rure apprication
to summaries of history and sociology texts were found for the self_
control training group, t = 0.22, p > 0.0S, the informed training group
t = 2.09, p >0.05 and the blind training gì"oup, t = 2.30, p > 0.05.
No

competent and ìess competent readers across treatment groups also displayed no .significant differences across text types, t = L.76, p ) 0.05

t

= 1.68, p > 0.05, respectivejy. Analysis of performances of com_
petency level within treatment groups showed no significant differ_
and

ences; self-control training group, competent readers,

t

= 0.79,

p ) 0.05; less competent, t = -0.46, p 2 0.05; informed group compe_
tent, t = 1.85, p 2 0.05, less competent, t = 1.19, p ) 0.05; the blind
training group, competent t = 0.79, p ) 0.0S, less competent, t =
!2.12, p ¡ 0.05.

(See Appendix N; Tabtes N17 and NlB

for t_tests,)
Surmary and discussion. Except for the conpetent readers in the
self-control group who scored highest on the delayed posttest in the
appl ication of sunmary writing rules to history passages, all students
acnoss training groups performed simiìarly. l,lith respect to sociology
text summaries, the seìf-control group outperformed the informed and
blind training groups. Although there was no treatment by competency
interaction, competent readers continued to outperform ìess cornpetent
readers

in appìying summary writing rules to sociology texts.

-141 Post-hoc comparisons

posttest

of

mean performance frorn imrnediate

to

deìayed

that students across ari training groups maintained
their scores for the application of summary writing rures to history

texts.

showed

This included the ress cornpetent readers of the informed group

their initiar pretreatment performance.
For sociology texts summaries, students of the serf-contror group sustained their training gains. Although scores from the imnediate to the
delayed posttest dropped for the informed and blind training groups,
the decreases were not significant. l.lithin group anarysis reveared
who had nade no improvement on

that

competent readers across

alI training groups and the less com_

petent readers in the seìf-control group maintained training achievement levels. Although scores for ìess conpetent readers ín the informed and blind

cant,

training groups decreased; these drops

were not

sígnifi-

differences were found in the way students of the various
training groups appiied summary writing rules across text types.

It

No

that aìl post-hoc findings must be considered
tentative because of unequal variances within and across groups. A
should be noted

second major concern regarding

the post-hoc anaìysis

is that

unplanned posthoc comparisons increase experinentwise

multipìe

errors, increas-

ing the possibiìity that hypotheses are accepted when.they are faì se.
surruty of Ou".ull Findingr

- hr.diut.

und Duruy.d

portt.rt

Surru.y

l,Jriting Performance
Main Ideas

training effects. There was no significant difference
in the number of main ideas incruded in history text summaries by subImmediate
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jects given self-control training and subjects given bìind training.
The informed training group included significantly fewer main ideas in

their

summaries

of history

passages than

either of the other training

groups.

Post-hoc comparisons

of

mean scores

for history indicated that

the

initial superiority of the brind training group dropped sÍgnificantly
while performance of the self-control training group increased in the
expected direction even if that increase was not significant. There

significant difference in the performance of the informed training group. History passage main idea scores were consistently lower

was no

for this

group than

for the other tvro groups.

transfer effects. For main ideas incruded ín summaríes
of sociology passages, no significant differeñce was found among training groups fron pretest to immediate. posttest. There was no overa
Immediate

nain effect for competency level and no treatment by competency inter_
acti on.

of pre and immediate posttest nean scores
indicated significant gains for the serf-contror and brind training
Post-hoc conparisons

gr'ups. The initially high scores of the btind training group were onry
maintained. A comparison of performance across text_types revealed

that the self-control and inforned training groups each performed similarìy for both texts. However, the blind training group included significantly fewer main ideas in their sociology text summaries than
their history text summaries. It may be that students are more fami'I

iar $rith history than sociology text.

-143For rnain ideas

in history text

self-control training group

seemed

summaries, competent readers

to profit

most from

in the

training.

The

of iess competent readers in the informed group dropped.
For main ídeas in sociology text, both competent and less competent
readers in the informed group improved their performance, although
performance

means never reached

conpetent readers

the

same

high tevels as either competent or less

in the self-control training group.

training seemed helpful
as self-control trai n i ng.
informed

, it

was

Thus, whiìe

not helpfui to the

same extent

training effects. in terms of the number of main ideas
included ín history text sumnaries, no significant difference was found
Delayed

the self-control and blind training groups. The informed
training group continued to include significan y fewer nain ideas in
their summaries than either of the other training groups, However,
students in the self-control and informed training groups maintained
between

their

performance from the immediate

posttest, while students in the
bìind training group made further significant drops.
Across test times analyses revealed less conpetent readers gen_

erally sustained their performance, white the perfornance of competent
readers in the blind training group dropped significan y. The per_
formance of the latter caused the overal l perfornance of competent
readers to decl ine. Blind training therefore, had the least effect in
terms of mai ntenance.
There was a significant treatment by competency interaction which
suggested that self-control training was best for competent readers
while blind training was most effective for less competent readers.
This seems to be a contradiction since the opposite effect would be
expected. Discussion with the ciass teacher revealed that students in
the blind training group had been taught to outline.
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transfer effects. l,lith respect to the number of main
ideas included in the summaries of sociology passages the performance
of the self-control traíning group was significan y higher than that
Delayed

of the informed and bìind training groups, Although post-hoc ãnalysis
suggested no significant drops in the performance of the latter train_
ing groups, higher mean scores seem to support the efficacy of sel f_
control training. In addition, although there r,las no treatment by cornpetency level interaction, competent readers significanÜy outperformed
less conpetent readers. Thus treatment affected competency leveis to
different degrees br.rt for transfer and rnaintenance no treatment vras
better for any competency Ievel . Self-controi training was best for
both competency levels overaìI.

Efficiency

training effects. There was, overall, no significant
treatment effect for effïciency in summarizing history texts. There
was no main effect for competency and no treatment by reading com_
Inmediate

interaction. Post-hoc comparisons however, indicated a signi_
ficant improvement in the nean performance of the self-control traíning
group. Still for summary writing effÍciency no one treatment was more
petency

effective than any other.
Inmediate

transfer effects.

No overall treatment

effect or treatment by competency interaction was revealed for efficiency in summariz_
ing sociology text. Competent readers across training groups generally
outperformed ì ess competent readers.
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Post-hoc comparisons

of pre and immediate posttest resurts

showed

that both the serf-contror and informed training groups enhanced
their
performance in writing summaries of sociorogy text,
whiìe the blind
group did
inproved

not.

their

overarr both cornpetent and ress competent readers

performance

significan y.

However, there was no signi_

ficant treatment by reading competency interaction suggesting that
treatment had no differentiar effect on cornpetency ìever.
group
'uíthin
analysis by competency level indicated significant improvement
for both
competent and less conpetent readers of the self_contro,l group
and com_
petent readers in the ínforned training group.

trainíng effects. There was no significant treatment or
level effect for efficiency in summarizing history texts,

Deìayed
competency

There was no

Aìl

significant treatment by reading competency interaction.

students across

i nstructi on

pe

arì training

to

their

immediate post

rformance.

Delayed transfer
irnmediate

groups maintained

delayed

effects.

in performance frorn
posttest were not significant for the informed
Aithough drops

and

biind traíning groups; the self-contror training group wrote
significantly nore efficient summaries than the other two groups on the
de.rayed posttest. There was no significant difference in the performance

of

conpetent and less competent readers and there was no significant
treatment by reading competency interaction. This was supported

within group

comparisons

of alì pairs of means.

effíciency, self-control training appeared
ìong run for both competency levels.

by the

Thus, with respect to

most advantageous

in

the
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le

Appl i cati on

immediate

blind traíning

training effects. txcept for

competent readers

in

the

group who scored higher than

their ìess competent
c0unterparts, students across training groups performed similarly in
applying summary writing rules to history text summaries. post_hoc
conparisons suggested that a students rnade significant gains from the
pretest to the immediate posttest except less competent readers in the
informed trai ni ng group.

IÍmediate transfer

effects.

No treatment

application of rules to summaries of sociology
ers outperformed less competent readers.

0verali, the

effect

texts.

was found

for

the

competent read-

writing ruìe appì ication for aì I training
groups improved significan y from pre to immediate posttest. That is,
all students in all treatment groups benefitted fron instruction in
terms of rule apprication. There were arso significant improvements
for competent and less competent readers in general .

liithin
for

summary

group anarysis reveared

significantìy

irnproved performance

in the biind and informed training groups and the
less competent readers in the self-control training group. HovJever,
there was no significant interaction. Thus, no treatment was more
effective than any other for any competency level .
competent readers

significant differences were reveared for the way in which students across training groups applied summary writing ruìes to sociology
No

text.

As might be expected, competent readers were

significantly

bet_

ter at nule appl ication than less competent readers although both
ìevels improved in terms of rule appìication in sumnary writing. Cen_
traÌ to the thesis of this study was the finding that ress competent
readers in the self-controì training group outperforned less competent
readers in the other two groups.

_r47_
training effects. Except for competent readers in the
self-control training group who scored highest, arì other students
Derayed

across training groups appried summary

writing rures to history ùext
summaries in a simiiar way. Mean performance across a.l .l
training
groups showed

that students maintained their

performance leveìs from

the ímmediate to the delayed posttest.

transfer effects. Decreases in performance fon the apprication of summary writing rures to socioìogy texts were not significant
for the informed and brind training groups. The serf-controì trainíng
Delayed

group nevertheless applied the sumnary

writing rules significan y better than either of the other two groups. Competent readers signifi_
cantly outperformed less competent readers. However; there was no
treatment by reading competency interaction, irnpìying that no treatnent
was

better for any

competency

lever.

Serf-contror training was

most

for both conpetency revers. Training was least effective
for 'less competent readers in the blind training gnoup.
advantageous
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At the concrusion of the study a

at

sampre

of 5 students was serected

fron each training group. The fifteen students were inter_
viewed to discern theín degree of understanding regarding the summary
writing intervention procedure and íts significance. (See Appendix
random

K.)
Responses

and analysis

to interview

questions were rated (Refer to Appendix L)

of variance conducted to

assess students, metacognitíve

knowledge. Findings reveared sígnificant main effects

F (2, 12) = 12.67, p

ficant differences
and informed

{ 0.05.

l,lhen mean

,

treatment,

ratings were contrasted, sígní_

were found between the students

trainíng group, F (l

for

j,Z) = 9.00, p

(

in the self-contro.l
0.05 and between

in the self-control and blind training group,
F (1, 12) = 25.00, p ( 0.05. No differences were found between stu_
dents in the informed and the blind training group, F (1, 12) = 4.00,
students

p(

0.05.
Examination

of

mean

ratings

showed

that students ín the

se.l

f-

control group had a higher ìevel of metacognitive knowredge in reration

to

writing

after instruction than students in either
of the other turo groups. (See Table 1g for mean natings and standard
summary

tvro months

deviations and Appendix 0 fon

ANOVA.)

-151 TABLE 18
Means and Standard

Deviations for firetacognltive Knowredge Ratings
Sampì e

niso

ïreatment Group
Sel

f-contro

l

I nforrned

Blind

A comprehensive discussion

5
5
5

6.80
5.60
4.80

0.45
0.55
0.84

of the findings in reration to each
research question wilr be presented in chapter 5 together with rerevant
recommenda

ti

on s .
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suMMARyt C0NCLUSIoNS AND It{pLICATIoNS

Metacognition and the teaching

of

summary

writing skills

provided

the framework for this study, The investígation exprored levers of
explicÍt instruction in teaching competent and less cornpetent sixth

to wríte summaries. The instructiona'l goal was to teach
students not only to write better sumnaries but to discover whether ingrade readers

struction

effective in helping students transfer and maíntain their
summary writing skilI. In essence, the general objective of the study
v/as

to

vras

determìne the degree

ensure that

sixth

of instructionaì explicitness required

grade readers understood

that an intervention

dure for creating text summaries was useful

to

proce-

for faciiitating future in-

dependent I earni ng.

The probìem studied

Ís pertinent because

summary

tant to students in the upper elenentary grades
crease

learning. Further, the literature

who

writing is

impor-

nust read to in_

(Adams, Carnine & Gersten,

1982i Baker & Brown, 1984; Brown, Campione & Barc,lay, 1979; Day, l9g0;
Derry & Murphy; 1986; Garner, 1987; Hare & Borchardt, 1984; Jones,

Palincsar, Ogle & Carr, l9B7; Meyer & paris, 1978; Swafford, 1979)

on

instructÍon in metacognition indicates that such instruction assists
students in gaining ar,rareness and control over their own rearning processes' enabling them

to

become more

strategic independent learners.

l.lhile sumrnarizing has been recognized as a viabre neans of herping
students gain essential infornation (Rubin, 1983), make cognitive pro_
gress and monitor

it

(Garner, 1987)i documented evidence derþnstrates

-153students' lack of

summary

writing proficiency (Baker & Brown,

Brown, Campione & Day, 1981; Brown & Day,

1983; l'linograd,

l9g3; Brown,

19g4;

Day & Jones,

1984). Litüe research has been conducted on summary

writing involving

grade

six students as subjects.

Empiricaì research suggests summarization can be taught (Day, 1980;
Hare & Borchardt, l9B4). Day ernphasizes that direct explicit instruc_

tion together with routines for overseeing the successful appìication of
summary

wríting skills is most beneficial

.

However, Day

herself

ques-

tions the need for detailed explanations for competent students.
This study, therefore, included sixth graders of two reading abili_
ty levels; competent and less competent; and three leveìs of instruction
varying in terms of explicÍtness, self-controì, informed and biind

tnaining.
which was

The

sixth graders

beìonged

in a different schoor.

to three different classes each of

Each crass was randomìy assigned to

of the training conditions. self-contror and informed training
involved different levels of instruction in metacognition. In the most
explicit self-control training condition; sixth graders were taught how
one

to

use a summarization

its

significance and

strate$/ and given direct explicit instruction in

to empioy, monitor and check strategy use to
guarantee future appìication. In Ínformed training, subjects were
shown
how to use the strateg¡r and onry tord of the importance of its use
in
other

how

si tuati ons.

This investigation borrowed from the work of Day (19g0) and Hare
and Borchardt (1984). Their research índicated that self-contror train-

ing had a facilitative effect on students' ability to summanize informationaì text. However; the design and methodorogicar conditions under
which

their investígations

were conducted had

deficits: (a) the short

_154training phase, (b) the unjustified use of very easy matenial , (c) the
brief lapse between training and maintenance tests and (d) the varying
conditions under which posttests were conducted.
To overcome some

of these design

and methodoìogical weaknesses, ihe

six, 60 minute sessions, excìuding testjng
periods. The increase in sessions permitted more progressive teaching
of skilìs. Materials for the investigation were taken from authorized
study was conducted over

grade

six social studies texts

and were, therefore, more ecological

ly

valid.

History passages were used for instruction, whiìe both history
and sociology texts v,/e re used for tes+,ing. History texts were
used to
measure

trainíng effectiveness and sociology

passages

whether there was transfer

of training. In

quirements (Garner, 1987),

training effectiveness

(a) immediate posttesting of

summary

keeping

to

determine

with theoreticai

re_

was evaluated through

writing abiìity and (b)

derayed

posttestÍng to assess maintenance. Maintenance testing was conducted
tlro months after i nstructi on.
Subjects' summaries were assessed
and

in

terms

efficiencJ) and process (rule application).

formance was then cornpared

of product (main idea
Summary

writing

to estabrish the effects of different

per_
.levers

of i nstructiona l explicitness.
The foìiowing

is a summary and interpretation of findings pertain-

ing to the research questions of the study.

-155Sunrnary

The

tional

first

of

Experimental Fi ndi

ngs

issue of the study was to examine the degree of instruc-

icitness necessary for competent and iess conpetent síxth
grade readers to write effective summaries and to establish whether
expl

the effects of instruction transferred and helped students cope with new
materiai (sociology text). The first questions of the study, therefore,
concerned determining whether there were

significant differences in summaries of history and socìology texts written irnrnediately after an instructional program in terrxs of pnoduct (main idea and effíciency) and
process (ruìe appl ication) by competent and less cornpetent
readers given self-control

,

infornted and

sixth

grade

blind training.

of the study involved the question of stra_
tegy maintenance over time to discover whether there were significant
differences in summaries of history and socioìogy texts written tr,lo
The second major issue

months

after an instructional

program

in

terms

of product (main idea

and

efficiency) and process (rule appìication) by competent and less com_
petent sixth grade readers given self-control , informed and blind train-

ing.
cacy

The sumnary

first

of findings wirì

address the issue

of training effi-

and maintenance second.

Immediate

posttest

Summari es

Trai ni ng and Transfer Effects

Main

ideas.

The

results of the study revealed

ference in nain ideas included
graders given

in

summaries

self-control training

and

no si gni

of history

sixth

ficant

di

passages by

graders given bl

f-

sixth

ind train-
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ing.

Subjects who r"eceived informed

training included significantìy
fewer main ideas in summaries of history texts than subjects in the
other treatment groups. post-hoc comparisons of neans across pre and
immediate posttest times indicated that the initìal superiority of the

blind training group dropped significan
experienced decreases but these lrere

y.

The informed

not significant.

training

group

The students ín

the self-controì training group, on the other hand, increased their
level of performance in terms of the nunber of main ideas included in

their history text

sumnaries, though not significantly.

Sixth graders in the self-control
groups dispìayed no

,

informed and blind training

significant differences in the percent of

main ideas

in their summaries of sociology texts, to which they vrere ex_
pected to transfer summary writing skilts.
included

For summaries of sociology

text,

post_hoc analysis

of pre and irn_

nediate posttest neans revealed that the self-control and informed

training groups

tial
of

significant gains over test times, while the inimean of the blind training group was only maintained. A comparison
made

text types suggested that subjects in the se] f_
control and informed training groups each incruded a similar percent of
performance across

main ideas

in their

summaries

of either history or sociology text.

Stu-

in the blind training group however, included fewer main ideas in
sociology text sunmaries than history text surnrnaries.
Efficiency. Analysis of scores for the second summarization pro_
dents

duct varible, efficiency, indicated no significant differences

among the

self-controi, informed

summary

and

blind training groups for efficient

writing of history passages, post-hoc conparisons

however, suggested

a

-157significant increase in efficiency for the self-control training group.
No signíficant improvernent was evident for the informed and blind training grou p s,
Subjects
dispìayed no

in the self-control,

informed and blínd training groups

significant difference in their efficíency in

summarízing

sociol0gy passages. However, post-hoc comparisons of pre and imrnediate
posttest neans indicated that while the self-control and informed train-

ing groups
di

enhanced

their

summary

efficiency, the blind training

group

d not.
P,ule appl

ication. In generaì ,

ference among treatment groups

of

summary

inproved

writing rures to

significantry

on

resul

for the

summaries

their

ts

showed no

significant dif_

process variable, the application

of history text. All

students

performance except ress competent read-

ers in the informed training group, who onry maintained

initiar

mean

performance Ievels,
No

significant dífference

the appìication of

sumrnary

was found anong the

writing rules to sociology passages,

anaìysis of pre and immediate posttest means
groups improved

training groups for

significan y in the use of

showed

summary

posthoc

that a]l training
writing rules.

significant differences were found for the way in which subjects in
of the training groups app] ied summary writìng rules across texts.
Competency Level

No

any

s

Competent readers included

significant'ly

more

nain ideas in

sum_

of history texts than less competent readers. There were no sig_
nificant differences betbreen cornpetency revers in sumnary writing effimaries

ciency and ruie application

abirity for the

summarization

of history
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text.

comparisons

of pre and immediate posttest

in the seìf-control training

competent readers

means suggested

group ímproved

that

their

main

in the appropriate direction even if inprovement was not
significant. r'rhíle no significant increases r{ere detected for e.i ther
idea scores

or less cornpetent readers in regard to sumnary writing effi_
ciency' significant increases
noted for both conpetent and ress
conpetent

'uere

competent readers

in the application of

In the transfer situation
was no

summarization rules.

(summarizing socioiogy passages

),

significant difference between competency levels for the

there

rnain

idea measure. However, competent readers obtained significantry h.igher

efficiency and summary writing rure apprication scores than ress competent readers. Overall, competent and less competent readers signifi_
cantiy increased their efficiency and rule
immediate

po

s

ttes

appl

ication

means

fron pre to

t.

There was no treatment by competency interaction on the immediate

posttest for any of the summarization measures for either history or
soci ol ogy text.

Del

ayed posttest

Surnma

ri

es

Trai ni ng and Transfer Effects
Main

ideas.

When

the deìayed posttest summarization maintenance

transfer protocols were examined, results of the study indicated
that the trend in the performance of the self-contror and b] ind training
and

groups

continued. There

rnain ídeas included

groups'

in

The informed

was no

significant difference in the number of

of histor"y passages for those two
training group continued to display significantly
summaries

lower main idea scores. However, post-hoc ana.lysis of differences

-159between imnediate and derayed

posttest

mean perfornance reveared

that

the self-control and informed training groups maintained their prefornance' while the brind training group had a further significant dnop,

l,lith regard to main ideas in

of sociology texts, results

summaries

indicated significanüy superior performance by students given se1 fcontrol training. There was no significant difference jn the perforn_
ance

of students given inforned

and

blind training. Students in

self-contror training group naintained their
immediate

to the delayed posttest.

mean performance from the

Drops vrere evident

for the

informed

training group but decreases vJere not significant. 0n the other
signìficant drops were evident for the blind trajning group.

Efficiency. Resuits for
text

summaries

the

hand,

wríting efficiency for history
revealed no significant differences among training

groups. Findings aìso

showed

summary

that atì training

groups maintained

their

efficiency performance across immediate and deìayed posttest times.
In terms of efficiency in summarizing sociology passages, findings

significantly superior performance by the seìf-control training
group. In contrast, there was no significant difference between the
revealed

informed and blind
maintained

times.

its

training group.

The

self-control training

mean performance across immediate and delayed

The nean performance

of the informed

and

group

posttest

blind training

groups

dropped, but decreases were not signifícant.
Ruie

application.

the appiication of

addition'

al

No

summary

significant treatment effect

þras found

for

wrìting rules to history text summaries.

l training groups maintained their

In

ruìe appìication perforrn-

ance across immediate and delayed posttest tines.

-1600n the other hand, the

cantìy more

self_control training group applied signifi_

writing nules to their delayed sociology text sum_
naries than the informed and bìind traini ng groups. The self-control
traíning group aìso maintajned its mean performance on the delayed post_

test.

summary

Drops were evident

for the informed

and brind tr^aining groups but

they were not significant.

Conpetency Level

s

significant differences in percent of main ideas, summary writ_
ing efficiency and rule appl ication were found between competent and
No

ìess cornpetent readers for summaries of history passages, Anaìysis
of
performance across posttest times índicated a signifícant
decrease in
main ideas used by competent readers

in the blind training

group, caûs_

ing the overall main idea performance of competent readers to decline

significantly.

However, both competency

ievels maintained

mean

effi_

ciency and sumnary rule application performance. There was a signifi_
cant delayed posttest treatment by cornpetency interaction for use
of
main ideas in history text. These resurts suggest that btind training
was more appropriate

for less

competent readers, while

explicit self_

control training was appropriate for competent readers. The initial
high performance rever of ress competent readers in the brind
training
group regarding the inclusion

nay account

of nain ídeas in history text

summries

for this spurious effect.

In the delayed posttest transfer situation (surnrnarizing sociology
texts), conpetent readers continued to achieve significantìy higher efficiency and summary writing.rule appiication scores than .less competent
readers. As well, competent readers achieved significan y higher main

-161 ideas scores. }lith the exception

of less

competent readers

in the blind

training group, competency ievels across training gnoups maintained nean
performance levels on al I summary writing variables from immediate
to
delayed

posttest.

There was no evidence

petency interaction
passage main

conpetency

ideas,

of

treatment by reading

for main ideas as had been the

com_

case with history

There was also no s.ignificant treatment by reading

interaction for either writing efficiency or rule applica_

tion.

Interview
Analysis

Resul

ts

of varjance conducted on the interview ratings that

assessed students' metacognitive knowledge regarding

to

being able

summarize revealed

the importance of

a significant main effect in favour of

the seìf-control training group. There was no significant difference in
the ratings of students in the informed and blind training groups.
Exanination of the interview responses colected tþ/o months after

instruction

ratings for students in the self-control training
groups were higher than that of students in the other training groups,
showed why

overali, students in the serf-contror training

group had

better proce-

dural and conditionar knowredge. They were abre to provide more summary
writing steps and at the same time give insights into their ability to

control their use of the
trol

,

some

understand

the

sunmary

writing strategy.

l,li

th

regard

to

con-

typical explanations were "First you read the passage and
it and then you star all important points', and after usíng

writing rules, "...you check it and poìish it." students in
the self-control traíning group were able to explain that sunmary writsumrnary

íng was important because

it

was

not possibìe to recall and write

-162everything read

in

any passage and

that the skiil could be used in

tak_

ing notes, in shortening any passâge or story.
0n the other hand, although students

in the

informed training group

of the summary writing strategy, their
metacognitive knowledge was not very different from that of students in
the bìind training group who had to develop their own metacognitive
knowledge. Students in the informed training group couìd not remember
were taught the significance

precisely the value of summarizing. Sone of their expìanations included
"It makes it easier on you when you have a long story to tell,' and

"...1ike

say you

won't...wh..,do a rot of work." In the brind training

group, very few students had ideas

of the significance of

summarizing.

For example, after much der iberation a competent reader had to acknowledge, "I don't know." Such findings reinforced the need for self_

control training and indicated
group had better overal

l

why students

perforrnance on

Di

Trai ni ng Group

the delayed posttest.

scussi on

s

Findings for main ideas incruded
ed

in the self-control training

that both the self-control

able to maintain their

in history text

and informed

initiar

training

summaries suggest-

groups were

at least

performance on immediate post treatment

summaries. The blind training group, on the other hand, did not main_

tain its initiatiy high history main idea scores. This could have been
the result of the fact that the blind training group uJas not rnade aware
of the significance of the summarization interventíon strategy, a con_
tention which would be strongly supported by Brown,

Campione and Day

(1981) and Brown, Bransford, Ferrara and Campione (19g2).
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Findings for main ideas used in summaries

of sociology texts indi_
cated gains in the immediate posttest situation for the self-controì and
inforrned training groups, thus suggesting a transfer

of training effect.

In addition, individual group performance was not significantìy different for history and sociology passages. Gains were not evident for the
bìind traíníng group, that in contrast to their performance on history

text incorporated

feh¡er nain ideas

in

summaries

of sociology text,

Thís

finding suggests that with respect to the main idea measure, blind
training resulted not onry in fai rure to maintain originaiìy high performance levels but also

faiìure to generalize the strategy to a new or
similar situation. Again, this could be attributed to the exclusíon of
metacognitive strategies

aì.,

1981

;

Brown

et

al

in the instructional intervention

(Brown et

.,1982),

Thus, findings suggest that with respect

to the main idea variable,
self-control training may have a nore facil itative effect then either
informed or bìind training. while students in the informed training
group did not make

significant drops in their history main idea mean

performance they were nonetheless unabre
ance
al

'ly

to achieve at the

level as the self-controì training group with
equa

I

whom

same perform-

they were initi-

.

I'luch could be discerned from

writing rule

the findings on the efficiency

and

ication scores for history and sociology pass_
ages. The non-significant differences anong training groups on both
sumnary

appl

variables for both types of text on the immediate posttest suggest that
self-control , informed and blind training generalry faciritated sixth
graders' efficiency and rule apprication
summarizing

ability not onry in

regard to

history text but aìso sociology text to which such skills
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to

y,ene

transferred. Aithough the brind training group did not irnprove on its efficiency in sumrnarizing socioìogy passages, findings
gen_

lv

be

that despite differences in instructionar expricitness, ìeveì.of expricitness did not make a difference in how weri grade
eral

demonstrated

six students appìied

writing ruies to history and socioìogy text
were inmediately after an instructionar

summary

and how efficient summaries
phase.

The

control

,

results of the two-nonth derayed

summaries suggested

that serf-

inforned and blind training continued to facir itate sixth

graders' efficiency and rule appl ication ín summarízing history passages
in a similar manner since arì groups sustained their mean performance

levels

and there were no

formance on

either of these two measures.

viously, a comparison of
decì

significant differences in síxth graders,

per_

However, as described pre_

immediate and deìayed

posttest data indicated

ine in the blind training groups' main idea

summary

ance, suggesting that blind training was inadequate

writing

a

perform-

for herping students

for incruding main ideas ín summaries. This could
be a result of exìuding the teaching of metacognitive strategies
in the
understand the reason

training, since both the seif-contror
maí ntai ned their performance leveìs.
though decreases

in

scores on

and the informed

aìl

training

groups

writing variables for
sociology texts were evident for the informed and brind training groups,
A1

they were not

summary

significant.

0n the other hand, the self-control training
group experienced no perfornance drops; they included
significantry more
main ideas, were
more

significanfly

rules in summarizing

more

efficient,

ied significantìy
sociology passages. Study findings suggest
and appl

that while seìf-contror, informed and brind training herp sixth

graders

-165maintain efficiency and rule application strategies

in the context of
history text, self-contror training is most appropriate for generaiization. l'li th respect to main ideas, bì ind training proved inadequate both
immedíately

after the instructional

phase and

after a two month delay.

training facilitated transfer after instruction, however, after
a delay, seìf-control training was more facílitative than informed
Informed

tra i ni ng,
The superior performance

of the serf-contror training group in the
transfer situation could be attributed to the fact that after a two
nonth delay their netacognitive knowredge regarding summary writing was
higher than that of the ínforned and blind training groups.
Competency Leve l s

l'lhile there were indications that immediatery after the instructional phase, competent readers outperformed less competent readers in
the

of nain ideas included in history text surimaries and in efficiency and rule application in the transfer situation, interactions
number

betureen

The

training conditions and reading

competency were

findings therefore suggest that for the

employed, competent and less competent

summary

sixth

not significant.

writíng

measures

grade readers were affected

by self-control' informed and blind training but to different degrees.
Nevertheless, this research provided no evidence that competent and ìess
competent readers require

different levels of instructional explicit-

ness. This finding may be pecuì iar to this stu_dy and may be explained
by the fact that there was no clear denarcation in reading conpetency
levels which was determined by the median score of 46 on the Gates

Ginitie

comprehension

subtest: 46 and above for

Mac-

competent readers; be-
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low 46

tion

for less competent readers. Thus a sufficien y clear distinc-

was not made between competent and

less competent readers.

ther, the sample size was small, resultìng Ín
tests of significance.
Thus, the findings
ed and

reduced power

of this study suggest that

blind training do not

have any

for

self_contro.l

,

Fur_

the

inform_

differential effect on competent

and less competent
'immediately
mary

rule

groups

sixth grader readers' abiìity to write summaries
after an instructional phase in terms of efficiency and sum-

appì

ication. All

of sixth graders.

treôtments are equally effective

for

both

findings, however, suggest that with res_
pect to the main idea variabre, seìf-controì training may be most herpThe

ful for both corxpetency levels.
For deìayed posttest summaries of history passages, findings
revealed no

significant differences

between cornpetent and

less

competent

sixth grade readers on any of the dependent measures. Each competency
level generally maintained performance levels over posttest times. In
the transfer situation (summarizing sociology texts), competent readers
achieved significantly higher main idea, efficÍency and summary writing

ruìe application scores.

However, since there was spurious interaction

between treatment and reading competency

delayed

posttest,

it

must be concluded

self-controì, informed
competent readers

for

and

In

summary,

No

-

none

main ideas on the

of the treatments -

affected competent and less

treatnent was significantìy better

level or the other.

self-control

writing efficiency

that

blind training

differentìy,

one reading competency

for history

,

informed and blind training

facilitate

rule application both competent and less
competent readers with respect to history passages. Self_controì train_
summary

and

-167ing appears to be most effective for history main ídeas.

However, with

respect to sociology text summaries, the tnansfer task, self_control

training appeared to be most advantageous for continued generalization
of aì1 summary writing measures,
the findings of this study suggest that the nost expricit
ievel of instruction, self-control training is most effective for helping competent and less competent readers realize that an intervention
0verall

'

strate$/ for creating text sunmaries is appropriate and effective for
independent learning. Like informed and blind training, serf-control
training was useful in helping students use summarj/ writing rules and in
facil itating

summary

writing efficiency for history

text.

However,

self-control training .seemed most useful for the inclusion of main ideas
in history text summaries and was rnost appropriate for all summary writ_
ing

measures

in the transfer situatjon of

summarizing sociology text.

Conclusions

In sunna¡y, the following conclusions are drawn:
1.

The most

grade

beneficial

six is the most

because

writing intervention strategy for
explicit level of self-control training

summary

self-control .training

is faciìitative

not only of stra_

in the trained context, but also for the con_
tinued transfer of strategy use,
tegy maintenance

2.

Self-control

,

informed and blind

training

do not

interact with

reading competency. Therefore treatments do not have differen_

tial effects on the summary writing ability of competent and
less conpetent sixth grade readers, Nevertheless, self_control

training is

most appropriate

for both

competency

levels since

it.is facilitative of strategy maintenance and most facil ita_
ti ve of continued transfer.
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Educational Impì i cati
Two rnajor

ons

conciusions were drawn, one rerating to treatment effect,

the other to competency level

,

students given seìf-contror training rnaintained strategy use in the
context in which they were taught (summarizing history text) and in con¡_
parison with students

in the other training

groups Þ/ere most proficient

in continuing to apply the intervention in a transfer situation
marizing sociology text

).

Results indicated that with respect
and

rule

appi

ication, sixth graders

blind training

(sum_

rece

to

summary

writing efficiency

ivi ng sel f-control, i nformed

and

ied summarization intervention strategies in much the
same vray immediately after an instructional phase both in the context
in
appl

in a transfer situation. Resuìts arso sugafter instruction seìf-control training seemed

which they were taught and
gested

that immediately

faciìitative of summary writing as measured by the main idea variabie. After a time rapse of two nonths, students given informed and
most

blind training were abìe to maintain strategy efficiency and rute apprication use in the context in which they wer"e taught. The performance of
the informed training group on the two measures dropped on the transfer
task but not significantìy. The brind training group made no gains on
the efficiency measure but performance dropped, aìthough not significantly, on rul e appì ication.
Accordingìy,

it is recommended that in teaching grade six students

to sunmarize, self-control training should be enpl oyed using the
tetrahedral model which proved to be effective in herping students
understand the

generalizabiìity of the intervention strategy.
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l,lith the exception of one unusual case, the effects of self_
control , informed and blind training were not found to interact with
reading competency. Although competent readers were generally better at

transferring the summarization strategy taught, fíndings suggest that
generaì 1y, i n the l ong run, sel f-control trai ni ng best faci I i tates
summary

writing for both

competent and less competent

the resuìts, self-control training
the development of learning

is

recomrnended

readers.

Based on

in order to enhance

independence.

Limitations of the Study
Although the results

of this study are revealing, all

must be considered within the franework

conclusions

of the study's linitations.

These are:

1.

Because subjects were from

three different classes,

tion of subjects of treatment groups
class was in a different school .

2.

Due

to a small overai l

clear delineation

sample

was

size, it

randomiza_

impracticable.

Each

to

make

was impossible

between reading conpetency

a

levels. In addi_

tion, there were small numbers in sone ce1 ls, notably competent
and less competent readers in the informed training group and
less competent readers in the blind training group. This re_
sulted in lack of statistical power,

3.

The Gates McGinitie standarized

tive

enough neasure

conpetent readers.

text did not seem to be sensi_

to discriminate

between competent and less

-170-

4.

Instruction was carried out using passages from the fíeld of
history. Generalizabiìity of findings are therefore limited
due

to the use of only

one

text type _ social studies,

Readíng

materials from different content areas ane characterízed

different features. l.lhile

it

wouìd have been

ideal to

by

study

the effects of summarization intervention strategies on stu_
dents' abirity to summarize texts from different content areas
such a study would need
pe

5,

to take place over a much longer time

ri od.

Transfer must be treated with some caution since socioìogy
passages used

to test transfer of strategy

from textbooks concerned mainly

6. It

use were selected

with history.

not possible to determine the reìiabirity of the testing
instruments. The instances in which surnmary writíng rules were
was

applícable to each passage

varied. It

that these shortcomings

would

the

testing

same degree because

affect

was assumed, however,

each treatment group to

passages were counterbalanced

across testi ng tírnes.

7.

Post-hoc analysis nust be treated with caution because

of

un_

equal variances across

training groups on sone sunlmary writing
measures. Besides, multiple unplanned post_hoc comparisons in_
crease experimentwise

errors, the possibiìity that

hypotheses

are accepted when they are not true.

Suggestions

for Further

Resea

rch

This study shourd be replicated to heìp estabrish the effects of
self-control , inforned and brind training on summary writing performance

-L7Lusing a larger sample of competent and less competent sixth grade

readers. A doze test might be a better

measure than the Gates i,lcGinitie

to delineate conpetent from less conpetent
The

graders'

effects of serf-control

,

readers.

informed and blind

training on sixth

writing abirity couid arso be investigated using content other than social studies to establ ish whether the sane trends re_
summary

sult using different text types.
Another suggestion

tion

for future

research

is to exprore the correra-

sixth graders, metacognitive knog,ledge (gathered through
pretreatnent interview) and their summary vrriting ability.
Students in the brind training group had been taught to outrine
between

content area text prior
be

to

compare

the

procedure used

to the experiment.

summaries

in the

study

An interesting study would

of subjects taught to summarize using the
with the summaries of subjects taught to

outl ine and those taught alternative sunmarization strategies such
that suggested by Taylor (1982).

as

a
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APPENDIX

Instructional
TORONTO

B

passages

IN THE 1870s

in the lg70s was important as a trading centre. It was a
fast growing city of r00,000 people. it was the centre of governnent,
of commerce and of banking. There were as yet few heavy industries
to
block the view of the lake or fill the sky with smoke. Hamilton
and
Toronto

Montreal $¡ere the industriar

cities.

Toronto

uras more

important as

a

tradi ng centre.
The railways had made Toronto the great trading centre
it r.ras, In
the 1850s, raiìways had been buiìt rinking Toronto with Montrear,

Kingston, Hamilton, London, Coìlingwood, l,ljndsor, and Sarnia.
By the
1870s, branch rines reached towns as far away as Sudbury.
The tracks
of the Great l,lestern, the Northern, the Grand Trunk, and the Toronto
and Grey Bruce Railways fanned out from Toronto Harbour.
They ìooked

like the fingers of a giant hand. The rair rines connected with stearnships and saiìing schooners to carry goods from Europe and
the united
States.

Union Stati on
The pride

of Toronto's t,/aterfront in the 1g70s was the new Union
Station. The cornerstone had been laid in 1872. A year later, its
three towers reflected in the waten of the lake. passengers
enteríng
the city at union station saw the busy boats just outside the window.
Peopìe were sailing and rowing for fun. ships were
brínging cargoes to
the

dock s.

Garrod, S.,.McFadden, F., & Neering, R. (f9SO). Canada Growth
of
Nation. (Firzhenry & Hhiteside I_iñíte¿) p. âi.2.

,

a
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VANCOUVER

Vancouver became a

pitaì

-

was

so many

workers.

buiìt.

IN THE LATE

NINETEENTH CEI¡TURY

city in April, lgg6. in the same month, a hos_

There were many accidents

that the hospital

had

in the forests

to put up tents to

house

and sawmiir

the injured

other buildings were going up all over the city.
0n June 13th, igg6, disaster struck the fastgrowing
new city.

Fire

Houses and

swept through the newry

city was on fire.
'ì
ay in ru i ns.
brhole

built

wooden

buirdings. In rninutes the

Twenty peopìe died

in the fire

and the town

Recovery and Growth

A week ìater, r00 new buildings had been buirt. vancouver
never
'looked back.
By spring 1887, it was a busiling young city with many

stores, warehouses, hoters and houses.
by side with steam shÍps
were a roller-skating
And there was

wooden

at the many docks

rink.

saiìing ships stood side

along the harbour. There

An opera house was under construction.

a railroad station. In

May

train fron Montreal arrived in Vancouver.

of l'g7, the first

passenger

The passengers were met by

excited crowds, brass bands, and fìags and streaners flying
every_
where.

Vancouver's population grew

quickly.

people carne by

ship to find work in the forests, mines and the

city.

train

and

new businesses

of

There were bìack and white Americans; there were French

and

the

Engìish Canadians from the east; there were new immigrants frorn
the
British Isies; and there were Chinese who had been brought over
to
buird the rairroad and v,ork in the mines. There were stiìì
Indian vi,r _
I

ages around the

city.

_147_

streets of the expanding cíty were poorìy paved, Granville
Street was stili a sea of mud for nost of the year. in the
heart of
the to¡,n, a few streets were paved with wooden p,ìanks or blocks.
The

The

first

asphart pavement was raid arong cordova street

in 1g91.

soon

other streets were paved. water and sewer systems were instailed
under
the streets at the same time,
Garrod, S.,.McFadden, F., & I,leering, R. (1980). Canada
Growth of
Nation. (F.itzhenry & l.lhireside Liñíte¿1,-p.-áie.

THE SEARCH FOR THE NORTHI,IEST

a

PASSAGE

definiteìy in the way. you couìdn,t go over it to
reach China and Japan. you couldn,t go through it _
at ,least, no one
Anerica was

had found a water route

to the west. yet there must be some way of

getting past this bulky continent that barred the

way

to the orient.

Henry Hudson
one explorer
who

to tackle the north

sailed for HoÏand,

was Henry Hudson. An Englishman

Hudson exprored Hudson

1610. But Arctic ice is cruel to

men

at sea.

strait

and Hudson Bay in

The nights are long and

lonely and the weather freezing cord. soon Hudson's men
denanded that
the ships return home. Hudson refused. The crew threw
Hudson,

his

and the royar crew members

were never seen

again.

into a srna'r boat

and set them

adrift.

son

They

set off for home. Four stood
for piracy. Robert Byìot, who had joined the mutineers, was
not

trial
tried.
sel

f.

He went on

The mutineers

to an honoured career as an Arctic explorer

him_
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The Passage

Is

_

Found

In the following years, more ships came to the bay. These ships
and the men aboard were more interested in the furs that might
be found
on ìand than they were in breaking through the ice to the west.
The
search for the passage continued, however. Final .ly, at the beginning

of the twentieth century, a Norwegian, Ronaìd Amundsen,
through the Northwest passage
she only held a crew

trip

from 1903

of six.

to 1906. In

in the Gjoa.
RCMp

the trip

The Gjoa was so sma]l that

The ship took three years

1942, an

made

ship, the St.

to

make the

Roach, captain_

ed by Sergeant Henry Larsen, made an uninterrupted journey through
the
Northwest Passage from the west to the east. In 1944, the voyage
was

repeated from the east

to the west.
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HALIFAX DURING THE I.JAR OF

of

a

I8I2

Halifax was a tov{n of merchants in the early lg00s. Ships chand_
lers' and provisioners' shops ìined l.later street. 0ther merchants

soid

timber to markets in
were imported fron

Britain.

Britain or

Most

New

of the

goods sold

in Harifax shops

Engìand. Several merchants grelr

wealthy selìing these imported goods.

clerks worked as nany as twelve hours a day. They began
early in the morning, often before daylight. The floors had to be
Shop

swept,

fires lit,

young clerks

candles and ìarnps trinmed, and stocks arranged.

iived in the shops where they worked. Their

cubbyholes beneath the shop counters.

Many

bedrooms were

,l

The Town

usefur.

r'rany peopìe had no

the night

weil."

clock, set into the

hilr

beneath the

citader,

vúas

very

r.ratches. The time was arso carìed out

watchman going about

0ften he could not

oo

hjs rounds:

"Ten o,clock and

call ,,all's well.',

all,s

soldiers

Drunken

by

and

sailors wouìd get into fights.
Fires were common. Halifax was .largely

together.
lamps

Homes

were heated

with

wood

wooden houses,

fires.

or coal

built

Candles

close

or oil

lit

the rooms. Fires were fought by vorunteer groups called Fire
clubs' There were severar rivaì fire crubs; they competed to see vrhích
club could be the first to reach a fire. The volunteers wouid be
alerted by the ringing of the

fire bell.

l^then

the bell rang, they

their jobs, often in their best crothes. Fires were
fought with bucket brigades. Long Iines of sweating leather_caped

wouìd rush from

firemen passed buckets from hand to hand.

Halifax had no water rnains and no running water in homes. The
water supply came from big wooden pumps in the streets. Most
streets
were unpaved. Water Street was paved
began

in lg16_17. But the pavement

to sink into the mud armost at once.

the main

street.

There were no sewers

wooden sidewarks

or public

Garrod, S.,.McFadden, F., & Neering, R. (1980).
Nation. (Fitzhenry & l,lhiteside Liñíted), pp,'i

garbage

ran aìong

collection.

Canada Growth

of

a

SETTLERS ON THE PRAIRIES

The great frood

of

immigrants from turope and the uniteir states

the Prairies the fastest growing area of canada at the end
of the
nineteenth century. The raiiway carried the European setflers
made

from the

ports of eastern Canada to cities like l,linnipeg.

-igotheir arrival at Hinnipeg, the new imrnigrants were housed
for a
short time in Immigration Hall. There they were fed and
c.l othed until
0n

jobs. At Immigration Halì, Canadian
checked the newcomers carefuìly. Some of
the immigrants night

they were able to find land or
doctors

have become

epidemic

of

some

sick during their long
sickness

of the

to

trip

from Europe. No one wanted

an

spread.

immignants stayed

in the cities,

Others became farm_

ers on the cheap or free land that was avai.lable. Some
of the
grants who wished to farm came on their own.
0thers

immi_

vlere brought in

groups by companies. Some groups came
together because they came from
the same country. others were members of the same reìigious
groups.

Ukrainian Setilers

of immigrants came from the area we no,u know as the
Ukraine. This is a flat region, simiìar in c.l imate and
landscape to
the Prairies, Wheat and other grains are grown there.
A number

The Ukrainjans h,ould

usually

set e together ín the same area.

They u.'ourd share such tasks as crearing

and harvesting the

crops.

dress according to

their

wanted

to preserve their

They continued

igious

own

i

speak

their

their

own

culture. This sometimes
rike

own language

religion.

They

meant that

them because they ,uere

different.

Groups

Many immigrants came

gion

to

own ways and keep

English-speaking peopìe did not

Rel

ìand, buirding houses and barns

freely.

tes and the

Among them

Doukhobors.

ín order to be abìe to practice their

trere the Mormons, the Hutterites, the

re] i_

Mennon_

- 191 The Mormons carne from

ites

the United States, The Huttenites,

fled from Europe. They refused to fight
soldiers in the armies of Russia and prussia.
and Doukhobors

Mennon_

as

Garrod, S., McFadden. F., & Neerjng, R. (19g0). Canada
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APPENDIX

Summary

Definition and Ruìes for BHnd and Informed Training
Defi nl

A summary

ti

is

why

it

Groups

on

is a shortened form of a passage, It

sane thing as the

That

C

originaì passage does, but
is calied a summary.

it

says

says basically the

it in fewer words.

A summary does not contain your opinions. you may
think that the
author of the passage is crazy and that the passage is
But you do not say so in your summary. A summary
version of the passage, nothing nore.
Four Rules

1.

Reduce
name

2.
3,

ìists:

for

each

is

on.ly a shortened

for t{rifing a Sumnary

one vúay to reduce

lists is to use a word or phrase

list.

the topic sentence from a paragraph if one is gíven to
is a summary of the paragraph.
Make your own topic sentence if one is not given.
Not
Use

a.l

paragraphs have

4.

full of lies.

Get

rid of

short,

it

topic

unnecessary

you. it

I

sentence s.

detail.

Since a summary is meant to be
should not include repeated or unimportant information.
A Final

I dea

Polish the summary. Hhen a ìot of information is reduced
frorn
original passage, the remaining information often sounds unnatural
.

Fix this problem by

rnak.ing

a better sounding summary.

an
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APPENDIX

Additional

summary

D

t'rriting Rures for Serf-contror rraÍning

Five General Steps to Help with the Four Rules for
I'IAKE suRE YOu UNDERSTAND THE

passage
i dea

Group

ïriting a Summary

pAssAcE. Ask yourserf "what
was thís

about?" "Hhat did the writer say?" Try to say the centra.l

to yourseì f.

L00K BACK. Reread

the passage to

make suì"e you

got the central idea

right.

Also read to make sure that you realìy understand what
the
important parts of the passage are. Star important parts.

NO},I USE THE FOUR

SPECIFIC RULES FOR WRITIÑG A

SUMMARY

RETHINK. Reread a paragraph

idea of the paragraph
Have you underlined

of the passage. Try to say the main
to yourserf. Is the main idea a topic sentence?

it? 0r is the topic sentence missing? if it

is

missing, have you written one in the margin?
CHECK. Did you leave

in

any

lísts?

Make sure you do

out in your summary. Did you repeat yourseìf?
D0UBLE-CHECK. Did

you skip anything?

not

list

l4ake sure you

things

did not.

Is all the ímportant informa_

tion in your sunmary? Are there any paragraphs thôt you forgot
to
mari ze?

sum_
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Four Specific Ruies

If

_

for l{ritîng a Sunnary

list of things try to think of a word or
phrase name for the whole list. For example,
if you see a list like
LISTS.

REDUCE

you see a

eyes, ears, neck, arms and iegs, you could say ,,parts
of the body,, _ or
"body parts". Just vrrite the name of the things on _ ríght
above
the

exampl es.

A T0PIC

yOU. Often authors write a
sentence that summarizes a whole paragraph. It
Ís calied a topic sen tence. If the author gives you one, underl ine it and use it
in your
USE

s

STNTENCE

IF

ONE

IS

GIVEN T0

ummary.

T'pIC SENTENCE. Unfortunately, not aìl paragraphs
have
'l.tN
topic sentences.
That means that you may have to make up one for your_
self. If you do not see a topic sentence, write one of your ortün
in the
margin. Use your sentence ín the summary.
MAKE Y'UR

GET RID

0F

DETAIL. some information can be repeated in
passage. In other words, the same thing can
be said in a nurnber of
UNNECESSAR'

different ways, all in

a

one passage. Other information can be unimpor_
tant. Since summaries are meant to be short, get rid of repeated
or
unimportant information. Use a red pencil to
cross repeated informa_
tion. use a green pencir to cross out unimportant information.

A FÍnai Idea
POLISH THE SUilMARy. When

original
Fix this
words

a

lot of information is

reduced from

an

passage, the remaining information often
sounds unnaturaì.
problem by making a better sounding summary. you

ìike

may add

"and',

or

"because".
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E

Checklist Used by Setf-Control Training

Group

CHECKLIST

l,lrite 'yes' or 'no' in the
the foì

Iowi

1. .-I

space provided

ng statements,

made

sure that

I

understood the passage.

"what was the passage about?,' "l,lhat

2'

at the beginning of each of

I

asked

did the writer

myser

f

say?,,

reread the passage to make sure that I understood
what the
important parts were and starred the important parts.

-I
. _I
f ound al I I i sts and reduced each
to a word or phrase name.
4. _I
underlined all topic sentences,
5' -----.-..-I made up topic sentences for paragraphs that did not
3

have

them,

6. _I
crossed out information that was repeated.
7.
crossed out i nforrnation that was not important,
_I
8.
¡rrote ry summary using the information that was
left,
9'
rechecked Íìy work to nake certain that al
I four summariza
-I
tion ruì es were used.
-I
10. _I
pol ished my summary and made it
sound better.
Compl

ete the fol

other times

ì owi

I

ng:

might read through a passage and nake a sunmary
are:
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APPENDIX F

Sample Lesson plans

Bl

for Training

ind Training

Groups

Group

,

Cl

ass:

Age Range:

Topic:
Time:

Grade

6

IL _ tz
Summary l,,lri

ti

ng

60 mi nutes

Objecti ve:

students

wilr

be abre

to

sunmarize the passage

entited

,,Toronto

in the 1870s,'.
Materi al s:

Chalkboard and chalk; overhead

,
:

to in the 1970s" extracted from an authorized

I

passage

Grade

,extbook, "canada Growth of a Nation"; handout on
includes specific ruìes for summarizing texts.
previous

I

projector;

entit.led

,,Toron_

6 sociar studies

summary

writing

whích

Knowì edge:

Students have notions

of main ideas of a passage and redundant

and

information in a passage. They are able to use
superordi'nimportant
nates in place of a list of exampìes. They have ideas
about Toronto,

_ 197

_

PREPARATION

Introduction (S mi ns. ):
The investigator informs students
passage about roronto

that they are going to read a

in the earry days and then creates interest in

the topic and activates students' previous knowledge through
questioning. Investigator introduces new words in passage in context _ com_
merce, schooner and connected
cusses them

Devel opmen

Step

I

(ìn relation to the railroad) _ and dis_

with students.

t:

(10 mins.):

Teacher asks students
must read the

tíile

to preview or survey the seìection.

They

and other subheadings (DR_TA).

After reading the

title

and

first

sentence

of the first section of

the passage, students are asked questions ìike "what do you
think this
sectíon is going to be about?,, "l,Jhat eìse?,' ,,Hhy2u The questions
are designed so that students are invo,l ved
sizing.
Students are asked

to

check

predicting and hypothe_

their predictions.

find out if they are rjght or to find out
Students are asked to read the first
Students are stopped so

in

They must read to

is right.
secÈion silen y.
who

that they can verify or reject prediction5

through di scussions.

to

Before reading the next section ',Unjon Station,, students
are asked
predict what they believe that section ís about,

- 198 DEMONSTRATION

2 (5 mins. ):

Step

After the

:

passage has been completely read and understood
by stu_

dents, the investigator telrs students that she is going
to teach them
how to summarize the text. she ericits a definition
of a summary.
' After receiving students' explanations, the investigator presents
definjtion of a summary on the overhead projector.

the investigator presents a different passage entifled ,,pot'ì
atch" on the overhead projector followed by a sumrnary of
it.
Then

investigator then presents rures for constructing a
the overhead p roj ecto r.
The

3 (15 mins. ):

Step

,

summary on

The investigator shows students how

to appiy the rures of

ation to "Toronto in the 1g70s". First students are taught
to

ìists

:
,

such as "centre

tre of

of

government,

of

cormerce and

summari-

reduce

of banking,, (cen_

business).

fhen students are shown how to select topic sentences
from

para_

graphs.

Students are

:
:

later

such as "Toronto was more

urked

to delete

such information

Students are

tion

to get rid of repeated information
important as a trading centre,,. They are

shown how

finaìry

with a red pencil.

shown how

such as "There were as

to get rid of unimportant inforna-

yet few heavy industries to brock the view
of the lake',. They are asked to delete such information with a green
pencil.

- 199
Concl

_

usion (5 mins. ):

The investigator concludes by reviewing the rules
summarization through questioning, She asks

for

for exanple: l.lhat ís

summary? Hhat are the rules

for

summary

writing?

PRACTICE

Eval uati

on (20 mins. ):

Students are asked

to write their

summary

of

,,Toronto

1870s " .

(Students receive no feedback on
performance.

)

their

summary

writing

in

the

a

_200_
Informed Traininq Grouo

Cl

ass:

Grade

Age Range: 11

c:
Time:
Topi

-

6

L2

Summary

60

mi

wríting

ns,

objecti ve:
Students

will

be able

to

summarize

the

passâge

enti

ed ,,Toronto

in the 1870s".
Materi al

s:

Chalkboard and chalk; overhead

to in the

projector;

passage

ed

,,Toron_

1870s" extracted from an authorized grade 6 sociar studies

textbook, "canada Growth of a Nation"; handout on
includes specific ruies for sunmarizing texts.
Previous

enti

surnmary

wrjting

which

Knowì edge:

Students have notions
unimportant information

ates in place of a

of main ideas of a passage and redundant

in a passage.

They are abte

to use superordin_

list of exanples. They have ideas of Toronto.
PREPARATION

Introduction (5 ni ns. ):
The investigator informs students
passage about Toronto

and

that they are going to read a

in the early days and then creates interest in

-

20'J,

-

the topic and activates students' previous knowledge through questioning. The investigator introduces new words in passage in context _
commerce, schooner, and connected

cusses then

wi

th

(in reiation to the rail) _ and dis_

students.

Devel opment

Step

I

(10 mins.):

Teacher asks students

must read the

title

to preview or survey the selectÍon.

They

and other subheadings (DR_TA).

After reading the

titte

and

first

sentence

of the first section of

the passage, students are asked questions Iike "what do you
think this
section ís going to be about?" ,,What else?,, ,'l,rlhy?, The questions
encourage students

to predict

Students are asked

to

and hypothesize.

check

their predÍctions.

They must read to

find out if they are night or to find out who is right.
Students are asked to read the first section of the
selection
si

I

ently.
Students are stopped so

that they can verify or reject predicticins

through discussion.

to

Before reading the next section "union station" students
are aksed
predict what they believe that section is about.

-202DEÞIONSTRATION AND EXPLANATION OF STRATEGY
VALUE

Step

2 (5 rnins.);
After the total

forms students

that

passage has been completed

one way

to help us remember

the investigator in_
what we are reading

are reading to find out ís to summarize the text. The investi_
gator asks students questions like ,'l,lhat is a summary?',
After receiv_
when we

ing students' expìanations, the investigator presents definition
of
summary on the overhead projector".
The ínvestigator exprains

the passage because there
information

wilI

is

be easier

is

condensed and

to

remember

to students that it is

summary

of it

to

summarize

too much information to remember.

the important points are written

If

the

it

down

it.

The investigator presents a

a

good

a

different text

enti

ed "po atch,,

and

on the overhead projector.

The investigator presents ruìes
head projecton and exprains

for writing

that students can use those

rules for pnactically any passage they
passage may be based on any aspect

ject

a

Step

3 (20 mins.):

summary on

need and want

the over_

summary

wrìting

to renember.

of social studies or any other

The

sub_

rea.

The investigator shows students how to appìy the rules

of

summari_

zation to the selection and emphasizes the jmportance of each
of the
rul es,
The investigator shows students how
such as "centre

of

government,

of

to

reduce

comnerce and

lists in the passage

of banking" (centre of

-203government and

business). Students are told that when ìists are re_
duced they heìp to get rid of words in the passage
and focus on the
most important idea/category the writer wishes to convey.
The investigator introduces the concept of main ideas
and impor_
tant detai I .
Students are shown how to get rid of repeated infornatÍon
such
"Toronto was more ímportant as a trading centre". students

as

ar"e asked

to delete repeated information with red pencils.
students are shown how to get rid of unimportant information
such
as "There were as yet few heavy industries to block the view
of the
lake". students are asked to use green pencirs to derete unimportant
i nformati on.

Conclusion (5 mins, ):
The investigator reviews lesson through questíoning.
For exanpìe
she asks:

l,lhat
Why

ís a summary?

is

summary

writing

impontant?

What are

the rules of summarization?
Why are the rules important?
When

is it

possible to use the rules

The investigator

sunmarization?

tells

students that as a result of their
the rules to the selection, they now have a good basis

ication of
for writing a summary of ,,Toronto in the
appl

of

1g70s,,.

PRACTICE AND FEEDEACK

on (15 mins. ):
Students are asked to summarize the selection. Students,
summaries are collected. Students are given individual
written
Eval uati

feedback on

their

summary

writing

performance

for the next

lesson.
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f-Control Training

Sel

Cl

ass:

Grade

Age Range:

Subject:
Topic:
Time:
Obj

ll -

_

Group

6

lz

Language Arts
Summary wri

60

mi

ti

ng

nutes

ecti ve:
Students

will

be able

to

summarize passage

enti

ed ,,Toronto in

the 1870s."

Materi al s:

chalkboard and chark; passage

entiüed "Toronto in the

1870s,' ex-

tracted from an authorized Grade 6 socia.l studies textbook, ,,Canada
Growth of a Nation"; handout with generaì and specific
rules for sumnarizing texts; personar checkrists for students to evaruate
their
summary

Previous

writing

own

performance.

Knowì edoe:

Students have notions
and unimportant ínformation

ondinates

of

main ideas

of a passage and of

in a passage.

in place of lists of examples.

They are abìe

redundant

to use super_

They have ideas

of

Toronto.

-205PREPARATION

Introduction (5 mins.):
The investigator
sage about Toronto

est in the topic

tells

students that they are going

road)

-

-

read a

pas_

in the ear'ry days and then tries to generate inter-

and activate the students' previous knowredge through

questioning. The investigator introduces
context

to

new words

commerce, schooner and connected

and discusses them

in the passage in

(in retation to the rail_

with students.

Devel opment

Step

I

(10 mins.):

The investigator asks students

to preview or survey the passage.

títie and other subheadings (DR_TA).
After reading the ti e and first sentence of the first section of
the passage, students are asked questions such as: ,'r,rhat do you
think
this section is all about?,, "'uhat else?,, ,''.lhy?u Questíons are asked
They must read

the

in order to encourage students to predict and hypothesize.
Students are asked to check theír predictions. They must
read

first section in order to find out if
find out who is right.
silentry the

Students are stopped so

they are right or to

that they can verify or reject their

pre_

dicti ons through discussion.
Before reading the next section "Union Station,,, students
are ask_
ed to predict or hypothesize what that section is about. 0n
reading

the section they are asked to confjrm or reject their predictions.

_206_
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Step

2 (10 mins. ):
After reading and understandÍng the

that they are going to

summarize

passage students are informed

it.

The investigator asks students whether they ever have

examinations and asks them
such

activities.

to explain

how

tests or

they prepare themseives for

The investigator

terrs students that what they do depends on the type of task they have to perform. The
investigator shows
students that if they are preparing for a nrultipie choice test or a
short answer test, for example, they

text

may have

to reread

and review the

ining main ideas. she exprains that when students have to
telIwhat they know about the topic in a ìong answer they might use a
underl

different strategy.

one way

in which they could attetnpt to

remember

the information is through summarizing.
The investigaton introduces

Jenkjns' (1979) tetrahedra,l model to
help develop students' awareness of the task of summarization, This
includes the success or faîlure of the task of surmarization and the
strategies involved in summarizing as against other cniteriar tasks.
They are informed too that they must pay attention to the type
of
material (story or informational text) that they have to use.
The investigaton tells students that other students who do l,/ell
at
summary writing have a system they work at preparing for
the task. She
explaìns that

in order to

to apply generaì

sunmarize

effectively students

must be able

and

specific rures. she te s

thern

which they are going

to use is an infornatjonal

passage from

social studies textbook.

that the

materia,r

their

_207_
The investigator introduces the concept

t0 get a definition

of

summarization and

tries

students. After receiving students, explana_
tions, the investigator presents a definition on the overhead projectfrom

or.
The investigator expìains

a

passage since

there

is

to students that it is

too much information in

it

good

to

suf narize

If
the information is condensed and the rnain points are written down, it
will be easier to remember it;
The investigator presents a
ìowed by

a

summary

different

to.nemenber.

passage on

the overhead fo] _

of it.

The investigator presents

rules for

summary

v/rjting on the over_

projector and expìains that students can use those rules for prac_
tically any passage that they need to summarize to remember. The pashead

sage nay be based on any aspect

of social studies or any other

subject

area,

DIRECT EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION

Step

3 (30 mins.):

The investigator walks students through the general and
specífic
rules. She models and gives explicit instruction in how to use,

moni_

tor and check the summarization strategy
in the 1870s."
The

first

using the selection ,,Toronto

two control steps are demonstrated. The investigator

to refer to the text again and to think of a staternent to
tel I the gist of the entire passage. The investigator does the
same.
asks students

The investigator then shows her statement and asks

if

students, state

ments are

simirar.

208 -

Students are then asked

in the passage. The investigator
identified by students.

to identify the main poÍnts

compares her rnain ideas

The investigator and students

with

star

those

a|

impor-

tant parts of the text.
Students are taught
del

to apply the superordination, selection and

etion rul es.
The investigator walks the students through the rures expraining

the importance of

After having
have the basis

information

each,
appì

ied the rules, students are ínformed thôt

of a good

sunmary and

left in the text,

they

are asked ùo wríte one using the

The investigator completes a surnmary

well.
The investigator then modeìs the use

ruies and students apply

of the last three generaì

them.

Concl usion:

The lesson

is

reviewed through

questioning, students are asked

both process and product questions in which they modeì processes for
the i nvesti gator. Questions include:

is a s ummary?
l,Jhat is the importance of a summary?
What

When

can one use summarization rules?

What are those

rules? Give

examples

of

how

appì i ed?

What

is the importance of each of the ruìes?

the rules can be

as

_209_
investigator reinforces that students have a strategy for
learning informationar text and reminds them that they are in contror
The

of their

own

learning.

They are

like the executive in the

learníng

situation.
students' summaries are then colected. They are given individuaì
written feedback for the next lesson.
Following the lesson students are provided with a personal check_
list so that they can evaluate their own performance in the use of the
summarization strategy.
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APPENDIX

G

Test Passages
Hi

story

Pa s sa

ges

THE PRAIRIES AT THE TURN OF THE CINTURY

their first year or

prairies, the new set ers might
live in a sod house. These houses were made of grass and earth. The
sods were cut from the ground like bricks. Later, if times were good,
the family would be able to build a wood_frame house,
For

so on the

It

couìd take three years or more to bring a prairie farm into
production. But once the farm was firmly set up, it þras worth the
struggìe' The 1880s and 1g90s sar,, great worrd need for wheat. prices
were high. The prairie farmers grew rich. Homemade ploughs

and horses

gave way

to

machi

nery,

In the Northwest Terrítories
welI. At first, the early frosts
made growing wheat

risky.

Prairies.

harvested before

the farmers were doing

and short growing season

The developnent

as Fyfe and Marquis changed
Western

and Manitoba,

things.

of

ner,l

types of wheat

They were created

The new grains grew very

of this

quickìy.

to suit

area

such

the

They could be

fall frosts set in.

cities

fast arì across the prairies. cities rike
l,linnipeg, Regina and Caìgary were along the raíìway. Edmonton grew
from a Ì,lorth l.Jest Mounted police (Nl,lMP) post. Smal ler centers grew
Towns and

grew

up

at grain correction points aìong the way.

The to¡/ns and

cities

were

places where farmers could buy seeds, tooìs and other
supp,l ies. They
were where one could buy a newspaper, col lect mail or see play.
a
Doctors, dentists and ìawyers set up their practices in the towns
to
meet

the needs of the

set

ers.

_2tt_
turn of the century, there were buildings of brick and
stone. These began to reprace the wooden farse-front stores of the
1880s. Dirt roads and wooden sidewarks remained in the smar1 towns
By the

and

villages. But in the cities there were fine paved streets rined with
trees. There were modern services in the cities.
¡lerchants grew

homes. They rode
from

rich.

professionals prospered. They

in fine carriages.

They brought

built

ìarge

in the best goods

New York.

Garrod, S.,.McFadden, F,, & Neering, R. (1980). Canada Growth
of
Nation. (Fitzhenry & l,lhjteside I-iriíte¿), p. áiO..-'-I,IINNIPEG

IN

a

1895

Curìing bonspiels and canoeíng, wheat and raiìway: this is l.ljnni_
peg in 1895. And if you doubt that curling was impontant
you night
note this: a year earlier, the legislature didn,t have enough people
present to meet. Too many members had gone curì ing.

It

was

quiet in Winnipeg in 1890's. The great raiìway

passed. The immigration

boorn had

boom had

not occurred. The city was growing

at a rate of about five percent a year. The population noved from just
over 25,000 in 1891 to just over 31,000 in 1896,

0f the population, over a quarter had been born in Ontario. A
fifth were born in Manitoba and more than a quarter in Great Britaín.
Most of the rest of the immigrants were frorn other parts
in Canada,
Europe and the United States. And 90 percent of the popuìation
was
'ìess than 45 years
old.

Quiet or not, Winnipeg was still the main
Wide main

streets were

built.

city of the prairies.

They took trucks

the farm equipment dealers and the raiiyard.

to the grain

market,

-212growing. In 1895, the Independent Labour party
the first labour party in Canada.

The unions were

formed.

was

It

was

At the same time women were given the right to vote in city
tions' 0f course, both men and wornen stilr had to ovrn a certain

of property in order to be aÏowed to
hol d publ íc office.

vote.

And wonen

stil

elec_
amount

courd not

cricket, canoeing, yachting, and curiíng were loved.
They were the pasttimes of the rich peopìe who could
afford such
things. In surirmer, peopie would go to the Lake of the woods. It was
a
Swirnming,

growing sumlner

resort.

There were other

sports,

too. In 1896, the

l,linnipeg Victorias won hockey's Stanley Cup.
The

city

a result, the

had begun

a tree_pìanting

program

first

ists could ride

on shady streets.

cycì

a few years before.

Garrod, S.,.l"lcFadden, F.,.& Neerìngl R.. (1ggO). Canada Growth
of
tlation. (Fitzhenry & t,lhiteside LiñitJà1,-ó.-áo+_ZC.

A
0n lllarch

age.

7

,

1604

in

As

a

PLACE TO SETTLE

France, a ship was being made -ready

for a voy_

the work was completed, soldiers, searnen, and skilled workers ciimbed aboard. Then the ship headed for the open sea.
It was
When

headed

for Canada.

The

trip

The captain was

across the

piere Du Gua de l,lonts.

Atlantic to

Canada was

a

bad

one,

to the periìs of the trip. But on May B, the ship
Scotia. It turned south to look for a place to stop.
added

The next day the ship was exploring
sheep

Icebergs

reached Nova

a sheìtered bay. one of

the

feì1 overboard and it drowned. De Monts caì ìed that bay port_

au-Mouton.

- ztJ

Samuel de Champlain was on

bright man.

the

He had already been

-

trip.

He was

a very shrewd and

in the West Indies.

De Monts had ap_

pointed Champlain as the navigator, geographer, and rnap_maker of the

tri

p.
Frorn Port-au-Mouton, de Monts

into a long boat.
Sable and into st.
up a

village,

They

with champrain and ten other men got
expìored the coast of Nova Scotia around Cape

Mary Bay but they

They went back

to

did not find a

port_au_Mouton and

good pìace

there, a

to

set

second

ship carrying more people had amived,
The captain

of the second ship was Francois

Grave, Du pont.

He

to the trip because he was a merchant. He was good at
trading with the lndians. De t4onts had made him hís deputy. The
second ship saired to the Guìf of st. Lawrence to trade for
furs before
returning to France for fresh supplies.
was important

ports on the Atlantic Coast were still too far
fron good fur-trading country. So the explorers who remained on the
Atlantic coast crossed into New Brunswick ìooking for furs. Fina|y,
The Nova Scotia

the explorers decided to stay for the winter on an isìand, Ile_Ste_
Croix, now Dochet Island, in the St. Croix River.
Colonists at Port Royal

.

(Ginn E Cornpany, l97O), pp. 4_S.

Sociology Passages
CHILD LABOUR AND THE GROI.ITH OF UNIONS

chiìdren worked with aduìts

in the workshops, factories,

and mines

of nineteenth century Canada. Some employers hired children as young
as

eight.

less

A

child courd be paid

money an employer

much

ress than an adult worker.

paid for workers the more the profit.

The

-214-

in cigar factories earned about $1.00 a week. (Adutts
got the same in a day. ) The factories were iil_lit, hot sweaty pìaces.
Children

sheds. Beatings and other forms of punishment v/ere comnìon. A child was even beaten for tarking to anot,her child whire workThey were long

ing.
Young boys worked

in the coal mines of

Scotia. The shafts
and tunneìs of the mines were sometimes too tight that only a small boy
could reach the coar on his hands and knees. For this risky work, the
boys were paid 600 to B0Ç a day.
In 1889' children of eight working under bad conditions in a r4ontreal cotton mirr earned $92,00 a year. To earn this rnoney, they worked from six in the norning to six at night, six days a week. crothing
Nova

factories were cal'led 'sweatshops' as they were often hot and airless.
Many workers and machines were cranmed into a smarr room. The Hocherage Cotton

were

girls

Mill

in 1880. 0f these, half
They were paíd less than 75g a day. Men

near Montreal empìoyed 1100

and young women.

doing the same job earned a dollar.
The earìy trade unions fought

for

an end

to child labour.

wanted

it to be illegal to hire a child younger

slow.

Even

than

16.

They

Change was

Ín the early 1900s, one in every 30 factory workers in
canada was a chird. The first child rabour act $ras passed in 190g
by
0ntario. The new raw rnade 14 the minimum age for working in factories.
By
members

the end of the nineteenth century, thousands of peopìe becamg
of trade unions. The unions ensured fair wages and good work_

ing conditions. They fought for the good of

Canadians.

Garrod, S., McFadden, F. & Neering, R. (19S0). Canada Growth of
Nation. (Fitzhenry & tihitesíde Limjted), p.'254

a
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THE FAMILY

rike a modern one. It had a mother, a father
might arso have the father's parents. The famiry

An Ojibwa famiìy was

chiìdren. It
lived in its own dwel Iing. It was cal .l ed a wigwam. Nearby, the
father's bnothers and their families also lived in wigwams.
and

The 0jibwa

family

often.

Therefore, they needed the wigwarn.
It could be put up easiìy, taken down, moved great distances, and
erected again. The wigwam wourd protect them from severe weather.
moved

In the winter months, single family groups ìived in hunting

areas,

year. Their closest neighbours, other families
or groups of families, might live miles away. For this reason,
each
They went hunting every

family

was

parents

aÏ

closely

knit.

Mothers, fathers, boys and girls, and grand_
worked together at their tasks. They used every ski
they

couìd muster. This was the onry way they couìd stay arive
and we Ín
the harsh months of winter,
Family groups united to form communities as soon as the snow
began
to nelt in ear'ry spring. These groups were cal red bands. some bands
were quite

smarr. They incruded a few related famities and others were
larger. In some cases, the bands were made up of many hundreds of
people. Each band was quite independent. There was no centrar governnent and no chief or council of chiefs to rure the bands. But
no matter how far the bands rnay have been scattered, every member because of
language, customs, reìigion and general way of ìife, was
an 0jíbwa.

to his own family band, Each Ojibwa was a.l so
born into his own cian. There were many c.lans. Each clan
had its own
special symbol or totem, often an animal creature.
Each Ojibwa belonged

_¿lo_

It

that there were a.lmost two dozen clan totems.
They incìuded the catfish, crane, lynx, duck, woì f, and bear.
Clans
þrere common to many Indian groups in llorth America.
Nonads

has been said

of the Shiel d.

(Ginn & Company, 1970), pp. 5-6.

A JULY

DAY

It Ís a warm 1795 Juìy morning in Elizabethtown. There are now
eleven chirdren

in the seaman farniry.

Three more have been born since

the move to trizabethtown. A square addition had been made to
the roghouse.

In the vegetabìe garden, Smith and Stephen are weeding. Smith is
eleven and Stephen is njne. The drone of the bees fìying over
the
smarr field of frax adds rhythm to the movernent of hoes.
The frax is
growing well. It wilì give plenty of thread for
l4artha'a winter spinn_
ing and weaving. The boy,s arms move s,lowing in the heat. Only
the
thought of big brother Nehemiah's promise to take them swimming
in the

falls before supper keeps them going.
Elïzabeth is in the house. She is sixteen. She is finishing
¿
deerskin dress for herserf. she is rooking forward to the
arrivar of
sam Shiprnan. He is the man she is pìanning to rnarry.
Erizabeth vrants
pond below

the

to

to Ímpress San.
aged ten, is kneading bread in a big wooden bowl
, listening

wear the new dress

Sarah,

as her mother

driris

six-year-ord Robert and five-year-ord Margaret in
their ABC's. James, who is three pìays on the floor and Baby poì1y,
has her cradle rocked by her mother.

_ zlt

fifteen,

_

in the blacksmith,s shop since
dawn. He rikes working inside the heat of the forge. He does
not rike
Nehemiah, now

to work in the garden,

has been

or with horses. His father caleb is
showing him how to use the tools to shape metal ,
meadow,

Junior and Samuel are away for summer. Caleb Junior is
helping Mr". Abet stevens crear the rand for new setflers.
Samuer is
heìping to bring the hay crop from a meadow. The meadow is
Ca'leb

some

di stance from

the farm.

The busy day ends as Sarah and her mother clear the
the dishes and sweep the kitchen. Then they put t.he lit

table,

e ones to

bed.

Caleb Seanan: A

Loyalist.

wash

(Ginn & Company, i970), pp. 16_17.
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APPENDIX

Scoring Template

for

H

Þlain ldeas

ln Test passages

for each test passage is presented. The number of
main ideas incruded in a summany was compared with the
tenprate of the
main ideas of the original passage and then converted
to a percentage.
The main ideas

Hi

story

Passages

THE PRAIRIES AT THE TURN OF THE

i.

For the

first

CENTURY

year or so, on the prairies, the new

set

ers might

live in a sod house.

2,

Later

if

times were good, the family wouìd be ab,le to build

a

wood-frame house.

3. It

could take three years or more to bring a prairie farm into

producti

on .

4. The 1880s and 1890s sa$, great world need for vJheat.
5. Pri ces were high.
6. The Prairie farmers grew rich.
7. Ho¡lemade pìoughs and horses gave way to machinery.
8' In the Northwest rerrítories and Manitoba, the farmers were doing
weì.l.
9

,

The deveì oprnent

of

new types

of

r^/heat such as Fyfe and lrlarqu.i s

changed thi ngs.

10. Towns and cities grew fast all across the prairies.
11. By the turn of the century, there were buiìdings of brick and
s

12.
13,

tone .

Merchants grew ri ch.
Professional

s prospered.
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I.IINNIPEG

1.

1895

Curìing bonspiels and canoeing, $,heat and
l,li nni

2.

IN

And

peg

if

nee

1895.

you doubt that curl ing was inportant you might note
this:

a year

to

in

railway: this is

earlier, the legislature did not

have enough people present

t.

3. It was quiet in l,,linnipeg in the 1g9os.
4. The population rnoved from just over 25,000 in l8gl to just over
31,000

in

1896.

5. Quiet or not, r'rinnipeg was still the main city of the prairies.
6. The unÍons were growing.
7, In 1895, the Independent Labour party was formed.
8. At the same time, women were given the right to vote in city elec_
ti

ons.

9. Swimming, cricket, canoeing, yachting and curling were ioved.
10. In 1896, the Winnipeg Victorias won hockey's Stanley Cup.
11,

The

city

had begun a

tree pìanting progran a fe!, years before.
A

1.

0n March

PLACE TO SETTLE

7,1604, in France, a ship

was being made ready

voyage.

2, It r,las headed for Canada,
3. The Captain was pierre Du Gua de Monts.
4. The trip across the Atlantic Èo Canada was a bad one.
5. But on May 8, the ship reached Nova Scotía,
6. The next day the ship was expìoring a sheìtered bay.
7. De Monts called that bay port-au_Mouton.

for

a

_ 220

8.
9.

Samueì de Champlain was on

_

the trip.

De Monts had appointed Champlain as
map-maker

of the tri

the navigator, geographer,

p.

10.

They exprored the coast

11.
12.
13.

There, a second ship carrying more people had arnived,
The captain of the second ship was Francois Gravé Du pont.

14.

and

of Nova scotia around cape Sabìe and into
St. l4ary Bay, but did not fínd a good place to set up a vilìage.

to the Gurf of st.
fore returning to France for fresh
The ship sailed

Lawrence

to trade for furs

be-

supp.lies.

scotia ports on the Atìantic coast were
from good fur-tradíng country,
The Nova

sti

too far

15. Finaìly,

the exprorers decíded to stay for the winter on an island, Iìe-Ste-Croix, now Dochet Island, in the St. Croix Ríver.
Soci ol ogy

Pa

ss

a

ges

CHILD LABOUR AND THE GROI,ITH OF UNIONS

1.

children worked with adurts in the workshops, factories, and

mines

of nineteenth century Canada.
2. Children in cigar factories earned about $1.00 a week.

3. The factories were ill-lit, hot sweaty places,
4. Beatings and other forms of punishment re common.
5. Young boys worked in the coal mines of Nova Scotia.
6' In 1899, chirdren of eight working under bad conditions in a Monþre

treal cotton mill

7.
8.

l4en doing

the

earned g92.00 a year.

same

job earned a dol.lar.

The earìy trade unions fought

for

an end

to child labour.

- ¿z! -

9.

The

10.
11.

first child labour act was passed in 190g by Ontario.

The new law made 14 the minimum age
By the end
members

for

working

in factories.

of the nineteenth century, thousands of

of trade

peopre

became

unions.

THE FAMILY

l. An Ojibwa famÍly was like a ¡¡odern one.
2. It had a mother, a father and children.
3. It might also have the father's parents.
4. The 0;'ibwa family moved often.
5. Therefore, they needed the wigwam.
6. In the winter months, single farnily groups lived in hunting
areas.

7.

Family groups united

to

form conrnunities as soon as the snow

began

to melt in ear'ly spring.

B.
9.
10.

Each Ojibwa belonged

to his own family
Each was also born into his own clan.
Each had

its

own

band.

special symbol or totem, often. an anima.l

crea_

ture.

11. It

has been said

that there were a.lmost two dozen clan totens.
A JULY

DAY

1. lt is a warm 1795 July morning in Elizabethtown.
2. There are now eleven children in the Seaman family.
3. In the vegetabìe garden, SnÍth and Stephen are weeding.
4. Onìy the thought of big brother Nehemiah's promise to take them
swimming
i ng.

in the pond below the fal.ls before

supper keeps them

go_

aaa

5,
6.
7.

Elizabeth

is in the house.

is finishing a deerskin dress for herself.
Sarah, aged ten, is kneading bread in a big wooden bowl
, listening
She

drills six_year_old Robert and five-year_oìd
Mdrgaret in thei r ABC,s.
B. James who is three plays on the floor.
9. Baby Poì ly has her cradle rocked by her nother.
10. Neherniah, now fifteen, has been in the blacksmith,s shop since
as her mother

dawn.

11.

His father, careb,

is

to use the tools to

shape

12, Caleb junior and Samuel are away for the sunmer.
13. The busy day ends as Sarah and her mother cìean the table,

wash

showing him how

metaì.

14.

the dishes and sweep the kitchen.
Then they put the litile ones to bed.
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I

of Caìculatíon of Sunmarization Efficlency

Exanple

Exampìe

Score

of Student's Surrnary
THE FAMILY

An 0jibwa

family was líke a

wams, They moved

one, except, they lived in wig_
often, which was why their portable easy to
modern

assemble wigwam was

handy. They went hunting annually; and their
cìosest neighbons weì"e often m es away. Famiries worked
together

at their tasks. Famiries uniùed to form bands which varied in
size in earìy spring. They had no chiefs or government. Each
.
Ojibwa beronged to his/her own famiry band and cran which
had its
own symbo l .

efficiency is the ratio of main ideas to the number
of words in a summary. The summary above inciudes 7 of the 11 nain
ideas in the originaì passage. The number of words used is
79. There_
summarizatíon

fore, the efficiency is 7 divided by 79 giving an efficiency score of
0

.09.

ttu
APPENDIX J

SCORING TEMPLATE FOR SUMMARY RULE APPLICATION TO TEST
PASSAGES

Each temprate was estabrished so

that

summaries courd be scored to

little or no, moderate and appropriate evidence of ruìe usage.
Corresponding ratings of l, Z, and 3 respectiveìy were assignable.
indicate

naturaliy occurring texts urere used the number of tines each of
the summary writing rules could be applied in each passage varied.
Because

for rules varied for each passage as out,l ined below. (¡s
explained in chapter 3 passage variabirity for sumrnary ruìe appì ication
was controlled for in passage assignment. )
Scoring

Hi

The

rdi

Su

pero

Li

sts for

1.
2.

ti

ges

prairies at the Turn of the

Century

on

pìoughs and horses

Fyfe and Marquis

of 2 superordínates scores 3,

Use

of

Use

of 0 superordinate scores 1.)

1 superordinate scores Z.

ection

Topic Sentences

i.

Pa s sa

Reducti on

Hornemade

(Use

Sei

na

story

For the

to

first

be Selected

year or so on the prairies, the new settìers might

live in a sod house.

2. In the Northwest Territories and in Manitoba,
doi ng weì I .

the farmers

were

3.

Towns and

cities

grew

fast across the prairies.

(Inclusion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Inclusion of 1 - 2 topic sentences scores 2.
Incìusion of 0 topic sentence scores 1.)
Invention

Topic sentences must be invented for:

1.
2.
3.

Del

Paragraph

2

("It

couìd

take.

.).

5 (',By the turn of the century. . . .).
Paragraph 6 ("Merchants grew. . . .).
(Invention of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Invention of L - 2 topic sentences scores 2.
Invention of 0 topic sentence scores 1).
Paragraph

eti

on

Sentences which are

either

redundant

or unimportant

and must

be

del eted.

1. The sods were cut fron the ground like bricks.
2. These houses ¡rere made of grass and earth.
3. But once the farm was firmly set up, it was worth the struggìe.
4. The new grains grew very quickly.
5' Dirt roads and wooden sidewarks remained in the smaìr towns and
vi

6.
7.

1I

ages.

built large homes.
They rode in fine carriages.
They

-zzô-

8.

They brought

in the best goods

fr"om New york.

(Deletion of 7

- g unnecessary details scores 3.
Deletion of 4 - 6 unnecessary details scores 2.
Deletion of 0 - 3 unnecessary details scores 1.).
l,linnlpeg

in

1895

Superordination
Li

sts for

l.
2.

Sel

Reductí on

Curling bonspiel s and canoeing, wheat and railway.
Swimming, cricket, canoeing, yachting, and curling
were ìoved.
(Use of 2 superordinates scores 3.
Use

of

Use

of 0 superordinate scores L.).

1 superordinate scores 2.

ectí on

Topic Sentences

1.

to

be Selected

Curling bonspiels and canoeing, wheat and railway:
this is
Winnipeg

in

1895.

2. It was quiet in Winnípeg in the l870s.
3. Quiet or not, winnipeg was stilr the nain city of the prairies.
4. At the same time, wonen were given the right to vote in city
el ections,

5.

The

city

had begun a

(Inclusion of 4

tree planting

program

a few years before.

- 5 topic sentences scores 3.
Incìusion of 2 - 3 topic sentences scores 2.
Inclusion of 0 - I topic sentence scores l.).

Inventions
Topic Sentences must be invented for:
1.

Paragraph

2.

Paragraph

3 ("0f the population.
5 ("The unions were. .

(Invention

of 2 topíc sentences

Invention of

I topic sentence

. . .").
. .').

scores 3.

scores Z.

Invention of 0 topic sentence scores
Del

eti

ons

Sentences

to

be Del eted

I.

And women

2.

In

summer, people could go

J.

It

was

still did not hold public office.
to the

Lake

to Setil

Superordi nati on

l.

of the lloods.

a growing summer resort.
(Deletion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Deletion of 1 - Z topic sentences scores 2.
Deletion of 0 topic sentence scores 1.),
A Place

Li

l.).

st for

Reducti on

Navigator, geographer, and napnaker.
(Use
Use

of I superordinate scores

3.

of 0 superordinate scores 1.).

e
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ecti

on

Topic Sentences to be Selected

1.
2'

Samuel de Champlain was on

the trip.

They exprored

Nova

the coast of

scotia

around cape sabìe and into

the St. Mary BðJ but they did not find a good place to set up
village.

3.
4.

The captain

Final

of the second ship was Francois Gravê Du pont.

ly, the exprorers decided to stay for

the winter on an isrand,

Ile-St. Croix, now Dochet Island, in the St. Croix River.
(Inclusion of 4 topic sentences scores 3.
Inclusion of Z - 3 topic sentences scores 2.
Inclusion of 0

-

1 topic sentence scores 1.).

Invention
Topic Sentences must be invented fon:

1.
2.
3.

a

Paragraph 1 ("0n March

7. . . .")

2 ("The trip across. . . .")
Paragraph 3 ( "The next day. . . .")
(Invention of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Invention of L - 2 topic sentences scores
Invention of 0 topíc sentence scores l.).
Panagraph

2,
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De l

eti

on

Unnecessary

1.
2.
3.

Detail to be Deleted

the ship headed for the open sea.
He u,as a very shrewd and bright man.
Then

He had already been

in the West Indies.

(Deìetion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Deletion of I - Z topic sentences scores 2.
Deletion of 0 topic sentence scores l.).
Soci ol ogy

Pa s sa

ges

Chlld Labour and the Growth of

Unions

Reducti on

Li

sts for

Reducti on

1. Workshops, factories, and mines.
2. Ill-1it and hot sweaty.
3. Beatings and other forms of punishnent.
(Use

Se I

of 3 superordinates scores 3.

Use

of 1 - 2 superordinates scores 2.

Use

of 0 superordinate scores 1.).

ecti

on

Topic Sentences to be Selected

1.

Children worked with adults

of

2.
3.

in the workshops, factories,

ni neteenth century Canada.

in the coaì mines of Nova Scotia.
The early trade unions fought for an end to child
labour.
Young boys worked

and mines

-230(Inclusion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Inclusion of I - Z topic sentences scores

Z.

Inclusion of 0 topic sentence scores 1.).
Invention

Topic sentences must be ínvented for

l.
2.
3.

2 ("Children in cigar factories. . . .")
Paragraph 4 ("ln 1889, children of eight working.
. .
Paragraph 6 ("By the turn of the century, .
. .,,).
Paragraph

(Invention of 3 topic sentences scores
3.
Invention of I - Z topic sentences scores

.,,)

Z.

Invention of 0 topic sentence scores 1.).
Deletion
Unnecessary

1.
2.
3.

Some

Details to be Selected

enployers hired chíldren as young as eight,

The less money an empìoyer paid

A

child

h/as even beaten

for workers the more the profit.
for talking to another child while

working,

4.
5.
6.

Many workers and machines were examined

into a smal I

Change was sl ow.

They fought

for the good of

(Deletion of 5

Deletion of 3 Deletion of 0 -

Canadians.

6 unnecessary detaíls scores 3.
4 unnecessary details scores z.
2 unnecessary details scores

l.).

room.

-

231 -

The Faml

ly

Superordi nati on
Li

sts for

1.

Reducti on

A mother,

a father and children.

of I superordinate scores 3.
Use of 0 superordinate scores l.)

(Use

Sel

ection

Topic Sentences to be Selected

1. An 0jibwa fami ly was like a nodern one.
2, In the winter months single farniìy groups ,lived in huntÍng areas,
3. Family groups united to form communities as soon as the snow began
to melt in ear'ly spring.
(Inclusion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Inclusion of 1. - Z topic sentences scores
Inclusion of 0 topic sentence scores 1.).

2.

Inventions

Topic Sentences nust be Invented for:

1.
2.
3.

Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph

2 ("The Ojibwa family moved. . . .,')
5 ("tach 0jibwa beìonged. . . ,,')
6

("It

has been

said.

..

.,')

-232(Invention of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
invention of 1 - 2 topic sentences scores 2.
Invention of 0 topic sentence scores 1.)
Deì

eti

on

Unnecessary

Details to be Deleted

1' Nearby, the father's brothers and their fami ries rived in wigwams.
2. They r,rent hunti ng every year.
3. They used every skill they could nuster.
4. They included a fey, reiated families.
5. In some cases the bands were made up of rnany hundreds of peopìe,
6. Clans were common to many Indian groups of North America.
(Deletion of 5 - 6 unnecessary detaiìs scores
3.
Deletion of 3 - 4 unnecessary details scores 2.
Deletion of 0 - Z unnecessary detai.l s scores 1.)
A aluly
Superordi
Li

st for

1.

na

ti

Day

on

Reduction

Clear the tabie, wash the dishes and sweep the kitchen,
(Use of 1 superordinate scores 3.
Use

of 0 superordinate scores t.)

Sel

ecti

233 -

on

Topic Sentences to be Selected

1. In the vegetable garden Snith and Stephen are weeding.
2. Nehemiah, now fifteen has been in the bìacksmith,s shop sínce
dawn.

3.

Caìeb

junior

and Samuel are away

for the

summer.

(Inclusion of 3 topic sentences scores 3.
Incìusion of I - Z topic sentences scores 2.
inclusion of 0 topic sentence scores l.)
Invention

Topic sentences must be invented for:

]. Paragraph I (,,1t is a warm 1795. . . .,)
2, Paragraph 3 ("El izabeth is in the. . , .")
3. Paragarph 4 ("Sarah, aged ten. . . .")
4. Paragraph ("The busy day ends. . ,')
(Invention of 4 topic sentences scores 3.
Invention of Z - 3 topíc sentences scores

Z,

Invention of 0 topic sentence scores 1,)
Deletion
Unnecessary

1.
2.

Details to be Deìeted

Three more have been born since the move

A square addition has been made

to

Eìizabethtown.

to the longside.

- 234 -

3'

The drown

of the bees frying over the sma| fierd of the frax

adds

to the movement.
4. The flax is growing well.
rhythm

5. It r{ilì give plenty of thread for Martha's spÍnning and weaving.
6. The boys' arms nove slowly in the heat.
7. He likes workíng inside by the heat of the forge.
8. He does not like to work in the garden, meadow or with horses,
9. The meadow is some distance fron the farm.
(Deletion of 7 - 9 unnecessary details scores
3.
Dele+"ion of 4 - 6 unnecessary details scores Z.
Deletionof 0 - 3 unnecessary details scores 1.)

-
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APPENDIX K

Examples

of

Responses

Sel

f-Control Training

to Interview

Questions

Group

Less Competent Reader

Investigator:

What were you doing

Student:

I

Investigator:

How do

Student:

First you read the

duríng this session?

was summarizi ng.

you go about summarizing?
passage and understand

you star and take out

iists

and the

alI

it

and then...

the ímportant stuff and the

topic sentences.

Then you

write

it

on

a

piece of paper and then you proofread

it and if there is
any nistake you fix it up and polish it and then you,re
f i ni shed
I

nvesti gator:

Student:

!

is it important to be able to summarize?
Like if you...you are wrÍting about a book or a passage,
instead of writing alt the stuff and borÍng the other
person who is reading it you summarize it getting
alI
l.lhy

the important information and main detail and not just
have extra stuff. you cannot remernber evenything any_
way !

Instruction:

Is that alI?

Student:

Yep.

Competent

Rea

der

Investigator:

l,Jhat were you doing

Student:

I

Investigator:

How do

Student:

First you read over the

during this session?

was summari zi ng.

you go about sunmarizìng?

Then...h-m-m...cross out the
one word

or as

it.

passage and understand

lists

and substitute vrith

few words as possibìe and then you write

topic sentences...and before you do that you find the
theme and star what's important and aften you write your
topic

sentences, you cross out everything

peated and then you cross

that

out everything that

was re_

was not

important and then you wnite the summary with what's
left. Then you check it and polish it.
I

nvesti gator:

Student:

l,llhy

is it

important to be able to summarize?

you are taking notes you just write down the Ímpor_
tant things. you can,t remember and write everything.
l,Jhen

You can use
surnmarize

it for most things...h-nr-m...you

a story or any passage.

Inforned Traininq Grouo

Less Competent Reader

Investigator:

l,Jhat were you doing

Student:

No re

Investigator:

What lrere you doing?

Stu den

t:

s

No res

po

po

nse.

nse.

during this session?

can

Investigator:

!,lhat exac

Student:

l,lri

Investigator:

How do

Student:

l,leìì, you cross out...uh...the...unîmportant,..uh...

ti ng

y

were you doing?

summaries.

you go about writing a

summary?

information with a green pencil and the repeated stuff
with the red and you write a surnmary.

Investígator: Is that all you do?

Student:

yes.

Investigator:

l,,lhy

Student:

It

is it

makes

passage

important to know how to write a

it

easier on you

when you have

surnmary?

a long stay or

to uh...tell

Competent Reader

Investígator:

Student:

l,lhat were you doing during

this session?
Ile were learnìng how to write surnmaries or

how

to

shorten passages.

Investigatort

How do

Student:

First you try to get aìl the inportant information in

it.

you go about writing summaries?

Then

we...then we try and shorten the

lists if

there are any and we uh...cross out repeated

information.

If

there are no topic sentences in

paragraph we nake up a

topic

sentence,

Investígator: Is that alì?

Student:

yep.

Investigator:

l,lhy

is it

important to be abìe to summarize?

a

a
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Student:

!,lell,

so you

can.,.1ike say you won't...uh..,do a lot

of work. Say like you have to copy out something on
pages. you just summarize it. It says the saÍìe thing
so you

don't have to do as much work.

Bì

ind Training

Group

Less Competent Reader

Investigator:

What were you doing

Student:

Doi

investigator:

How do

Student:

you cross out

ng

a

during this

,lesson?

summary.

you go about doing a

summary?

stuff that aren,t inportant.

you cross

out stuff that are repeated.

Investigator:

l.lhat el se?

Student:

If

there

make up

Investigator:

isn't a topic

your

Hhy do you

sentence you have

to put one or

own.

think knowing how to ,urite

summaries is

important?

Student:

If

you have a project to do, you can make it shorter
you put them ín your own words.

Competent Reader

Investigator:

!,lhat were you doing?

Student:

I

Investigator:

How do

was

writing a

summary.

you go about

writing a

summary?

and

-239-

Student:

First you take out the

unnecessary

that you have topic sentences
repeated

stuff

details and make sure

and you take

out all

write a summary with what,s left
and you should a.l so polish ìt after you are done,
Investigator: Ì.lhy do you think it is irnportant to knovr how to write
a
and you

sunmary?

Student:

...H-m-rn...it,s .important becaüse...well.,.I guess..,I
don't know...because you understand what you are reading
and know the
k

now.

specific stuff and all that...I don,t
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APPENDIX L

Rating Scales

As indicated

in

dents' metcognitive

1.
Question 2.
Question 3.

Responses

Chapter

1.

Questions

3, at the end of the investigation

stu_

three interview ques-

asked:

What were you doing?
How do

Why

you do it?

is it

important to be able to do it?

Evaì

Question

to Interview

knowredge was probed through

tions which basical ly
Question

for

uati ng Responses

What were you doing?

Responses

to this question were rated on a 3 point scale _ 0 to

A highly rated response received 2 points and had

2.

to incrude specific

reference to the task

of summarizing. Less specific responses (,,1 was
reducing the text", for exarnple) were rated as acceptable and given 1
point while inaccurate responses received no points as outlíned

0 -

No awareness. The student
suppl

i -

ied a response that did not

The response was

The response included a
was summarizi ng

know, was inaccurate or

make sense.

a non-specific reference to the task. (,,I

was shorteni ng passages,"

2 -

did not

berow,

pa

s

sa

)

specific reference to the task. (,,I

ges.

,,

)

-24rQuestion

2.

Hoþr

do you do

it?

This question was rated on a 4 point scale _ 0 to 3, A highly
rated response described an appropriate sequence of steps to follow in
carrying out the summary writing task. When responses were incomp,lete

or omitted

some

of the summary writing steps, points were awarded as

set out in the following rating guideìines.

0 1 -

No awareness.

The response was not

specific to the process or merely an

that did not illustrate conscious understanding of
the process to be used. (,,you push all important informa_
exampìe

tí on together.

2 -

")

The response referred

to

sorne

of the steps that needed to be

followed and suggested some understanding of the processes

to be used.

3 -

The response included a sequence

an understanding

Question

3.

Hhy

is it

of the

summary

of

steps and demonstrated

writing

process.

inportant to be able to do it?

A 4 point rating scale was employed

for this question _ 0 to 3.

A

highly rated response specified both the context in which the task
could be useful and what could be done within the context and received
3

points.

0 1 -

Less

specific

responses were rated as described be.low.

No awarenes s.

The response was not specif.ic

reading and/or

writing.

to the task but was re,lated to

(,'you understand and

about what you are reading.")

write better

-2+2-

2 -

to an appropriate generaì category
not to the specific use taught ("you write shorter and
better about passages or stories.',)

3 -

The response included

The response referred

but

specific reference to both what the

student could do and supplied the context in which sunmary
wri

ti

ng could be used.
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APPENDIX

1.

M

of Pretest, and Immedidate and Derayed posttest scores on
Dependent Measures for Serf-contror, Informed and Brind Training
AN0vAs

Groups,

2.

Approximate
Scores

for

t-tests of pretest,

Ruìe Appìication

to

and Immediate and Delayed posttest

Summaries

of History

passages.

TABLE Ml

Analysis of variance of Scores on the Gates-Maccinitie cornprehension
Subtest

Source

of

Treatnent
E

rror

Va

ri ati

Group

on

dfSSFP

2
47

178.6993 1.85
2264.0307

0.1778

-244TABLE I'I2

Analysis of Variance of Pretest ¡leasures
Dependent Measure
Mai

n

Hi

I

Source

of

Vari ati on

df

SS

dea

story

P

assages

Treatment Group

2

1.

Competence

1

0.0046

2

0. 0874

Treatment x Competence

Error

37

tra s t
Informed vs Sel f-control
Inforned vs Blind

3

1969

6.50 0.0038*
0.05 0.8244
0.47 0.6257

.4080

Con

Sel
Soc i oì

ogy
Passages

f-control vs

i

0.0426
0.9692

1

0

1

Bl i nd

2

1.8702

1

0.1.227

2

0.2023
6.9776

0.54

1.2038

6.38 0.0159*
9.11 0.0046*

Competence

37

Contrast
Informed vs Sel f-control
Informed vs Blind
Seì f-control vs Blind

Hi

1

0.7t

0.0002
0.0001

0.20 0.8214
0.03 0.8635

2

0.0005
0.01718

0.51

0.6024

Treatment Group

L

Competence

1

0.0031
0.0002

2.76
0,47

0.0763
0.4955

2
37

0.0009
0.0266

0.85

0.4349

Treatment Group

2

Competence

1

7.7474
8. 1570
9. 9700
109.7902

1.31
2.75
0.84

0.2832
0.1058
0.4408

0.4055

ci ency

story

Pa

ssages

Treatment, Group

2

Conpetence

1

Conpetence
Enror
Soci ol ogy
Passages

11

Treatment Group x
Competence

Error
Summary

Rule Appl ication

Soci o1 ogy
Passages

Treatment x Competence

Error

(

.717 6

0.5893

0.1335

Treatment Group x

*P

9.34 0.0041*
4.96 0.0124*
0.65 0.4250

Conpetence

Error

ffi

0.5002

Treatment Group
Treatment Group x

E

.8601

0.46

14.52 0.0025*

0.05

a

J/

(

0.05

Less

Blind

*p

Less

Inforrned

10

competent 4

Competent

4

competent 6

Competent

11

competent B

Less

Self-control

Competent

Competence N

i

Std.

6.75 0.50
7.90 l.2O

8.33 L.75
7.75 0.95
0.38

O.ZS

0.71

0.49

Uneoual

Uneoua.l

Uneoual

-2.5348 11.8

0.6780 7.9

-0.3759 15.7

passages

Variances

to History

SD Error

Rule Application

9.00 1.07 0.3g
B.Z7 2.OS 0.62

of pretest scores for

Treatment
Group

Approximate T-tests

TABLE M3

0.0265*

0.5173

0.7120
I

N)

-246TABLE

M4

Analysis of Variance

of

Source

Dependent Measure
Mai

n

hdnedi

ate Posttest

of

J{easures

Vari ati on

df

ss

2

8386.6597
941.4880
224.7936
8299.3066

i8.69 0.0001*
4.20 0.0476
0.50 0.6099

5945.2788
7348.6024
333.3004

26.51 0.0001*
32.76 0.0001*

I dea

History Passages Treatment

Group

Competen ce

Treatment Group x
Cornpe tence

Error

1

I
37

Contrast
Informed vs
Inforned vs

Sel f-controi
Bl i nd
Sel f-control vs Bl ind

ogy
Passages

Soc i o1

Treatment

Grou p

Competence

Treatment x Conpetence
Error

1
1

I
2

I
2

37

1.49

0.2306

3253.2452
2006.5308
57 4.1,873
19814.8851

3.04 0.0601
3.75 0.0606
0.54 0.5895

0.37 0.6913
0.33 0.5668
0.96 0.3910

Effi ci ency
Hi

story Passages Treatment

Group

2

0.0003
0.0001
0.0007

37

0.0i45

Treatment Group

2

Competence

1

0.0021
0.0034
0.0016
0.0176

Cornpetence

Treatment x Competence
Error
Soci ol ogy
Passages

Treatment x Conpetence

Error

2

I

2

37

2.27 0.1175
7.36 0.0100*
1.67 0.2012

Sunmqry Rul e Application
Soci ol ogy
Passages

Treatment Group

2

Competence

1

Treatment x Competence
Error
*P

(

0.05

2

37

9.7620
15.5459
5. 0540
120.3083

1.50 0.2361
4.78 0.0352
0.78 0.467r

M5

*p

(

0.05

4

Competent

BIind

6

Less competent

Informed

Less competent
Competent
10

4

lt

competent B

Competent

Less

Self-control

8.50
11.00

10. 50

8.33

to History

passages

.00
L.49
1

0.47

0.50

Unequaì

-3 .6380

8.5

0.0060*

0. 1082

'7t

0. 87

- 1 .8348

L.7 3

ual

0.80

t.97

Uneq

0.2434

DF

0.57 unequal -l.2260 Lz.z
0.35

Std.

Rule Appìication

SD Error Variances T

for

10.00 1.60
10.82 t.67

f

Irnnedìate Posttest Scores

Competence N

of

Treatment
Group

Approximate T-tests

TABLE

-248TABLE

M6

Analysis of Variance of Delayed Posttest I'leasures
Dependent Measure

Main
Hi

Source

of

Vari ati on

story Passages Treatment

Group

Treatment x Conpetence
Error
Contrast
Informed vs Sel f-control
Informed vs Blind
Sel

f-control vs Bl i nd

Treatment Group

Soci ol ogy
Passages

Competence

Treatmênt x Competence
Error
Contrast
Informed vs Sel f-control
Informed vs Bìind
Sel f-control vs Bl ind

Effi ci ency

story Passages Treatment

Group

Competence

Treatment x Competence
Error
Soci ol ogy
Passages

Treatment Group
Competence

Treatment x competence
Error

Contrast
Informed vs
Inforned vs
Sel

Sunlmary Rul

e Appl icati

o1 ogy
Passages

Soci

SS

i dea

Competence

Hi

df

Sel
Bl i

f-control
n<i

f-control vs Blind

2 3930.3107 9.95 0.0003*
1 593.3046 3.00 0.0914
2 1470,4444 3.72 0.0037*
37 7308.9981
1 3415.4784 17 .29 0.0002*
I 2824.6340 i4.30 0.0006*
I
0.0051 0.00 0.9960
2 9974.6392 6.63 0.0034*
1 5686.5927 7.56 0.0092*
2 1991.1502 t.32 0.2783

37

27813.6021

I
1
1

8045.7679

2
1
2
37
2
1
2
37

0.0002
0.0007
0.0001
0.0145

0.39 0.6815
3.06 0.0884
0,29 0.7497

0.0t24

3.80 0.0315*
1.98 0.1676
2.49 0.0964

10.70

341.4050
5377.0411

0.0032
0.0081
0.0603

0.45
7.15

0.0023*
0.5046
0.0111*

I
1
1

0.0084 5.14 0.0293*
0.0002 0.01 0.92t7
0.0085 5.21 0.0283*

?
L
2
37

70.8282 6.76 0.0032*
44.3222 8.45 0.0061*
15.8817 1.51 0.2332

on

Treatment Group
Competence

Treatment x Competence

Error

Contrast
Informed vs Self-control
Informed vs Blind

Self-control vs

Btind

1
1
1

193.9674

44.3931 8.47 0,0061*
0.0178 0.00 0.9539
51.9319 9.89 0.0033*

*p

(

o.o5

ind

8.33 2.16
10.25 L.7I
O.B5

0.gg

0,43

0.33

Std,

Unequal

Uneoual

Unequal

passages

-1.2889 7.3

-1.5613 7.6

-3.7623 16.8

to History

Variances

Rule Application

SD Error

for

9.25 I.26 0.63
10 10.30 1,.64 0.S2

cornpetent 4
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Soci ology Passages Sel f-control

Dependent Measure

T-tests of Di fferences Between l¡r¡nedi ate and Delayed Posttest
Text SuÍmari es

TABLE N17

I

{

¡

l\)
q)

story

*p <

0 .05

Passages

and

Soci ol ogy

Hì

Rule Appl ication

Dependent Measure

T-tests of D{fferences
Text Suûnari es

TABLE N18

f-control
.11

Bl i

nd:

Informed:

.50
Competent

0

3.50

L.75

Competent

Less Competent

t.r7

-0.37
0.45

Less Competent

Competent

Treatment Group x Competence
Sel f-control : Less Competent

.2887

0.6368

0

0.9465

0. 9804

0.8224
o.5778

0. 3861

0.68

Competent

0.5893

.6699

0.5941

.36

0

0.4769

STD Error

1.00

1

1.40

0

Difference

Less Competent

Competence

Blind

Informed

Sel

Treatment Group

Mean

-0.46
0.79
1.19
1.85
L2.L2
0.79

1.68
t.76

0.22
2.09
2.30

0.4525

0.0012*

0.1616

0.2875

0.4497

0.6622

0.0909

0.1106

0.0385*

0.0662

0.8278

Posttest l¡leans for Rule Application to History and Sociology

Source

Between Delayed

_

269

_

APPENDIX
ANOVA

of

Dependent

Ratings

for Metacognitive

Measure Source of

Iletacognitive

Treatment

O

Knowiedge

Variation df
Group

2

ss

F

P

10.1333 12.67 0,00i1*

Knowl edge

ERROR
Contras t
Informed

T2

vs

Self-control
Informed vs Blind
Sel f-control vs
Bl ind
*p

0.0S

I 3.6000 9.00 C.0111*
1 1.6000 4.00 0,0687
i 10.000 25.00 0.0003*

